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Abstract
Human computation can be described as outsourcing part of a computational process to
humans. is technique might be used when a problem can be solved better by humans
than computers or it may require a level of adaptation that computers are not yet capable of
handling. is can be particularly important in changeable settings which require a greater
level of adaptation to the surrounding environment. In most cases, human computation
has been used to gather data that computers struggle to create. Games with by-products
can provide an incentive for people to carry out such tasks by rewarding them with enter-
tainment. ese are games which are designed to create a by-product during the course of
regular play. However, such games have traditionally been unable to deal with requests for
speciëc data, relying instead on a broad capture of data in the hope that it will cover speciëc
needs. A new method is needed to focus the eﬀorts of human computation and produce
speciëcally requested results. is would make human computation a more valuable and
versatile technique.
Mutually reinforcing systems are a new approach to human computation that tries to attain
this focus. Ordinary human computation systems tend to work in isolation and do not work
directly with each other. Mutually reinforcing systems are an attempt to allow multiple
human computation systems to work together so that each can beneët from the other’s
strengths. For example, a non-game system can request speciëc data from a game. e
game can then tailor its game-play to deliver the required by-products from the players.
is is also beneëcial to the game because the requests become game content, creating
variety in the game-play which helps to prevent players getting bored of the game.
Mobile systems provide a particularly good test of human computation because they allow
2
3users to react to their environment. Real world environments are changeable and require
higher levels of adaptation from the users. is means that, in addition to the human
computation required by other systems, mobile systems can also take advantage of a user’s
ability to apply environmental context to the computational task.
is research explores the eﬀects of mutually reinforcing systems on mobile games with
by-products. ese eﬀects will be explored by building and testing mutually reinforcing
systems, including mobile games.
A review of existing literature, human computation systems and games with by-products
will set out problems which exist in outsourcing parts of a computational process to hu-
mans. Mutually reinforcing systems are presented as one approach of addressing some of
these problems. Example systems have been created to demonstrate the successes and fail-
ures of this approach and their evolving designs have been documented. e evaluation of
these systems will be presented along with a discussion of the outcomes and possible future
work. A conclusion will summarize the ëndings of the work carried out.
is dissertation shows that extending human computation techniques to allow the collec-
tion and classiëcation of useful contextual information in mobile environments is possible
and can be extended to allow the by-products to match the speciëc needs of another system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer games have an important cultural signiëcance and their popularity is easily seen,
having produced a $10 billion per year industry [1]. e enjoyment received from gaming
has led people all around the globe to spend billions of hours each year in this pursuit [2].
In essence, people enjoy playing computer games and will go out of their way to do so.
If people are going to play games anyway, why not take advantage of this and give games a
second purpose? Games could be educational or become tools to improve one’s life. ey
might even beneët other people or organizations.
People are not only playing games on their home computers; they are playing games on
mobile devices which provide new ways to interact with our world. Despite such devices
being revolutionary, they are also becoming more common in the form of ‘smartphones.’
Over 45 million smartphones are in use in the United States [3] and over 47% of those
devices are used to play games [4]. While this may not be the sole use of such devices, it
is a growing market with a 60% boost of games played on smartphones between 2009 and
2010 [4].
In recent years, location technologies, such as GPS, have enabled a range of new mobile
applications. Digital cameras can now automatically tag photographs with their location
allowing images to be browsed and arranged geographically (e.g., Eye-Fi).[¹] A number
of photography websites, such as Flickr[²] and Panoramio,[³] provide large collections of
[¹]http://www.eye.fi
[²]http://www.flickr.com
[³]http://www.panoramio.com
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publicly available, accurately geo-referenced images. e ability of these mobile devices to
use their context in the world provides a level of interaction that goes far beyond the home
computer.
As with games, these devices need not be restricted to personal tools and entertainment
devices. eir contextual capabilities could be harnessed to allow analysis of the world in
a way that would be computationally diﬃcult by automated means. ese devices would
only be useful in this way because of people. Humans can provide the necessary physicality
and thoughtfulness to allow a new analytical power which was not previously available.
Human computation [5] is a method of integrating real people as a working component
of a computer system. ere are many beneëts to this: humans can perform a number of
tasks better than computers (such as describing an image), humans are better at adapting
to changing environments (such as city streets), and it has been demonstrated that ‘human
computation’ games (such as the ESP Game [6]) can be eﬀective in producing by-products
as a side eﬀect of play. In this context, a by-product is any useful data that is produced as an
incidental outcome of playing the game. at is, the player is not solely aiming to produce
useful data, but it happens anyway as a result of play.
However, there are some problems with human computation: the games often produce
generalized by-products and are not designed for the beneët of a speciëc system. Although
this approach may maximize the potential usefulness of the games, there will be occasions
when speciëc data is required that may not have been produced.
A second issue is the monotony of these games. Players are being presented with similar
tasks again and again and people may feel like they have solved these problems before.
Games with by-products have largely been restricted to the World Wide Web. But we
have just discussed the great potential in extending human computation to address the
computationally diﬃcult task of collecting and classifying good contextual information in
mobile environments. is research aims to explore this potential in order to improve the
results of human computation in mobile games with by-products.
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1.1 – Research Questions
In order to further the ëeld of human computation, mobile pervasive gaming and games
with by-products and to allow such systems to work together to improve their results, this
dissertation investigates the following issues:
RQ1. How can the results of human computation be improved to match the speciíc needs of
other systems?
RQ2. How can human computation be extended to collect and classify useful contextual infor-
mation in mobile environments?
To begin exploring solutions to the research questions, a review of existing literature will
give details of games and how they can be beneëcial beyond entertainment. is will largely
focus on human computation and games with by-products. e literature review will high-
light several problems in existing games with by-products concerning their ability to create
desired by-products and in maintaining users’ interest in playing the games. is will con-
tribute to RQ1 by identifying some of the issues which need to be addressed. e literature
review will also discuss mobile games in order to begin addressing RQ2.
Chapter 3 will use the results from the literature review to develop a new mobile game
with by-products. e chapter will brieìy cover the testing and evaluation of that game in
order to develop an improved design which can match the speciëc needs of another system.
is will work toward answering RQ1. By developing a mobile game, the chapter will also
explore issues that will be necessary in answering RQ2.
Chapter 4 will introduce the ërst mutually reinforcing systems. ese systems will include
an augmentation of the system that will be described in Chapter 3. e augmentations
will begin to address RQ1 as well as further exploring the success of a mobile game with
by-products that will contribute to answering RQ2. As with Chapter 3, a brief discussion
of the testing and evaluation of the systems will be presented, showing how their problems
led to an improved design.
Chapter 5 will describe the addition of a subjective reward system into the concept of
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mutually reinforcing systems. is will be a further augmentation of the systems described
in Chapters 3 and 4. e subjective reward system is a reënement of mutually reinforcing
systems which improves the principal aims of the two systems described in Chapters 3, 4
and 5. As such, it will be helping contribute toward answers for RQ1 and RQ2. Once
again, the testing and evaluation of the systems will be presented, showing their successes
and failures.
Chapter 6 will provide a more detailed description of how the systems in Chapters 3, 4 and
5 were tested and evaluated showing what was found from these results. While some of
the testing and evaluation will be discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, this will only cover the
ëndings that could contribute to technical improvements in the systems. Chapter 6 will
evaluate the systems on a more conceptual level to show their higher level successes and
failings. is will be necessary in discussing how well the systems have addressed RQ1 and
RQ2.
Chapter 7 will be a discussion of the ëndings of Chapter 6 and how well the systems cre-
ated in Chapters 3 to 5 address the problems of RQ1 and RQ2. Potential future work in
mutually reinforcing systems will also be discussed. is discussion will result in a ënal
analysis of mutually reinforcing systems and what they can do.
Finally, Chapter 8 will review the dissertation and the contributions it hasmade, particularly
in respect to how well it has addressed RQ1 and RQ2.
Chapter 2
Background
Using people to increase the capabilities of computer systems is becoming increasingly com-
mon. is ‘human computation’ [5] is often used where the task would be diﬃcult for com-
puters alone. One example is when product selling websites, such as Amazon,[¹] compare
the usage history of their customers in order to recommend appropriate products. Com-
puters could not make these recommendations themselves without comparing the actions
of people because of the subjectivity and complexity of deciding what products would be
interesting.
Human computation often uses computers to generate tasks and gather the results. is
can work well for broad problems which have limited variations and are trivial for hu-
mans to solve. But there can be situations which require complex solutions and greater
expertise from the workers. An example can be seen in the question and answer service,
Mosio,[²] which allows users to submit problems to a large group of people in order to
‘crowdsource’ [7] a solution. In crowdsourcing, computers can be used to facilitate com-
munication between worker and beneëciary, as well as helping administer the results. In
some cases the problem can be split up into smaller tasks and the Internet can allow people
to work together to solve larger problems.
e rise of Internet enabled mobile phones with increasingly sophisticated sensors allows
these ideas to be extended to mobile environments where people can work with contextual
information as well.
[¹]http://www.amazon.com
[²]http://ask.mosio.com
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While people can be used to increase the capabilities of computers, computers can also be
used to help people improve themselves. rough the use of computer games, we might
ënd it easier to learn a new subject or improve our health. ese ‘serious games’ [8] may
not have entertainment as their primary purpose, but they can make an arduous task more
enjoyable.
Improving the enjoyability of a task is also a principal aim of games with by-products. ese
are a form of human computation which encourages people to do work that is phrased
as a game. In this sense, games with by-products might be seen as both increasing the
capabilities of a computer system and making work tasks more enjoyable.
While there have been many great strides in these areas, they are not free of ìaws and there
are still ways we could improve the techniques. e research questions of this dissertation
focus on ënding a means to achieve such improvements. is chapter will explore crowd-
sourcing, human computation, serious games and games with by-products. is will show
the background to the research questions in Section 1.1 and why they have been posed.
2.1 – Crowdsourcing
A potential problem in business is trying to solve a problem for which you have no qualiëed
personnel. e usual method of approaching this problem is to hire someone who can do
the job, or to outsource the job to a consultant. While both of these methods would tackle
the issue at hand, they each require ënancial investment. If solving the problem will not
recoup the costs of hiring or outsourcing, it may not be worth spending the money. What
options, then, are we left with?
One solution was coined by Jeﬀ Howe as ‘crowdsourcing’ [7]. Howe’s proposal was that
you could take the problem and open it to a large group of people. ose people could
then work on the solution, either individually or by forming groups, and submit answers.
e best solution could then be applied to the original problem.
In some cases, a ënancial reward is given to the creators of the best solution, but people may
also compete altruistically or for intellectual satisfaction. No matter what their motivation,
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a wide pool of people with diﬀerent talents have the opportunity to apply themselves to the
problem. If a ënancial reward is given, it is only after a solution is found and only to the
group which came up with it. You never pay the losers and you do not pay anyone if no
solution is found. Furthermore, if you can convince people to participate for non-monetary
reasons, it will cost you nothing.
Howe’s discussion of crowdsourcing is focused on getting people to directly contribute their
time to solve a problem. But there are other problems which people can contribute toward
in less direct ways. e earlier example where Amazon suggests products to its visitors is
called a recommender system. A similar system, called Recer, was discussed by Chalmers
et al. [9]. Recer compares people’s usage histories. If your most recent usage is similar
to an episode in someone else’s usage history, then their next step might be relevant to
you as well. Taking this assumption allows Recer to suggest something which might be
relevant to you. However, this shows that people are being used to solve a problem without
consciously working toward a solution. In the case of Amazon, people simply use the site to
browse and purchase products because they want to buy things. However, their history of
use is valuable to Amazon because it allows the website to suggest products to other users,
resulting in more sales.
Such commercial use of passive crowdsourcing can also be seen in the Internet music site,
Last.fm.[³] Users of Last.fm are able to listen to a personalized ‘radio’ station, saying whether
or not they like the music being played. e listeners’ likes and dislikes are compared with
other users, allowing the site to play music to the user which was enjoyed by people who
have similar musical tastes. ere is also a feature called ‘audio scrobbling’ which takes note
of the music you listen to in other music software. is information can then be added to
your proële to further reëne what music you like. e hope is that the system will only
recommend music which you will enjoy, even if you have never heard it before. While the
users are not actively trying to improve the site for other listeners, this happens passively as
they use the site for their own beneët. is is especially true of the scrobbling mode where
users simply listen to music as they would normally in their preferred software, without
needing to explicitly say that they like what they are listening to.
Last.fm also encourages use of its service to people who have no interest in the ‘radio’ sta-
[³]http://www.last.fm
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tions by promoting the scrobbling technology as a means to see statistics of your listening
habits over time. ere are also live ‘widgets’ which people can publish on their own web-
sites to show what music they are listening to. By promoting the use of the audio scrobbling
software in this way, Last.fm is still getting useful information from people who may not
even use their main service.
In this sense, the data being collected on music listeners is a by-product of something which
they are doing anyway. People are already listening to music in their own software, and
Last.fm oﬀers them a nice statistical overview of their listening habits in return for the data.
While this data is clearly useful to the listeners (so they can see who they really choose to
listen to the most and who they consistently listen to over time), the data itself would not be
worth much on its own. It is perhaps for this reason that the listeners feel that the widgets
and statistical information they receive is payment enough. But for Last.fm, having large
amounts of information frommany users is of great use to their goal of creating personalized
music stations.
But how does Last.fm hope to make any money from their service? One way is to charge
people who want to promote their own music. Last.fm is in a unique position to target new
music to the people who are most likely to enjoy it. By initially trying the music on a broad
spectrum of their users, they can determine which proëles are likely to enjoy it using the
like/dislike voting system. In addition to promoting the music to the people most likely to
enjoy it, they can also sell this information to the artist so that the music can be marketed
to the right segment of society.
Another form of crowdsourcing, which is in contrast to Howe’s original vision as well as the
passive crowdsourcing that was just discussed, is that of the Amazon Mechanical Turk.[⁴]
eAmazonMechanical Turk is a service which allows users to post open calls for problems
to be solved. ese problems are known as HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) because they
are supposed to consist of problems that humans ënd easier to solve than computers. is
active crowdsourcing is very similar to Howe’s original description, but the diﬀerence comes
in the organization of the problem solvers. Howe had suggested that people would be
willing to compete in order to solve the problem either for the satisfaction of winning or
because of a reward bestowed on the creator of the best solution. In this instance, you
[⁴]http://www.mturk.com
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simply pick the best solution and pay the one group who produced it but in the Amazon
Mechanical Turk, you must pay for every valid solution, and there are no instances where
people will work for free.
While many of the beneëts are shared between Amazon Mechanical Turk and Howe’s orig-
inal description of crowdsourcing (such as opening the task up to a potentially large range
of people and talents), there are some drawbacks to the Turk system. e most obvious
being the requirement to spend money on all the solutions which are returned. is means
you will have to spend a larger amount of money if you want to see many solutions in order
to pick the best one. Alternatively, you can just hire one person at a time until a correct
solution is returned, and then pay that successful party. is second option means you may
spend less money, but you will not be exposed to multiple correct solutions in order to pick
the best.
However, in some cases this may not be such a problem. For example, if the task you need
solving can be split into a number of small tasks, you could make each HIT one of these
smaller tasks instead of one large task. is means lots of people will still take part, but you
will only receive one larger solution (the conglomeration of the HITs). You can then set
the payment for each HIT to a much smaller value. is may then cost less than requesting
larger HITs from lots of people, but you will still have the beneët of a broad range of people
and talents solving your task.
Because of the need to pay all acceptable solutions, the Turk system allows qualifying tasks
to be posed before workers are allowed to tackle a HIT. is step is there to try and ensure
that acceptable solutions will also be of an acceptably high standard. Workers also gain rep-
utation points that demonstrate the level of satisëed requesters for whom they have carried
out HITs. is reputation system is important because if workers want to continue to get
HITs assigned to them, they will need to do good work and maintain a good reputation
level over time.
Another popular use of active crowdsourcing based on the principle of getting lots of people
to individually carry out small tasks is question and answer services. ese are services where
you submit any question you like and in a short time you will receive an answer. In this case
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the answer will only have been worked on by one person. Some services (such as 63336[⁵]
and Aardvark[⁶]) claim to have a system in place which ensures that the person providing
the answer is an expert within the ëeld of the question.
A similar service is forthcoming from the social networking site, Facebook.[⁷] However,
rather than send the questions to hired professionals, Facebook relies on its existing users
to answer the questions. In particular, it focuses the questions on your existing friends so
that you might get answers which are more personalized to you.
A diﬀerent tack is taken by a company called ‘txteagle’ which targets the problems to people
in developing countries.[⁸] is is achieved by turning the questions into SMS text messages
which are more easy to distribute in developing countries where mobile phones have a
higher penetration than the Internet. However, the workers are still required to go through
a training and certiëcation procedure. In many cases, this is to the beneët of the workers
who are gaining new skills and getting paid to take part and answer questions. e use
of mobile phones and SMS text messages imposes the constraint of questions and answers
needing to be in plain text and less than 160 characters.
In each of these diﬀerent services, the background to the service may aﬀect the answer
that is given. Hired ‘experts’ in the same country as the person posing the problem may be
able to answer culturally relevant questions which would not be possible for people in other
countries. Similarly, your friends in Facebook may give you diﬀerent answers than strangers
because they can tailor the answer to you (perhaps with a more detailed knowledge of what
you are really asking).
Commercial uses of active crowdsourcing need not be generalized services like the ones
above, especially if a task recurs often enough to justify a service in its own right. One
such system focuses on getting the public to search for prior art capable of invalidating a
patent or patent application.[⁹] Large bounties of up to $50,000 are oﬀered for successfully
ënding such conìicts. e task creators are mainly large companies who want to do their
best to ensure that their own patent applications will succeed and that there are no existing
[⁵]http://www.aqa.63336.com
[⁶]http://vark.com
[⁷]http://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=411795942130
[⁸]http://txteagle.com
[⁹]http://www.articleonepartners.com
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patents that are likely to cause issues.
Not all crowdsourcing is carried out for commercial purposes though. As was already dis-
cussed, there are occasions where people will work for the intellectual satisfaction or the
enjoyment of winning. But there are also cases where crowdsourcing groups will form in
order to beneët the community as a whole.
e earlier examples of question and answer based services have equivalents in the non-
commercial realm. Services such as 3form,[¹⁰] Mosio[¹¹] and Quora[¹²] all provide a free
Q&A service, but the answers are taken from within the community rather than by hiring
dedicated people to answer the questions. is means that the time taken to receive answers
may take longer and that answers may intentionally be incorrect or inappropriate. It is also
possible that a question will never be dealt with, either because no one can answer it or
because they do not want to. ere could be various reasons for this, but ultimately the
system relies on people giving their time for free to the community, and it may simply
be too much eﬀort to answer certain questions. is would be less likely to happen in a
commercial service because people would worry about not being paid if they do not answer
questions or answer them inappropriately.
Conversely, there is also the possibility that people may ask questions that are inappropriate
or abusive. ere may even be people who purposely try to waste other users’ time by asking
questions for which there are no answers. For example, “Who starred in the 1955 remake
of Back to the Future?” ‘Back to the Future’ was a ëlm released in 1985 but is about a time
traveler who goes to the year 1955. If people are unfamiliar with the ëlm, they may not
get the joke and will waste time trying to track down information on a 1955 ëlm that does
not exist.
We also cannot ignore that people may simply lie when giving answers. As has been shown
in on-line dating proëles, people are more willing to tell lies through computers than they
are face to face [10].
Community Q&A services tend to rely on their users to report and deal with such misuse of
[¹⁰]http://3form.org
[¹¹]http://ask.mosio.com
[¹²]http://www.quora.com
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the system, perhaps banning the responsible party. is is the approach taken by 3form and
Quora. is openness in the system aﬀords the potential for answers to be developed over
time by anyone who feels they can improve them. is openness can also lead to potential
privacy concerns as there are some questions you may not want anyone to know you are
asking.
In the case of Mosio, the questions and answers only get passed among members of your
‘question universe.’ is means that you can pick and choose who you receive questions
from and who is able to see your questions. If people are being abusive in this instance, you
can simply remove them from your question universe. is also means you can be more
certain of your privacy if you trust the people in your network. e downside of this is
that it takes longer to start using the service because you need to build up your question
universe. A question universe, being smaller than a completely open call, will probably
have a smaller range of people and talents.
Just as with commercial crowdsourcing, there are speciëc as well as general uses of the
model in the non-commercial ëeld. One such example is Open Street Map.[¹³] is service
encourages the public to create street maps of the world that are free to use and under an
open license (see Figure 2.1). While the creation of such maps beneëts the community as
a whole, a certain amount of altruism is necessary for these systems to exist. For instance,
people could just use Open Street Map’s data without contributing, but for the system to
improve, people have to be willing to give back.
ere are some mapping projects which are particularly altruistic, focusing on information
dissemination during crisis situations.[¹⁴][¹⁵] ese services invite people to collect infor-
mation about a crisis, then add it to a map which can help visualize the information for
the people involved in the crisis who may not have the time or resources to aggregate the
information themselves. is can be invaluable information in a crisis, allowing people to
avoid disaster areas or help aid organizations get to the places where they are most needed.
Crowdsourcing has also been used by large organizations, relying on people’s altruism to
take part. e United States Geological Survey has an Earthquake Hazards Program which
[¹³]http://www.openstreetmap.org
[¹⁴]http://crowdmap.com
[¹⁵]http://www.ushahidi.com
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Figure 2.1: e Open Street Map website, showing a map created by the site’s
users. is map shows the University of Glasgow.
encourages citizens to submit information about earthquakes which may otherwise go un-
reported.[¹⁶] Stardust@Home is a project run by Berkeley University which encourages
people to locate interstellar dust particles on pictures of samples collected by the Stardust
spacecraft.[¹⁷]
e Stardust@Home project is interesting in that it requires a minor certiëcation before
people are allowed to take part. Users are trained to identify the required dust particles,
then they must pass a test to identify dust in some control pictures. is is understandable
as taking the word of unqualiëed individuals could lead to false negatives and dust particles
might never be found. e chance of false negatives being dismissed can also be minimized
by having duplication of eﬀort, ensuring that a certain number of people agree that there
are no dust particles in a picture.
e issue of training in Stardust@Home is important because it demonstrates the possibility
of using non-commercial crowdsourcing techniques when expert knowledge is required.
Ultimately the solution is the same as in the commercial realm, as demonstrated with the
earlier discussion of Amazon Mechanical Turk: get the responders to prove that they are
qualiëed to deal with the problem.
[¹⁶]http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/dyfi
[¹⁷]http://stardustathome.ssl.berkeley.edu
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e motivations for people to take part in crowdsourcing eﬀorts where there is no ‘winner’
has not been discussed in much detail. It has already been suggested that people might take
part for intellectual satisfaction, but there are other reasons as well.
Some people may choose to take part in crowdsourcing eﬀorts that represent some form
of activism because they want to improve their community. ere are websites which let
you report graﬃti, public safety and environmental issues to those who govern their city.[¹⁸]
Another system allows people to report speed traps where police are monitoring for drivers
who are going above the speed limit. is then allows other users to be especially careful of
their speed in these areas.[¹⁹]
Another potential reason for giving time to crowdsourcing eﬀorts is that people want to
contribute to cultural programs, such as writing reviews for movies[²⁰] or producing their
own Internet ‘radio’ stations.[²¹]
Another important point is that people might give up their time just to know that they
took part. One example of this is a band who wanted to feature their fans in one of their
music videos. ey ëlmed themselves performing various poses, then took each frame and
asked their fans to copy the pose and take a picture. e band could then swap the original
frame for one with the fan copying the pose. Many people took part because they were
fans, or simply because they wanted to take part in a music video.[²²] Figure 2.2 shows a
frame that has been submitted by one of the website users.
Perhaps one of the most successful examples of crowdsourcing is the encyclopedia website,
Wikipedia.[²³] Wikipedia hosts a collection of articles on a wide range of topics which are
written, edited and improved by the general public. No one is paid to write any of the
articles, and there is no incentive given for contributing other than to improve the resource
for others. Despite this, a study has shown that Wikipedia has comparative accuracy to
more established, professionally produced encyclopedias like Britannica [11].
[¹⁸]http://www.citysourced.com
[¹⁹]http://trapster.com
[²⁰]http://fflick.com
[²¹]http://songza.com
[²²]http://oneframeoffame.com/19726
[²³]http://www.wikipedia.org
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Figure 2.2: e ‘One Frame of Fame’ website showing a user submitted pho-
tograph to match one of the frames from the band’s music video.
e motivations of the people who work on Wikipedia may vary greatly, but a study has
shown that they generally open themselves up more to their friends than people who do
not contribute [12]. While people’s openness may play a part in the creation of an open
access resource of knowledge, we cannot say that this is the only reason, or even the main
reason why people are willing to give their time and energy to this task. It is just as possible
that someone with a vested interest in an article will edit it to suit their own needs.
ere is, as with other forms of crowdsourcing that have already been discussed, the pos-
sibility of vandalism due to the relative lack of accountability in such open systems where
anyone can edit a page, even anonymously. It is also pointed out by Denning et al. [13]
that with an ever changing live site which anyone can edit, you might try to cite a page that
is later changed so that it no longer backs up the point you were making. You could choose
to cite a speciëc version of the article, but then you may lose out on future improvements
that are made. e lack of a formal peer review process has led Wikipedia contributers to
organize themselves into an editorial body, but this still does not compare with a full time
staﬀ of credentialed employees whose work can be trusted. All the same, it should be noted
that most vandalism on Wikipedia is ëxed so quickly that most users never see it [14].
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Although there are many potential weaknesses, crowdsourcing has been shown to be suc-
cessful in many systems as the basis for large groups of people working together and accom-
plishing goals which would be diﬃcult or expensive to achieve by other means. However,
there are some fundamental problems with crowdsourcing and these will be discussed in
the next section.
2.1.1 – Problems in Crowdsourcing
While it has been demonstrated that there are many potential uses for crowdsourcing, both
in the commercial and non-commercial realm, there are fundamental issues that stop it
being suitable in all situations.
One issue is that of privacy. ere may be situations where a company cannot use open
calls because it would release company secrets to their competitors. e work itself may also
invade people’s privacy. One such example was a proposed system to reward the public for
monitoring ClosedCircuit Television (CCTV) footage through the Internet.[²⁴] e system
launch was delayed because the concept of paying the public to spy on each other was found
to be distasteful and privacy rights organizations felt it was too invasive to allow non-trained
people to view CCTV and that it may lead to the system being used for entertainment.[²⁵]
Another potential problem with crowdsourcing is that it can be diﬃcult to automate if you
have a large number of similar problems to be solved. However, recent toolkits such as
TurkIt [15] and Crowdìower have made this process much easier.[²⁶] But even with this
ease in automation, there is still the problem of automating quality assurance. Crowdìower
attempts to deal with this by adding an additional layer of crowdsourcing where people
validate the work of others. Another method is just to employ more workers for each task
so that there is redundancy. is means that the most reported solutions are more likely to
be correct because diﬀerent people have independently proposed the same answer.
Silberman et al. [16] also point out that there are a lot of workers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk who do the minimum eﬀort for the maximum amount of money, which often means
[²⁴]http://interneteyes.co.uk
[²⁵]http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/8485056.stm
[²⁶]http://crowdflower.com
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not doing their best work, but simply submitting answers that meet the minimum require-
ments to get paid. Depending on the task, this may even allow them to submit guesses
which are hard to detect. In an automated system, these people will probably still get paid.
It may be easier for people to do more of these tasks in the same amount of time (because
less eﬀort is required to fake an answer than actually work it out) and make more money
because it is diﬃcult to pick them out of the crowd. A solution was presented by Ipeirotis
et al. who used redundancy to rate the success of workers and then favored employment of
workers who produce better results [17].
e issue of people doing the minimum amount of work in order to get paid is also pointed
out by Mason and Watts [18] who show that ënancial incentives seem to increase the
quantity of work produced, but not necessarily the quality. is seems to be particularly
true when the diﬃculty of a task increases: people would rather do a larger number of easy
tasks than a smaller number of diﬃcult tasks if the amount of money is the same at the
end.
Even when people are not trying to abuse the system, there is still the possibility of errors.
Recommender systems, for example, try to predict what information will be useful or rel-
evant to someone in the future based on their previous actions and the actions of others.
However, as has been discussed by Albers [19], the past usage of a system cannot predict
its future use. It is simply impossible to guarantee that recommender systems will correctly
predict useful or relevant information.
‘Utility’ itself is not always objective. Crowdsourcing workers may feel they are providing
useful information that others would disagree with. For example, a system was created
which allowed people to share music in an urban area to allow an aesthetic account of
the area to be developed by the collective community [20]. However, the study showed
that there was great variety in people’s aesthetic experience of the space. Context aﬀects
interpretation of information and this means that the same information maymean diﬀerent
things to diﬀerent people at diﬀerent times and in diﬀerent places [21].
e problem of getting people to agree on labeling something can also be seen in ‘folk-
sonomies’ where people try to index content on the Internet [22]. ese systems often
suﬀer from ‘noise’ which dilutes the labels by introducing too many that are not widely
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agreed on.
Many of the problems in crowdsourcing seem to stem from a lack of structure to herd the
people and their answers. Crowdsourcing relies on people doing the work themselves, as
well as self-governing so that potential abuses do not aﬀect the outcomes. In the next sec-
tion, the concept of human computation will be discussed as a potential means to guarantee
that these outcomes will take place.
2.2 – Human Computation
While crowdsourcing tends to gather workers through open calls which are created by hu-
mans, human computation tends to automate this process as part of a computational pro-
cess. While the motivation for crowdsourcing is often to save money because it is a cheaper
method of getting lots of people to do work for you, human computation tends to fo-
cus solely on things which computers ënd diﬃcult to do. is might include adapting
to changing environments, providing subjective opinions or taking advantage of human
sensory capabilities and reasoning.
Before giving an example of human computation, another crowdsourcing system will be
discussed so that its human computation equivalent can be fully understood. e system is
called Distributed Proofreaders[²⁷] and is related to Project Gutenberg.[²⁸] Project Guten-
berg is an attempt to digitize all the public domain works of ëction that are available and
a lot of this work is done by scanning physical copies of the books and then using optical
character recognition (OCR) software to turn them into digital text.
However, due to the large scale of the project, it is diﬃcult to ënd all the OCR errors that
occur. Distributed Proofreaders was an attempt to crowdsource this problem so that people
could ënd and correct the errors. Users of the Distributed Proofreaders website can see a
tutorial on how to proofread and correct errors, and are then given a random page from a
book that is suspected of OCR errors and asked to try and correct them.
[²⁷]http://www.pgdp.net
[²⁸]http://www.gutenberg.org
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Figure 2.3: e input system for reCAPTCHA.
is process has been turned into a human computation system called reCAPTCHA.[²⁹]
A CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing-test to Tell Computers and Humans
Apart) [23] usually involves asking users to type in the letters that appears within a warped
image. Due to the warped eﬀect on the text, computers should ënd it diﬃcult to automat-
ically determine what the letters are, but it should be possible for humans. CAPTCHAs
are often used in preventing automated form ëllers on websites, particularly when peo-
ple use forms to register for new accounts. Von Ahn et al. proposed that you could use
CAPTCHAs to solve the same problem as Distributed Proofreaders by taking words for
which there were OCR errors and then turning those words into CAPTCHAs [24]. is
makes sense because CAPTCHAs should be problems which humans can solve, but com-
puters cannot. Since there have already been OCR errors, we know that a computer has
already failed to solve the problem.
Part of the problem with this is that we will not know if humans are solving the problem
because we do not know the correct answer yet. ReCAPTCHA solves this problem by
asking the users to read two diﬀerent words at the same time (see Figure 2.3). One word
has already had enough users agree on an answer that it can be assumed to have a known
solution. e other word is then unknown, but users only have to get the known word
correct in order to pass the test. However, there is no way for the user to know which word
already has a known solution. Once enough users have agreed on answers for the other
word, it too can be considered to have a known solution.
[²⁹]http://www.google.com/recaptcha
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A similar system was proposed by Faymonville et al. which designed CAPTCHAs to show
images of real things which included words (such as the brand name on a packet of crisps
[25]). As with reCAPTCHA, these images had already been ìagged for requiring human
involvement to accurately achieve the labeling of the image. e system used to ìag them
is called the soylent grid and was set up to enable the labeling of images by people [26]. e
relationship between the image labeling CAPTCHA and the soylent grid is similar to the
relationship between reCAPTCHA and Distributed Proofreaders. Another similar system
(though based on describing general images rather than ones with text in them) was used
by Morrison et al. [27].
Not all human computation tasks are carried out by isolated users. In the Monolingual sys-
tem, two users are paired together, each of whom cannot speak the other’s language [28].
A machine translation of a text from one user’s language into the other is then created. e
ërst user attempts to highlight parts of the translation which look incorrect. eir anno-
tated version is then machine translated back into the source language and presented to the
other user. is user then attempts to correct the meaning of the sentence by introducing
redundant language to make it clearer. is back and forth between the two users contin-
ues until they both feel that the meaning of the sentence has been preserved well enough in
both languages. In this way, two users who cannot speak each others’ language can work
together to form a more accurate translation of a passage of text.
A similar process of iteration has been used with Amazon Mechanical Turk in getting users
to describe images [29]. Workers would build upon the description of an image given by
previous workers instead of starting from scratch each time. In some cases this would in-
volve changing or correcting earlier descriptions. is is in contrast to the approach of
having many users independently construct descriptions and then seeing how many in-
dependently agreed. In this instance, the descriptions appear to be better in an iterative
approach to labeling. However, not all tasks will lend themselves to such a system, such as
problems which have yes or no answers.
It has been suggested that human computation is comparable to an algorithm because they
both have inputs and outputs, they both have levels of accuracy and their eﬃciency can
be measured by looking at average output over time [30]. However, unlike algorithms,
you cannot guarantee that the output in human computation will be what you want or
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that there will be any output at all within a given time. In human computation, we need to
think of the systems as being part of interactionmachines because the user input will change
how programs run each time [31]. For example, humans might add new instructions to a
program during runtime which will change the way the program operates.
It has also been suggested that human computation can resemble a distributed process if
you use lots of humans together to solve small parts of a larger problem [2]. is would
mean that the more humans you get to take part, the larger the problem which can be
addressed with human computation.
is section has described some methods of incorporating human computation. However,
there are potential problems with human computation which will be discussed in the next
section.
2.2.1 – Problems in Human Computation
Human computation can be seen as the means to incorporate crowdsourcing more directly
as part of a computational process. Because of this, human computation shares some of
the same problems as crowdsourcing. e privacy issues, for example, still apply. However,
human computation also addresses some of the problems of crowdsourcing, such as making
it easier to automate the process.
Human computation, while addressing some of crowdsourcing’s issues, also introduces
some of its own. One problem is that human computation eﬀorts, such as reCAPTCHA,
rely on many humans agreeing on a solution before it is accepted as accurate. While this
may generally be true, there are occasions when the majority may be in the wrong [32] [33].
For example, there are many areas where youmay need to be an expert to answer a question.
In this instance, the one expert’s opinion should have more weight than a large number of
people who are merely guessing about the answer.
In general, human computation focuses on small tasks which are easy to carry out. However,
these sorts of problems may be boring and repetitive to solve. Both human computation
and crowdsourcing can be set up to pay people to do the work, but this may become a
requirement if problems are not enjoyable enough for people to ënd solutions for free.
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Huang et al. show that the solution quality for a human computation task can be aﬀected
when the ënal goal is achieved in diﬀerent ways [34]. is demonstrates that the phrasing
of human computation tasks is important in getting people to work as hard as possible.
Another potential problem can come from the demographics of the people carrying out the
work. Cultural diﬀerences between two demographic groups could potentially change the
solutions given to tasks. is problem is highlighted by Ross et al. who point out that most
work on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is produced by young, well educated Indian workers
[35]. is could lead to cultural disparities in the work. ere may be cases where this
is an advantage, especially if you are seeking information about a particular demographic,
but if you are not aware of these issues, you may be surprised by the solutions your workers
produce. It is best to target the work toward workers whom you think will produce the
solutions that are of most use to your goal. is highlights that the usefulness of data
depends on who is using it. e same data may be useful to multiple groups in diﬀerent
ways, and there may be groups who will not ënd the information useful at all.
Paying people money to work on problems can be expensive for large or ongoing problems,
so how do we encourage people to work for free?
One possibility is to encourage altruism, but this depends largely on the type of work peo-
ple are being asked to do. While it has been shown that people are willing to give their
time toward some crowdsourcing tasks for free, they were usually tasks where no one made
money and the outcome was for the beneët of some community, or mankind in general.
Another possibility is to phrase the problems in a more entertaining way so that people will
enjoy their work. e next sections will explore this possibility.
2.3 – Games
As has already been discussed in Chapter 1, there are a lot of people playing computer
games. e time people spend playing games could be harnessed for more purposes than
just entertainment. Additionally, games can be a good way to help us learn things [36] and
can also be a good vehicle for conducting research, as was stated by Bell et al. [37],
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“Games have wide social and ínancial impact, and form an interesting application
area in themselves, but we chose a game because one can design a game to explore
speciíc technical issues raised by wider research, and adapt it with ongoing índings
relatively easily.”
Human computation, discussed in the previous section, can also be applied to games. In
some games, like ‘Sleep Is Death,’ human computation is the method by which the game
content is generated.[³⁰] In the game, one person is the player and another person generates
the game content in a turn based scenario. is creates the illusion that the game can
react to any input from the player, in contrast to most computer games which rely on
pre-programmed game content which has a ënite limit of possibilities.
is system of players reacting to each other’s play is common in many games, such as chess.
But often, the rules put limits on what the players can do. For example, Takhtamysheva
et al. describe a game where one player must create descriptions of animations and then
the other player must try to match the descriptions to the correct animations [38]. While
the descriptions themselves may be quite varied and it can be argued that one player is
generating the game content, the limited number of animations in the system limit the
game’s possibilities.
ere are further games which use human computation in quite direct ways, making it clear
to the players that they are trying to get them to do some work, but hope that they will
ënd it fun. For example, NASA created a game called ‘Be A Martian’ which allows users to
play games while also sorting through and organizing images of Mars.[³¹] ere are similar
games to classify and organize celestial information as part of the ‘Zooniverse’ project.[³²]
A puzzle game called ‘Fold-it’ involves the players interacting with protein structures to try
and optimize the computed energy [39]. Since players are told they are interacting with
protein structures and that the purpose of the game is to locate the native conformation of
proteins, it is a very thinly veiled task of human computation. However, since it is presented
as a puzzle game, people still ënd it enjoyable.
[³⁰]http://www.sleepisdeath.net
[³¹]http://beamartian.jpl.nasa.gov
[³²]http://www.zooniverse.org
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In addition to entertainment, games can be used for promotion. is has been adopted by
the American military who commissioned the game ‘America’s Army’ as a way to provide
insights into the way that the military carry out their missions and what they require of
their soldiers.[³³] A similar system has been developed by NASA called ‘Moonbase Alpha’
which was intended to inspire people to take interest in NASA and space exploration.[³⁴]
ese examples demonstrate some of the vast potential of games and how they can be used
to achieve various goals. However, the next sections will focus on speciëc uses of games
that relate to this dissertation: serious games and games with by-products.
2.3.1 – Serious Games
While many games are created for the purposes of entertainment, there are other areas in
which games can be used. One such area is that of ‘Serious Games.’ Serious games are an
established concept but there is some ambiguity over an exact deënition [40]. One possible
description of serious games is given by Susi et al. [40],
“Serious games usually refer to games used for training, advertising, simulation, or
education that are designed to run on personal computers or video game consoles.”
Another deënition is given by Michael [8],
“… games that do not have entertainment, enjoyment, or fun as their primary pur-
pose.”
Both of these deënitions address issues that are important to serious games. Susi et al. show
that some useful outcome is a necessity for a serious game. Michael shows that entertain-
ment is not the primary reason to create a serious game. A deënition that incorporates
both of these ideas might be a game which is not designed with entertainment as its pri-
mary purpose, but which does have a useful outcome beyond that of having fun. However,
[³³]http://www.americasarmy.com
[³⁴]http://www.moonbasealphagame.com
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perception of these games is not limited to design values. A player’s perception of the pri-
mary purpose of such a game may diﬀer from the game designer’s primary purpose for it. A
player may indeed see a game as fun and play it for this reason. However, the game designer
might not have made this the principal goal of design. is will also vary from person to
person.
According to Susi et al., these outcomes can be beneëcial either to the person playing, or
some other party or business [40]. In order to better demonstrate the possibilities of these
outcomes, some examples will be discussed.
One serious game, called ‘REXplorer’ [41], is comprised of a mobile device used for tourism
within a historic village. Tourists are able to rent amobile device that can track their position
using the Global Positioning System (GPS). It is intended to make tour guides less boring
by having the users ‘cast spells’ in speciëc places in order to interact with ‘ghosts’ that appear
to them. e tourists are not explicitly made aware that they are carrying a GPS device.
ey are told that it is a device for detecting paranormal activity. us, when the GPS unit
detects that the device is in a place where information is available, the user is shown a high
level of ‘paranormal activity.’ e device also contains a mobile phone that has a camera.
e phone sends data back to a server which creates a log of what the users did. is can
then be made into an interactive journal that can be accessed by players after their visits.
is concept of post-visiting has been described by Brown and Chalmers as an important
aspect of tourism [42],
“Post-visiting is […] a powerful way of extending the enjoyment of a tourist visit out
beyond the visit itself.”
e game is linked to real artifacts which the users are given knowledge of in order to play
the game. A genuine gravestone with symbols that have never been deciphered are used
as the basis of the spell casting. e players must use their device to ‘draw’ the symbols
from the gravestone in mid air in order to cast spells. If this is done correctly in a suitable
location, a ghost will appear and give the user some historical information. e information
is structured so that it will leave dramatic endings to each monologue to entice users to play
further. Camera based motion tracking is used to determine whether a spell has been cast
successfully.
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e makers state that using a device that is rented is a great beneët because it reduces
the normal “lowest common denominator constraint” [41] of many pervasive applications.
Also, pretending the device is for paranormal detection would be less feasible if people could
use their own devices.
e outcome of this game is that it makes the idea of a historical tour more interesting.
us, it is hoped that the user will learn more because they will ënd it more entertaining.
e eﬀect of having the journal that one can refer to after the event also means that the
users will be more likely to retain the knowledge and perhaps spread it to others.
Another system called ‘Fish’n’Steps’ was created by Lin et al. [43]. Fish’n’Steps makes use
of a step counter to determine the health of a virtual ësh. e more the user walks, the
healthier his or her particular ësh will be. e point of this system is that the users should
be able to better identify the eﬀects of their lifestyle by seeing the aﬀected health of their
ësh. It is then hoped that, in an attempt to keep the ësh healthy, the users will become
more active. Having changed their behavior in this way, the users would retain these new
characteristics after they stop playing the game. A competition element between users is
also established by a points system in order to further motivate players.
e system’s primary focus is to help people lose weight. e authors show that one of
the problems of relying on lifestyle change to prevent weight gain is that people seem to
ënd it diﬃcult to permanently change their lifestyle in this way. ere is also the problem
that improvements are only seen gradually in a person’s weight or physique and this is
often discouraging. Fish’n’Steps is an attempt to combat this by taking advantage of the
Transtheoretical Model (TTM). is is described by Lin et al. [43],
“TTM argues that individuals change their behavior gradually, by advancing along
a series of steps. ese steps vary from pre-contemplation in which individuals have
not realized the need for change, to termination in which the new behavior has
become so habitual that there is no longer any danger of relapse.”
us, by using the Fish’n’Steps game to encourage exercise until the player has reached the
ënal TTM step, the chance of a permanent, healthy lifestyle change is improved. is may
be due in part to the game ëtting well into people’s daily routines.
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e Fish’n’Steps game provides an incentive to do something about one’s health. While
the game’s focus is not that of entertainment, it tries to have something compelling about
it that keeps users playing. However, it is admitted by the author that the users lost a lot
of their enthusiasm for the game after the ërst couple of weeks [43]. Fish’n’Steps does
show that serious games can give users incentives to do things that they would not ënd
enjoyable. However, this is not the same as getting entertainment. In this instance, the
user will beneët physically, so one might suggest that this is the ultimate pay oﬀ for playing
this serious game.
While Fish’n’Steps took the approach of being a passive game that would ët well into a daily
routine, there are other games which require the player to participate more actively. One
such game is ‘Dance Dance Revolution.’
Dance Dance Revolution (DDR) is a game in which players dance to try and match a
given sequence of moves, supplied by the computer, which suitably follow a song that
is being played. Hoysniemi successfully convinced 556 people from diﬀerent age groups
and countries to ëll in a questionnaire about their experiences of playing Dance Dance
Revolution [44]. e results of the questionnaire are summed up as follows,
“e results show that playing DDR has a positive eﬀect on the social life and physical
health of players, as it improves endurance, muscle strength and sense of rhythm, and
creates a setting where new friends can be found.”
It is perhaps important to note that there is some potential bias from the people who an-
swered the questionnaires as they were people who regularly played the game. erefore, it
is likely that they are mostly people who enjoy it. To get a true view of DDR, it would be
necessary to get answers from people who did not regularly play the game or who did not
enjoy it. is would help show how likely DDR was to create a healthy lifestyle amongst
all people.
DDR might be considered a serious game in that it has the obvious side beneët of improv-
ing people’s general ëtness. However, it could be argued that this is the case because it
provides more than a simple motivation: the people who want to play it ënd it genuinely
entertaining. It is then possible that they are not playing it because it is a means to help
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them become ëtter, but because they enjoy it. is is shown by Hoysniemi [44],
“e health beneíts associated with DDR did not play a signiícant part in the
decision to begin playing the game. Only 1.5% of respondents reported health as a
reason to play the game, and even fewer because it helped them to lose weight (0.9%
of the respondents).”
However, Hoysniemi also showed that after playing regularly, 55.2% of players mention
health beneëts as one of the reasons to continue. is is compared to 65.6% saying that
entertainment was a major factor in continuing to play. erefore, one might suggest that
DDR is not a serious game as entertainment does seem to be the primary reason to play.
However, it does fulëll some of the criteria in that it provides beneëts to the players by
improving their ëtness level. e fact that regular players consider the ëtness improvement
to be one of the reasons to play, although not the primary reason, also shows a close con-
nection to serious games. is perhaps shows the possibility for serious games that are also
genuinely entertaining and enjoyable rather than only being motivational incentives.
It is also worth noting that mobile games might ët better into people’s daily lives than an
arcade style game like DDR. is is an important issue for serious games that are trying
to improve a player’s lifestyle choices. As shown by Lin et al. [43], the Transtheoretical
Model involves a player learning a behavior through habitual reinforcement. Fish’n’Steps
achieved this by supplying an incentive for players to change their lifestyle such that, when
the incentive was taken away, the player should maintain the learned behavior. However,
with Dance Dance Revolution, the game was not intended to change a player’s behavior in
their daily life and the game was not being played all the time. is does not mean that
DDR will not produce a lifestyle change, but it implies that the change would come from
speciëc periods of exercise rather than a more generally active lifestyle.
is comparison between Fish’n’Steps and Dance Dance Revolution might suggest that
Fish’n’Steps would be played more than DDR as it ëts better into a player’s daily routine.
However, Lin et al. showed that many players of Fish’n’Steps lost interest in the game
after only a few weeks of playing [43]. is is not enough time to go through the habitual
learning that is described by the Transtheoretical Model. us, DDR might actually have
a longer lasting eﬀect than Fish’n’Steps because people still choose to play it after a longer
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period than those playing Fish’n’Steps. e beneëts of DDR as an exercise tool are shown
by its acceptance in school exercise programs, as shown by Sall and Grinter [45],
“… the state of West Virginia adopted DDR in all of its schools with the purpose of
encouraging children to exercise and lose weight.”
is illustrates a major problem with serious games. When there are games that are gen-
uinely entertaining, why would a person choose one that is not? In the case of REXplorer,
it is likely due to people wanting to learn, but wanting it to be more interesting. It is also
important to note that REXplorer was only played for very short periods of time in the
special context of giving visitors a richer tourist experience. In the case of Fish’n’Steps,
it is likely due to people wanting to improve their ëtness, but struggling to ënd a strong
incentive to do so. is issue is discussed by Susi et al. [40],
“Hardcore gamers generally want the richest possible experience from their games.
For serious games, however, it is more important that the model or simulation can
be used to solve a problem, than providing ‘rich experiences’ of the kind sought by
hardcore gamers.”
It might then be the case that people will play a game that is less entertaining in order to
help them solve some problem of their own. If solving the problem will beneët them in
some way but is rather dull or tedious to carry out, serious games might be an ideal solution.
e trade oﬀ for not choosing to play a more entertaining game is that a serious game will
directly beneët the player. However, the beneëts for playing serious games are uncertain,
as shown by Susi et al. [40],
“… there is no conclusive answer to the question of evidence for the acclaimed beneíts
and potential consequences of games and game play.”
Serious games can do more than beneët a player’s health. EpicWin is a game for mobile
phones that turns a to-do list into a game.[³⁵] e to-do list allows you to add things that
[³⁵]http://www.epicwinapp.com
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Figure 2.4: e interface for the EpicWin game, showing the tasks that need
to be completed and their associated diﬃculty ratings.
you need to do in your daily life and cross them oﬀ when you complete them. However,
in EpicWin, you will also assign diﬃculty ratings to each task. en, when you cross them
oﬀ after you have done them, you will see your avatar beat up the task and grow stronger.
e interface for the task list can be seen in Figure 2.4. e more tasks you successfully
complete, the stronger your avatar will become. ere is also a map which your avatar can
travel in, and the stronger it becomes, the more areas it can access. Many areas also feature
new items which your avatar can ënd and use to become stronger.
e game requires the user to make honest judgments about the diﬃculty of the tasks they
add to the system. It would be very easy for users to assign high diﬃculty ratings to easy
tasks so that their avatar could gain strength more quickly. However, since the users do
not compete against anyone and there is no way to ‘win’ the game, this would cheat the
purpose of the avatar: a way to visually represent how much you are achieving in your
daily life. However, players might prefer to see more areas of the map (or more successful
animations of their avatar beating up tasks) than have an avatar which represents their
actual achievements. However, since the purpose of the game is to make daily tasks more
fun, cheating in this fashion would not detract from the game’s purpose. As such, the ease
of being able to cheat might not necessarily be seen as a design ìaw.
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Serious games are commonly used as educational tools. ere have been serious games rang-
ing from teaching parenthood to disaster preparation. e former of these is a commercial
game.[³⁶] e latter is funded by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of
the United States of America.[³⁷] is shows that these games are entering the commercial
world and are being backed by government agencies. However, a problem that must be
overcome when using games as an educational tool is ënding a good balance between fun
and learning. is is highlighted by Van Eck [1],
“A balance between the needs of the curriculum and the structure of the game must
be achieved to avoid either compromising the learning outcomes or forcing a game
to work in a way for which it is not suited.”
e ideal solution would be to create a game which taught people something, but had
enough entertainment to be played on this merit alone. However, creating educational
titles of comparable quality to successful commercial games requires the same investment
of time and money. It may even be more time and money because of the additional eﬀort
involved in merging the curriculum with the entertainment.
Examples have now been given of games which beneët the player, but what about games that
beneët a third party? One such serious game is called the ‘YouLicense RatingGame.’[³⁸] e
YouLicense website is a place where musicians can post their music such that other people
can browse for music that they wish to license for use in their own projects. However,
the descriptions of the music on the website are given by the musicians themselves. is
aﬀects how well a search will work on the website for a licenser looking for music for a
speciëc purpose. Rather than the system administrators going through all the music on
the website and judging whether or not it has been described accurately, they constructed a
serious game to encourage the site’s users to do it for them. ey describe the game at their
website,
“e Rating Gamewill help YouLicense users identify which songs are best and should
be shared with the YouLicense community. ere are three categories for rating a
[³⁶]http://www.babysittingmama.com
[³⁷]http://www.disasterhero.com
[³⁸]http://www.youlicense.com/RatingGame
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song: overall rating, how well the song is described and the quality of the recording.
As an added bonus, at the beginning of each month we will feature on our front page
the YouLicense user who has rated the most songs truthfully.”
As shown from this quote, the only real reason given to users to play the game is that if
they do it more than anyone else, their artist page will be featured on the website. is
would make it more likely that their own music would be heard and licensed. While this
reward is one that the users might seek, the likelihood of achieving it is small. Players are
not told how much music they will need to review in order to win or how many people
they are competing against. Since it is only the top player that can win, most players will
not gain the beneët of being shown on the front page. e only people that always win are
the system administrators who ensure that the descriptions of the music on the site are as
accurate as possible, thus providing more accurate search data.
It should be noted that these are short term goals. Users of YouLicense might recognise
that the more successful the site becomes, the more likely is it that their own music will be
licensed from it. Accurate search data will allow a licenser to ënd more relevant music. e
better such a search works, the more likely it is that licensers will use the site. erefore,
it would be prudent for users to play the game for this beneët as well as the possibility of
being featured on the front page. However, this may not be a trade oﬀ that the site users
feel is fair.
e problemwith the YouLicense rating game is not that is has been designedwith a purpose
other than entertainment. It is that it has been designed to beneët someone other than the
player. is situation might still be viable if the player got something out of the game as
well, but that does not seem to be the case. In this instance, one must ask why anyone
would choose to play such a game. e game would work much better if the pay oﬀ
for the user was higher. Despite its shortcomings, the game does demonstrate the idea of
using games to entice players to carry out work for the beneët of the game designer, rather
than the player. is is an idea that can be described as ‘Games with Human Computed
By-products.’ However, for these games to work, the user must still receive some sort of
beneët from playing. It is for this reason that the YouLicense Rating Game will probably
be unsuccessful.
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Figure 2.5: A screen shot from the America’s Army game showing the point of
view of the player’s character.
One game which perhaps encompasses all these ideas is America’s Army.[³⁹] Originally
created to show civilians what it was like to be a member of the United States army, this
game has become very popular. A screen shot from the game can be seen in Figure 2.5. e
game’s website describes it as,
“… one of the most popular computer games in the world.”
e game is distributed for free from the website and is a well developed 3D simulation
of military battle and training. Due to its zero cost for players and its enjoyable nature,
players choose to play this game for the purposes of entertainment at no cost to themselves.
However, the game serves two other purposes. Firstly, it is showing civilians what the
military is like. is could be called marketing on the part of the Department of the Army.
Furthermore, the game is used internally as a training system. is is shown by a quote
from the website,
“As the game’s popularity continued to grow with each of its dozens of new version
[³⁹]http://www.americasarmy.com
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releases, the Army has expanded its brand through a variety of products including
[…] training applications for use within the military and government sectors …”
is shows that it is a serious game. However, it has also proven to be very entertaining.
Since players can download and play the game for free, it could be argued that they are also
getting a certain amount of free military training. us, the game beneëts the Department
of the Army by providing a marketing and training tool and also beneëts players by pro-
viding entertainment and mild training. is fulëlls the criteria for a serious game in that
it beneëts the player, but is also entertaining and beneëts the game designers. is shows
the great potential of games for use beyond the entertainment industry.
2.3.1.1 – Problems in Serious Games
As has been shown, serious games can be used to add incentives to tasks that are unattractive
to users. In general, entertainment is not their primary purpose. For example, REXplorer
[41] makes a learning experience more interesting. Similarly, Fish’n’Steps [43] provides an
incentive for a lifestyle change. is shows that users are willing to play a less entertaining
game if they can see that it will be beneëcial in some way. ese beneëts may be for
the player, or the player may have more altruistic motives. Hoysniemi showed that the
beneëts of serious games might be better achieved if the player ënds the games genuinely
entertaining [44]. is way, it is more likely that the games will be played.
e YouLicense rating game showed that games can be used to beneët people other than
the player.[⁴⁰] is also demonstrated that, if the player does not beneët from the game’s
design goal, a player should always gain something from playing the game, even if it is just
entertainment. Otherwise, such a game would not be likely to succeed. is is a signiëcant
problem with serious games that are designed to beneët a third party, rather than the player.
While users may be willing to play a less entertaining game because they know it will also
provide them an additional beneët, it is less likely that they will do this if it beneëts someone
else instead. While people might be altruistic in this regard, people will still be more likely
to play games that beneët a third party if the games themselves are genuinely entertaining.
e problem of creating serious games is that users require some beneët. If the game is
[⁴⁰]http://www.youlicense.com/RatingGame
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not entertaining, the user is not likely to play unless there is some other beneët for them.
Although it is possible that users will play a game for altruistic reasons, even if they do not
enjoy it, this is not likely to be as successful as a game that was genuinely entertaining.
Conversely, if a game is entertaining enough, a user may play it for that reason alone, even
if it does have an ulterior purpose.
is section has shown that people are more willing to do certain things if they are phrased
as games. However, this does not mean that people will play serious games instead of others
which aremore fun. Serious gamesmight only be called fun when compared against the task
they are masking. However, people will still play them as a more enjoyable way to achieve
certain tasks. When this beneëts the player directly, the reason for playing is obvious: while
this may not be the most entertaining use of their time, people will play the game because
it is proëtable to them in some other way. Also, it is likely to be a more pleasurable way to
achieve these beneëts than without a game. When the game beneëts a third party, but is
still not as enjoyable as other games, the reasons for someone to play become less clear.
It is possible that someone will play altruistically, knowing that they are helping the third
party in some way. Another possibility is that the game itself is free to play, making it a
cheaper option than paying for a game that is more entertaining. Whatever the reason,
people will be more likely to play a game if it is enjoyable and will be more likely to return
and play it again. If we construct a game that beneëts a third party, it is therefore more
important that the game be fun than if it beneëted the players directly.
2.3.2 – Games With By-products
One way in which playing a game can be beneëcial to a third party is by having the games
create a by-product during the course of play. ismeans that playing the gamewill produce
some sort of data which is valuable to a third party. is is a speciëc type of serious game
that is constructed both to be enjoyable enough to play on its own merits, and which also
produces by-products that are of use to a third party. e reason these games need to be
enjoyable is because more by-products will be produced each time the game is played. e
more enjoyable the game is, the more likely people are to play it multiple times and create
more by-product data.
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Section 2.3.1 showed that while serious games are designed for a speciëc purpose other
than entertainment, people will still be willing to play them if they can see a beneët to
themselves or others. Furnas et al. showed that altruism toward a community is one of the
reasons that tagging systems work well [46]. However, games which incorporate tagging as
a by-product can provide unique beneëts such as a game dynamic which ensures the tags
are useful to a broad community of users [47].
While there are people who might be willing to put time into these systems for altruistic
reasons, as discussed by Kuo et al. [48], people will be more likely to take part in these tasks
if it is genuinely enjoyable for them to do so. is is described by Krause and Aras [49],
“As opposed to manual or supervised approaches of expert-like annotations that have
high costs for generation and maintenance – in particular for frequently changing
web content – social tagging can be regarded as a simple and easy to use tool to classify
and describe relevant web content by human collective intelligence leading to daily
meta-data generation.”
ese have been referred to as ‘Games With A Purpose’ [50] due to having a secondary
design goal beyond entertainment. However, this dissertation will take the view that most
games have a purpose, whether they produce by-products or not. is purpose is quite often
to provide entertainment, though this may not always be their primary goal. As such, the
term ‘GamesWith By-products’ will be used in this dissertation to refer to this specialization
of serious games. e deënition used will be a game designed to be entertaining enough to
be played on that merit alone, but which also produces a by-product as a side eﬀect of play
that is of value to a third party.
ese by-products are often the result of human computation, as discussed in Section 2.2.
However, in some cases it may simply be more practical to use a person’s physicality and
senses than it would be to create a robotic means of capturing information. In either case,
these games are designed to harness the power of people by constructing entertaining games
around a problem which humans are good at solving. Such problems tend to be ones that
computers, or other automatic methods, are currently incapable of solving. ese games
with by-products have great potential in harnessing humans in a successful, lasting way.
Von Ahn discusses the idea of harnessing humans to do things that computers tend to ënd
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diﬃcult [2],
“Despite colossal advances over the past 50 years, computers still do not possess the
basic conceptual intelligence or perceptual capabilities that most humans take for
granted. If we treat human brains as processors in a distributed system, each can
perform a small part of a massive computation.”
is quote claims thatmany humans could be used together to solve problems thatmankind
ënds simple, but computers ënd diﬃcult. Von Ahn also points out that games are a par-
ticularly good way of achieving human computation because they allow the designer to
present problems to the user within the game itself. Since users enjoy the challenges of
games, making the solutions to those challenges useful outside of the game seems a logical
step. People will play games as they already do because they enjoy them, and the program
designer will get the beneët of human computed by-products.
Of course, it is reasonable to ask if the humans in this model are doing the ‘work’ for free.
One might consider that they are being paid in happiness or entertainment. Serious games
have already shown that people are willing to do work in the form of a game if it beneëts
them. However, that beneët might be entertainment. A problem with some serious games
is that they are not very entertaining. However, if the designer can construct a game that is
entertaining and supply it to the user for free, the player may choose to play the game for
that reason. We know that people already play games. By making good games that are free,
the designers can direct those game hours to their own games. e players may think that
they are only playing the game for ‘free’ entertainment. Whether or not this is true, the
human computation they carry out while playing may be of extreme value to the designer.
is seems like an ideal situation as the player does what he or she does anyway and the
designer now beneëts from it.
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk has already been discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 as a means of
paying people to carry out tasks rather than computers. In this model, the people carrying
out the human computation are being paid. However, the tasks to carry out will probably
not be as enjoyable as playing a game. Also, paying users for each successful solution or
answer is not always viable, especially if the ultimate goal requires a large amount of polling
of many diﬀerent users or having many users doing a large number of small tasks. us, in
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Figure 2.6: e interface for the ESP Game, showing one player having just
matched on a word with the other player.
certain situations, it may be more economically viable to spend time constructing a game
that people will play in return for entertainment alone.
In order to further demonstrate the concept of games with by-products, several existing
games will be described which have these features. en, common and unusual design
features of the games will be highlighted and discussed to show the beneëts and limitations
of this concept.
One of the earliest games with by-products was the ESP Game [6]. In this game, a user is
paired with another player and told that both of them can see the same image. Both users
are instructed to try and guess what the other player is typing. In this way, both users try
to guess what they are each typing. If there is a match between their guesses, the users gain
points and the image is replaced with a new one. ere is also a list of ‘taboo’ words for
each image. is list is displayed to the users and indicates words that the game will not
allow to form a match, even if both users guess one of those words. e users can also pass
on an image if it is too hard. is might imply that the image is of poor visual quality or
too abstract to describe. If users repeatedly pass on the same image, then it is removed from
the game altogether. e interface for the ESP Game can be seen in Figure 2.6.
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Although it is not a necessity for playing the game, the only sensible strategy for trying to
guess the other player’s typed words is to use the one stimulus that both players have in
common: the image that is presented to both users. is will result in both users guessing
words that relate to the image. e beneët of this for the game designers is that when
the users match on a guess, that guess is usually a good description word for the image. If
enough users pair the same word, then it will be allocated to that image as a good description
of it. is can then be used as a means for searching images. Users can search for images by
entering key words and the images that have matching description words should provide a
good result. is is because many people have independently come up with the same word
for the same image.
e reason for tagging images in this way is due to the inaccuracy of automated methods.
is is described by the game designers [6],
“Current techniques to categorize images for these applications are insuﬃcient in
many ways, mostly because they assume that the contents of images on the Web are
related to the text appearing in the page. is is insuﬃcient because the text adjacent
to the images is often scarce, and can be misleading or hard to process”
is would imply that, for the current techniques to work, an element of interaction be-
tween the categorizing system and the website which contains the image would be necessary
in order to determine if the surrounding words were actually a good match for the image.
However, computers alone cannot achieve this because interactive tasks cannot be described
as algorithms. is is discussed by Wegner [51],
“Interactive tasks, like driving home from work, cannot be realized through algo-
rithms. Algorithms that execute automatically without taking notice of their sur-
roundings cannot handle traﬃc and other interactive events.”
is problem might, therefore, be better solved with a hybrid approach that extended be-
yond traditional algorithms. Turing said that such hybrid solutions to computing problems
were more computationally powerful that computers alone [52]. is might suggest that
including human computation as part of a system has the potential to be more computa-
tionally powerful than a computer alone.
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In the case of the Internet, von Ahn points out that there are no guidelines about the labeling
of images on the world wide web [6]. It is also worth noting that, even if there were such
guidelines, there would be no way to make people follow them.
e taboo words show a clever design bymaking the game harder (and therefore a little more
compelling), and by being generated from the game itself. However, they also provide a
needed purpose by preventing the creation of the same labels again and again. If a word
is matched enough times to pass a threshold, then it is used as a label for the image and
also marked as a taboo word. is encourages users to come up with less obvious words for
an image. e threshold idea is a good solution to getting good quality labels. If a perfect
image label is one where everyone in the world would agree on it (i.e., describing images
with words is very much a subjective thing, but ideally it will work better if all humans
agree), then having a threshold of humans who come up with a label would probably make
for a good labeling system. Only words that pass the threshold are used as tags for the image
(and thus become taboo words).
Another clever mechanism of the game is being able to pass on an image if it is too hard.
is will usually occur if there are a lot of taboo words. However, it might also occur if the
image is itself a bit too abstract to have a generally accepted label. In any case, images that
are frequently passed will be considered fully labeled. Erasing the labels and re-inserting the
images into the game again after a few months allows for changes in cultural meanings and
relevance to take aﬀect with the image labels. is situation is described by von Ahn [6],
“… an image of Michael Jackson twenty years ago might have been labeled as ‘su-
perstar’ whereas today it might be labeled as ‘criminal.’ ”
In order to ensure that the game is always available for play, users’ responses in the game are
recorded so that they can be used to compete against new players when they are the only
ones on-line or there is an odd number of players. is has the same eﬀect of having two
real people play each other but will perhaps give recorded users more inìuence over which
words make good labels. However, since the other user is always new, it ensures that the
results of each game are still valid.
Von Ahn also has a solution to potential cheating. is is done by checking if the average
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time for agreement drops very quickly. In this scenario, the number of recorded user actions
being played against live users is increased. is prevents collaboration between players that
try to play at the same time. It is worth noting that some cheating or bad labeling can be
allowed if searching images is the main application domain for the data produced by the
ESP Game. As long as some good labels appear for an image, the bad ones do not matter
so much.
Another solution to the problem of cheating is that the players are kept anonymous from
each other. Although users can create a user name and password for the system (so that
they can gain points for all games played), this is never displayed to other players during
the course of the game. ese names are all that is stored about a user and provide no
means of contacting users outside of the game. Users with the same network address are
never allowed to play against each other so that the likelihood of users in the same physical
location being able to cheat is reduced. Also, users are not paired together in order but are
randomly put together. is prevents users trying to start a game at the exact same time in
the hope of being paired together.
Another game called ‘KissKissBan’ [53] adds another element to the game to help prevent
cheating by having an opposition player. In the ESP Game, both players are working to-
gether to gain points rather than competing. In KissKissBan, two players work together
to try and agree on image labels while a third player tries to block them. e third player
does this by trying to guess the words the other players will come up with, which means
they are not allowed to match on these blocked words. If he is successful and the players
cannot provide a matched word, he will gain points rather than them. Having players both
compete and work together in this fashion provides for a more interesting game dynamic
and may help prevent players cheating since they are not always on the same side. e
blocker player in KissKissBan also has a similar role to the ‘taboo’ words in the ESP Game.
By coming up with obvious words, he forces the players to create less obvious labels for the
images.
Two other potential options to cheat in the ESP Game are discussed by von Ahn. e
ërst is that a massive group of users could all agree on a labeling scheme and then all play
the game at the same time. is would increase the chances of being paired with another
member of the colluding group. Two solutions to this are presented. Firstly, if the strategy
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was simply to label all images with the same label, thus ensuring guess matching, this can
be easily detected and the system can simply increase the number of recorded user action
players in the system. is will make the likelihood of pairing within the colluding group
less likely. If problems persist, it would be increased so that live players could only play
recorded user actions. Another solution could be to make any agreed word become a taboo
word across the whole session for the two users playing against each other, meaning that
only the ërst image would be tagged with an erroneous label. However, the cheaters could
still get round this by having a more complicated labeling scheme, such as marking the ërst
image as ‘one,’ the second image as ‘two’ and so on. While this could still be stopped by
detecting that users were agreeing on words too quickly and then increasing the number of
recorded action users, this is less of a problem. Since the images themselves are displayed
randomly to the users, what was tagged as ‘one’ in an earlier game might appear as ‘ëve’ in
another. us, the chances of such labels reaching the threshold amount for an image are
greatly reduced because of the large number of images in the system.
e game designer also discusses the idea of theme rooms which allow for expert users
in a particular area to label images that are within that area. is might lead to more
sophisticated labels for these images. However, the system has no means of checking that a
user is an expert, so unless two experts are paired together this system would appear to be
unlikely to succeed.
e Internet search company, Google, have licensed the ESP Game to make their own
version called the Google Image Labeler [54].[⁴¹] e Google Image Labeler’s interface
shares all the same functionality as the ESP Game except for having the new ability to
zoom into images, and the disappearance of the thermometer of the ESP Game which
showed your total amount of matches for the current game. e rules and system of play
for the two games are identical.
As with the ESP Game, the Google Image Labeler is used in order to provide better tags for
an image search utility. However, in contrast to the ESP Game, the Google Image Labeler
makes clear to the user the overall purpose of the game. It would be interesting to see if this
knowledge aﬀects the users in their motivation or willingness to play one game compared
to the other, though it appears that no such research has yet been carried out.
[⁴¹]http://images.google.com/imagelabeler
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Figure 2.7: e interface for the Peekaboom game. e left picture shows the
interface for the peek player and the right shows the interface for the boom
player.
It is important to note that a large company such as Google has seen the potential of such
systems. is suggests that they believe it to be a viable model for accomplishing tasks that
computers ënd diﬃcult.
An inversion of this idea can be seen in the web-based game ‘Picture is’ [55] [56]. In
Picture is, the players are shown a list of images and asked which one best matches a
search query. If the players independently agree on an image they receive points. While the
ESP Game is used to produce better labels for images, Picture is is used to improve the
relevance ordering for image search results.
Another game that builds on the success of the ESPGame is ‘Peekaboom’ [57]. In this game,
two users are paired together. e ërst user is shown a full image and a word associated
with it. e second user is shown only a black image. e ërst user has to highlight the
part of the image that he or she believes that the word refers to. As this happens, the second
user begins to see the highlighted area, but nothing else appears. e second user is then
asked to guess what word might refer to what can be seen. If the second user can match
the word on the ërst user’s screen, both players receive points. In addition, the smaller the
area that is uncovered, the more points are gained for a successful guess. After each image
is resolved, the users switch roles. e interface for each player can be seen in Figure 2.7.
e ërst player can also give additional hints. is can take the form of suggesting that the
word refers to text in the image, whether the word is a noun or a verb, a related noun can
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be given and the ërst user may also send a ‘ping’ to the part of the image that is especially
important. e last case is useful if the word refers to small part of a larger object. For
instance, the ërst user might have to uncover a large amount of a picture of an elephant for
the trunk to be recognizable for what it is.
e by-product of this game is that it allows the designer to know which pixels in an image
are relevant to which of that image’s tags. e images and tags are taken directly from
results of the ESP Game. In this sense, the ESP Game feeds into Peekaboom in the form
of content generation. An interesting point to be made about Peekaboom is that users are
actually rewarded for using the hint mechanisms by receiving more points. is is because
the hints actually give additional useful information about the images. However, to the
player, this might seem a little counter-intuitive.
e designers of Peekaboom state that the results are designed to be used as training data for
automated systems that would pick out objects within an image [57]. ey point out that
since the percentage of a picture that refers to a tag is known from Peekaboom, it could be
used to sort image results by relevance. Von Ahn also states that Peekaboom has potential
uses in improving accessibility [2].
e designers of Peekaboom may feel that their game’s by-products are only a stepping
stone toward a fully automated system for gathering the data [57],
“Some day computers will be able to segment objects in images unassisted, but that
day is not today. Today we have engines like Peekaboom that use the wisdom of
humans to help naïve computers get to that point.”
However, it should be noted that these solutions seem to work well and work quickly. In
describing the ESP Game, von Ahn stated [2],
“Within a few months of initial deployment on 25 October 2003, the game collected
more than 10 million image labels; if hosted on a major site like MSN Games or
Yahoo! Games, all images on the Web could be labeled in a matter of weeks.”
Restricting these ideas to the point of a stepping stone seems wasteful. People will always
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form part of the system in some way, whether it is explicit or not. is would make von
Ahn’s ideas more generally applicable than just a stepping stone until better automated
technologies exist.
Apart from the two players having diﬀerent roles, many features are carried over from the
ESP Game to Peekaboom. Two users are used to provide a validation system for results (in
Peekaboom, if the uncovered area is guessed with the correct word, it implies that the word
accurately describes the uncovered area). Implementing ‘bot’ players using recorded user
actions is carried over. Also, all the same anti-cheating methods are included, though a few
additional ones are introduced in Peekaboom.
Peekaboom uses seed images to prevent third party programmed automated players from
diluting the results. ese are images for which the object location data has already been
discovered. If a bot player is used, it will likely make incorrect guesses a lot of the time (i.e.,
guesses that do not match the known answers). If this happens repeatedly, the bot players
network address will be banned from playing the game.
Another potential for cheating comes from both users being able to see the guesses for
the current image. One user could enter his user name for an internet messaging system.
en, when the next image is shown and the user roles are swapped, the other user could
do the same. is would then allow the users to communicate through a diﬀerent channel
than the game itself. is can be resolved by only allowing dictionary words to appear as
valid guesses. However, the existing anti-cheating mechanisms (such as changing to user
recorded action players when the average time to a correct guess is too quick) can still deal
with this as well.
An important point to note about Peekaboom is the way in which it builds upon the ESP
Game. e ESP Game supplies the image/word pairs to Peekaboom as the basic content
for the game. is makes a lot of sense as Peekaboom is essentially a system for making the
ESP Game results more ëne grained. However, nothing is said about Peekaboom feeding
back into the ESP Game. Peekaboom lets a player pass on a word if it is too hard to
guess. If this happens repeatedly for several users, that image/word pair is removed from
the game. is should have an eﬀect on the same image/word pair in the ESP Game where
it originated. Perhaps that image/word pair is not valid. Perhaps it is just a weak pairing. It
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Figure 2.8: e interface for the Phetch game, showing a seeker attempting to
ënd an image that matches the given description.
may simply be that the cultural signiëcance has changed. However, nothing is mentioned
about Peekaboom informing the ESP Game in some way that this is the case. It can only be
assumed that this result has no eﬀect on the ESP Game or the image search engine which
it powers.
Another game which demonstrates human computation is ‘Phetch’ [58]. In Phetch, there is
one describer and a number of seekers. e describer is shown an image and told to describe
it to the seekers. is is a one way communication. e seekers cannot communicate
with anyone at all and the describer cannot tell what they are doing. e seekers then
use an image search engine to try and ënd an image that matches the one described by
the describer. e ërst seeker to ënd the same image as the describer wins and becomes
the seeker in the next round. A round will last only ëve minutes. e describer will also
get points for a successful match, so it is in the describer’s interest to come up with good
descriptions. e seeker interface for Phetch can be seen in Figure 2.8.
e ulterior purpose of this game is to get descriptive text for images. While the ESP Game
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gathered good single words to describe an image, Phetch gathers full textual descriptions.
is has obvious uses in accessibility as it would create a description of an image rather than
just a keyword tag.
An interesting point to note about Phetch is that the search engine used is the one that is
powered by the ESP Game. is provides a good beneët to Phetch. As shown in the ESP
Game and Peekaboom, it cannot always be guaranteed that there will be enough players
on-line for a game to take place. is is solved by recording user actions then playing
them back to the user in order to create the eﬀect of a second player. In Phetch this is
very easy to do for describers, but what if only one person was playing and he or she was
the describer? Playing back a previous seeker’s actions might not match the description
and would, therefore, provide unrealistic results. However, by using the keywords from
the ESP Game, Phetch simply says that an image was found if the description matches an
appropriate proportion of the existing ESP Game keywords. is again shows how these
systems can feed into one another. As with the ESP Game and Peekaboom, users can pass
on an image if it is too diﬃcult. However, the ESP Game and Peekaboom remove images
where this repeatedly happens. It seems that the ESP Game would beneët from Peekaboom
informing it that a new label is needed for those images. is would appear to be true of
Phetch as well. No mention is made of what happens to images that are repeatedly passed
on in the Phetch game.
As with the ESP Game and Peekaboom, this game makes use of anonymity and has similar
rules to prevent cheating. However, the nature of this game means it is not susceptible to
some of the mass user attacks that users may have attempted in those games.
A potential problem with Peekaboom is that it does not correct poor use of language. How-
ever, seeing as the use of language would have been good enough to ënd the correct image,
it is probably better than having no description at all. Ensuring good descriptions in Phetch
is perhaps more diﬃcult than in the previously mentioned games. Aggregation is achieved
through the single player version of the game. Many seekers are given the recorded user
actions of a past describer. If a high enough number ënd the image, then the description
is seen as a good match. A second level of veriëcation is achieved by comparing the de-
scriptions to the keywords achieved from the ESP Game. Descriptors which feature these
keywords might be considered better matches for the image.
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Figure 2.9: e interface for the TagATune game, showing partners agreeing
that they are listening to a diﬀerent tune.
Another game with a similar theme to the ESP Game is ‘TagATune’ [59]. Whereas the ESP
Game was based around images, TagATune is based around audio. Essentially, the game
operates in a similar way to the ESPGame with each player shown a stimulus and then given
the opportunity to describe it. However, unlike the ESP Game, the stimulus will not always
be the same for each player and the players will be able to see each other’s descriptions. e
players must then guess whether or not they have received the same stimulus. If a player is
correct, he or she will receive points. e interface for the game can be seen in Figure 2.9.
While the game-play sounds similar in style to the ESP Game, Law et al. point out [54],
“Amain diﬀerence between TagATune and ESP is that what people hear in a sound is
often more subjective, ambiguous, and imaginative than what they see in an image.”
ere is also the issue that sounds have an inherently more temporal nature than images.
While a user could type words that related to a particular part of an audio clip, the time
taken to type and that it often takes multiple guesses to agree on a label would mean that it
would be harder to match the correct descriptor to the correct part of the audio. However,
not including such a feature means that only tags that relate to the entire clip can be entered.
is would mean that the user should not really be allowed to enter words until the whole
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clip has been heard. In a sense, this level of granularity about the audio clips is similar to the
way that the ESP Game and Peekaboom are directed at diﬀerent areas of image labeling.
Another problem with audio in this context is its origin. is is described by Law et al. [54],
“While natural sounds can be described in terms of their (imagined) source, music
is more abstract, and even the descriptive terms for music are ambiguous.”
A similar game to TagATune called ‘MajorMinor’ tries to tackle this temporal problem by
restricting the clip length to ten seconds ensuring that users will be more likely to enter tags
that refer to the entire clip [60].
e purpose of the TagATune game is also very diﬀerent from that of the ESP Game.
While the results could be used to create a good audio search engine, the imagined use is
in creating a new form of CAPTCHA [23]. CAPTCHAs are a means of testing whether
or not someone is human by asking them to carry out a short, simple task that users ënd
easy to do but computers cannot. is often involves reading a warped version of text that
exists within an image. However, TagATune describes the idea of using an audio clip and
asking users to describe it. is would perhaps improve the accessibility of current image
based CAPTCHA systems which rely on users having the ability of sight.
TagATune, in addition to having similar game play to the ESPGame, uses the same recorded
user actions system for the same reasons that have previously been described. Perhaps an
interesting diversion for TagATune is that it tries to determine what sounds are more enjoy-
able to listen to in order to stimulate longer play from the users. is is done by prompting
users to rate the audio clip. e closer their ratings are, the more points they each get. us,
a general level of enjoyment about a piece of audio is aggregated over many users. Sounds
that are less enjoyable to hear are included in the game less often to keep the game more
enjoyable to play. is shows that human computation is actually being fed back into the
game itself to ensure that it continues to be fun.
e largest diﬀerence that TagATune has from previous games is that it has a comparison
round. In this round, players are asked to what extent sounds are similar to each other,
which ones they prefer and which ones make them feel a certain way. is adds a more
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emotional tagging to the audio than simply having descriptive words. It allows users to
compare how they feel about the audio clips.
While TagATune is used to create a new type of CAPTCHA, ‘Magic Bullet’ is a game used
to test the robustness of existing CAPTCHAs [61]. Magic Bullet diﬀers from the other
games mentioned so far by being team based. Teams are randomly created at the start of
the game with all players being unable to communicate. e players are presented with two
shooting targets and an image with a letter on it. As the time increases, the letter moves
toward the targets (where there is one target for each of the two teams). Whichever team
correctly types the letter in the image ërst will have it hit their target and they will receive
the points for that round. Playing the game creates training data for machine learning
systems which can then be used to test the robustness of existing CAPTCHAs.
e games discussed so far have focused on ways to label content so that it could be found
by search engines. ere are also games which try to improve existing search results using
games with by-products.
One example is the ‘SearchWar’ game [62]. Two opposing players each receive a web query
and some results that the web query produces. Each player must then choose a selection of
the results to be presented to the opposing player such that it will be hard to guess what the
search query was. is has the eﬀect of determining which web pages are the least relevant
to the search query, as well as suggesting better words for these results (based on what the
opposing player guesses). In this way, the game will help to improve existing results from a
search engine.
While Search War uses an opponent based game-play, the ‘umbs Up’ game [63] [64]
uses a cooperative approach similar to games which have already been discussed. As with
previous games, this provides human validation. Each player is presented with a search
query and two image results. e player has then to decide which result is most relevant.
If the players agree on the choice, they both receive points. e game-play allows for better
relevance sorting for the image search engine. e interface for umbs Up can be seen in
Figure 2.10.
Yet another approach is taken to improve search result relevance by the game ‘Page Hunt’
[65]. is is a single player game in which the user is presented with a web page then
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Figure 2.10: e interface for the umbs Up game, showing how web pages
are presented to the player.
asked to construct a search query that will return it. If the query is in the top results, the
player will receive points proportional to the page’s position in the results. If the page is
not returned, the user is told to modify the query and try again. e changes made to the
queries to get them into the top results provide data that can then be analyzed to improve the
relevance ordering on search results. While most games use humans to provide some sort of
validation, this is not so important in Page Hunt because the queries are measured using an
actual search engine. If a player never gets the web page to appear in the top results, their
game-play by-products will not be included in the output data. However, there is still the
possibility that people will enter purposefully irrelevant words within their search queries
but still have enough relevance in the rest of the query to bring up the required page. is
could make the by-products harder to analyze later on when trying to improve the relevance
of search engine results.
Most of the games described so far have revolved round some form of labeling. However,
there are other areas where games with by-products can be used. ‘Verbosity’ is an attempt
to use human computation to gather common sense facts such as, “milk is white” [30]. e
game involves two players with diﬀerent roles. One player is a guesser and the other is a
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Figure 2.11: e interface for the Verbosity game, showing one player about
to correctly guess the word being described by the other player.
narrator. e narrator is given a word and a number of possible sentence templates that
can be used to describe it. e narrator simply needs to select an appropriate template and
ëll in a blank with an appropriate word. However, the narrator is not allowed to the use
the word itself. e guesser sees these ëlled in sentences from the narrator and must guess
what word is being described. All the guesses are seen by the narrator who can then mark
them as hot or cold. When the guesser correctly comes up with the word, the players swap
roles and are given a new word. e interface for Verbosity can be seen in Figure 2.11.
e game features similar anti-cheating mechanisms to the previously mentioned games.
However, a new possibility for subverting the game presents itself with Verbosity. Players
could enter lots of useless pieces of information about a word, then enter one or two good
ones so that the other player guesses the word correctly. is would mean that all the
bad information would be included too. Although the solution to this problem is not
mentioned in the paper, it seems reasonable to assume that the validation system would
eventually ëlter out these erroneous sentences.
e single playermode is also slightly diﬀerent. e narrator is based on previously collected
facts about a word rather than on a speciëc user’s recorded actions. is is because it allows
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the system to diﬀerentiate which sentences led to the correct guess and which ones did not.
e guesser is much harder to re-create, as shown in by von Ahn et al. [30],
“Emulating a Guesser in a convincing manner is more diﬃcult. If a real player
enters useless descriptions of the word, we do not want the emulated Guesser to guess
correctly.”
However, there is no real way to know that the words entered are good or bad. For example,
just because a sentence has not been used to describe the word before does not make it
wrong. e solution used is to collect a series of related words for each word used in the
game. Although not speciëed by von Ahn et al., this list is presumably constructed from the
words that have previously been ëlled in to the template sentences to describe the current
word. If enough related words are used in the template sentences, then the automated
guesser will guess the correct word.
e breadth of by-products created by these games is more diverse than has been covered so
far. Other web-based games with by-products include a game for creating question/answer
pairs [66], a game to determine the true sense of words within their context of use [67] and
games to create annotations for the Semantic Web [68] [69].
So far, all the games with by-products which have been discussed have been web-based.
However, the concept is not restricted to the world wide web and there have been examples
of these games being used in mobile settings.
One such example is the ‘Gopher Game’ [70]. In the game, players have hand-held com-
puters and can go around searching for digital ‘gophers.’ When they ënd one, they can
choose to help it achieve its tasks. At this point, the gopher is not available to other play-
ers. e player can release the gopher without completing the task, or the gopher can leave
itself from ‘boredom.’ After completing all the tasks, a user can submit their solutions for
the task to a trial by jury where other players say whether or not the answers are good. If
passed, the original player can create their own gophers. is means that they can get the
other users to carry out tasks for them. e human computation here is very open to what
an individual user wishes it to be.
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Of course, in reality the people are the gophers, carrying out desired tasks created by the
other players. While they may think they are helping a digital gopher achieve a task, they
are really doing all the work. is is a clever way of generating content for a game but also
for getting people to do things you cannot or do not want to do by putting it in the form
of a game.
e trial by jury seems like it might not work very well. Since this is a leader board based
game, players might not be honest in saying whether or not they thought the results were
good. However, players on the jury are rewarded more points for being closer to the average
vote for the jury as a whole. ere does not seem to be a strong reason why all the players
would not just vote against the other players all the time. is way they would guarantee
that they would all get more points for being close to the jury’s average vote and the player
submitting to the jury would get less.
is raises an important issue about mobile versions of these sorts of games where human
validation is involved. e greatest problems with human validation are in constructing a
system where all users gain by telling the truth and where players cannot collude to bypass
the human validation mechanism. is does not really seem to have been solved with the
gopher game. Telling the truth about whether or not a player successfully achieved a task
does not necessarily seem the most beneëcial way for a juror to vote, especially if jurors
could communicate with each other. ere seems to be no mechanism in the game to
prevent players meeting up with each other. It would seem sensible that jury members
should all be spread out from each other and the player submitting the completed task.
However, users will probably congregate around similar areas as they will all be trying to ënd
gophers in order to play the game. An area with a lot of gophers will gather a lot of players.
It will also make sense to leave gophers in similar areas in order to increase the likelihood of
other players carrying out your human computing task. us, the game seems somewhat
counter-intuitive in preventing cheating of this kind as the game encourages players to go
to the same areas. It should be noted that this sort of cheating did not happen in the game,
but it is still a valid issue that must be taken into account for mobile games that aim to use
human computation.
e Gopher Game was not wholly successful in user trials. e game designers describe
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the situation [70],
“As a whole the game was undoubtedly too complex for beginner players. It has
demonstrated some of the pitfalls of mobile games development, particularly con-
cerning the shared comprehension of a set of rules between isolated players.”
e Gopher Game showed that there is potential for developing a mobile game that uses
human computation, but that some of the design principles from the web based games are
important and must still be maintained in this new setting.
One ënal game that is worth mentioning is ‘Manhattan Story Mashup’ [71]. Although
this game was not designed to take advantage of human computation, it shares some de-
sign principles with the other games that have been mentioned. Manhattan Story Mashup
involves a number of Internet players constructing a story together. is takes the form of
users adding new sentences or re-using existing ones which already have illustrations. e
illustrations are gathered by a number of ground users with camera enabled mobile phones.
e ground users receive single words from new sentences and must ënd something which
would make a suitable illustration for that word. When they do, they take a photo of it.
ere is a 90 second time limit for taking photos for each word.
In order to validate the photos, two other ground users are shown the photograph and asked
to guess what the word was. If they both guess correctly then the word is matched to the
photo and everyone gets points. e result of this is a story constructed by a large number
of users with matching illustrations. However, since the illustrations are word based rather
than within the context of the story, the illustrative photos will often not ët with the story
but will still pass the human validation. For example, a picture of a dog might pass for the
word ‘dogma.’
e game is a good demonstration of adaptable game play working well in mobile situations
where environments are unpredictable and impossible to control.
While the ultimate goal of Manhattan Story Mashup was to mix diﬀerent technologies in
order to create a compelling game, it demonstrated the potential use of human computa-
tion in the form of gathering images for use in a story. It also faced similar issues of using
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humans for validation and having to prevent users from colluding. However, the important
point to note is that this game was created purely to be as entertaining as possible. Human
computed by-products were not a goal of the system. However, human computation did
in fact form part of the system. is demonstrates that a genuinely compelling game that
has entertainment as a top priority could still incorporate human computed by-products.
In fact, since this was not a design goal of the system, it could imply that the design so-
lutions for some of the issues for human computed by-product games actually add to the
enjoyability of these games.
2.3.2.1 – Common Designs
Similar designs appear in many games with by-products. ere are rules that pair players to-
gether and make them agree on submitted data, rules that only accept data when a speciëed
number of people have independently submitted it, rules that prevent players communi-
cating directly or knowing each other’s identity and rules that encourage broader data to
be submitted. For example, in TagATune [54], players must independently type the same
word to describe a piece of audio before it is used as a by-product. In Peekaboom [57], the
pixels chosen by a player to represent an image will not be accepted until multiple people
have independently submitted them. Verbosity [30] and Phetch [58] use a random pairing
system to prevent two users who know each other trying to play together and collude. In
the ESP Game [6], there were ‘taboo’ words that the users were not allowed to submit.
ese were actually words that had already been used to tag the images in question (the
by-product of the game being images tagged with appropriate words). Preventing the play-
ers from submitting these words again caused a broader set of data to be collected. e
similarity in the designs of many games with by-products means that a successful method
of making speciëc requests for data could be adapted to work on many games.
e games that have been discussed share a lot of similar design elements. While these
games have diﬀerences in their purpose and game play, there are issues that come up re-
peatedly and lead to a set of principles that should be considered in the creation of any
game with human computed by-products.
Von Ahn et al. consider these types of systems to be analogous to algorithms [58],
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“A traditional algorithm is a series of steps that may be taken to solve a problem. We
consider Phetch as a kind of algorithm. Analogous to one, Phetch has well-deíned
input and output: an arbitrary image from the Web and its proper description,
respectively.”
is is perhaps the ërst clear goal that all games with human computed by-products should
have. While the rest of the issues described may not apply to all future games in this area,
they should all be considered to determine whether or not they do. In the case where any
of these issues are applicable, they should clearly be addressed in the design.
Payment Through Entertainment
All the games with human computed by-products have had one goal for the player: to
be entertained. While Amazon’s Mechanical Turk[⁴²] introduced the concept of paying
users to carry out human computation, games with by-products try to create an enjoyable
experience that is its own reward. As stated by von Ahn and Dabbish [50],
“e […] approach is characterized by three motivating factors: an increasing pro-
portion of the world’s population has access to the Internet; certain tasks are impos-
sible for computers but easy for humans; and people spend lots of time playing games
on computers.”
If people spend a great deal of time playing games it makes sense to harness that time and
put it to a second use beyond that of entertainment. By creating compelling games that
users will enjoy playing and go out of their way to continue playing, the users get the beneët
of entertainment, while designers get the beneët of human computation. While it may not
be fair to say that the players get the game for free, if they enjoy playing it then that seems
like a reasonable reward.
Game Types
Many games with by-products ët into one of three game types [50]. ese are output-
agreement games, inversion-problem games and input-agreement games.
In output-agreement games, players are given the same input andmust independently agree
[⁴²]http://www.mturk.com
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on an output. e ESP Game [6] is an example of this type because both players are shown
an image (the input) and must try and come up with the same word (the output).
Inversion-problem games are characterized by having one player be a describer so that an-
other player can guess what is being described. Only the describer receives the original
input. If the guesser can correctly determine the describer’s input, both players will re-
ceive points. A common feature of these games is to have some level of transparency in the
guesses. is means that the describer can see the guesses being made by the other player
and give hints about whether a guess is close to the correct answer or not. e two players
will alternate their roles at the end of each round. Peekaboom [57] is an example of this
type of game because one player, the describer, must decide what area of an image to reveal
to the other player based on what is relevant to a given word. e guesser must then try
and determine the given word based on the areas of the image that are available to them.
e third type is input-agreement games. In this scenario, two players may or may not
receive the same input and must then describe their inputs to each other. e players must
then decide if they have the same input. A correct assessment from both players wins them
points. e TagATune game [50] worked in this fashion. Each player was given an audio
clip to describe and based on their descriptions, the players would then guess whether or
not they had been given the same clip. If both guessed correctly, they would both gain
points.
Human Validation
Most games with by-products use some form of human validation. One of the issues with
human computation is predicting the performance level of players. Users may perform
badly, purposely answer incorrectly in order to ‘beat the system’ or simply get the answer
wrong. Human validation allows a system with human computation to ensure that answers
to problems are at least viable. Moderation and quality control are vital components in
keeping these systems running successfully [72].
e greatest problems with human validation are in constructing a system where all users
gain by telling the truth and where players cannot collude in subverting the system in a
means to bypass the human validation mechanism.
Some of the systems which have been discussed have tried to construct an element into the
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game in which two players validate something. en, once enough pairs of users have also
validated that same thing, it can be used as a by-product. is element in the games was
usually constructed so that it was to both players’ beneët to have a valid answer and that it
be validated correctly. In the case of the ESP Game [6], both users are giving valid answers
and validating each other in the same step. In Peekaboom [57], Phetch [58], Verbosity
[30], TagATune [54] and the Gopher Game [70], validation was largely based on repeating
user recorded actions to new players to see if they also agreed with the answers. is was
disguised in these cases by making it seem like the user was playing against another live user
on the system. is solution seems to apply to a wider scope of problems as it was used in
most of the systems which have been discussed. It also has other beneëts to prevent cheating
and subverting the system’s results which is of great importance in ensuring reasonable
human validation.
e ënal method used was simply asking another human if the results seemed correct.
is was the approach taken in Manhattan Story Mashup [71] and Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk.[⁴³] is works well too, but does not provide the secondary beneëts of the recorded
user actions approach.
Using Recorded User Actions
Many of the human computation games that were mentioned include a means to record
user actions during play and then use them later for other purposes. In the case of the ESP
Game [6] and TagATune [54], this was used to ensure that if there was an odd number of
users on-line (or only a single user) then the remaining user could play against a recorded
session instead of a live person. is also supplied a mechanism to prevent users subverting
the system by using naming schemes rather than play the game properly. If users were
detected to be colluding, then the players were split up and smoothly moved to playing
against recorded sessions instead of each other.
As well as these uses, Peekaboom [57] and Phetch [58] also used this system as part of the
validation technique. In Peekaboom there is no obvious way to match the validation of
many diﬀerent user pairs as the pixels chosen will all be of a slightly diﬀerent range. us,
it is easier to play back the same pixels revealed by one user to many others and see how
many correctly guess the word. If this is done with diﬀerent sets of pixels from diﬀerent
[⁴³]http://www.mturk.com
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users, then the one with the highest percentage of correct guesses might be considered the
most valid pixel range for the object in the image. Phetch also used a similar method by
playing back sessions of the narrator to new live seekers in order to determine if the given
description was a good one.
While this may not be viable in all games of this type (such as the Gopher Game [70] and
Manhattan Story Mashup [71]), using recorded user actions seems to have many beneëts
and is an option well worth considering if it can ët within the game successfully.
Keeping Play Competitive
ere are also several common game-play features which keep the games competitive for
the players. is is an important aspect of designing games with by-products because if
people feel competitive, they will play more often. And the more often people play, the
more by-products will be produced.
One way to do this is to keep score so that players can tell how well they are playing and
if they are improving. ese scores can then be kept and used to make leader boards so
that players can compare their abilities to that of the other players. ese aspects may
encourage players to play more often because they want to improve their skill level and be
placed higher on the leader board.
A player’s position on the leader board can also be used to rank them into diﬀerent skill
levels. is makes it easier for players to quantify how good a player they are and howmuch
better they will need to be to reach the next level. Keeping score and having leader boards are
common in many games with by-products such as the ESP Game [6] and Peekaboom [57].
In certain games, skill levels may also be useful as a pairing mechanism, keeping players at
the same rank playing against each other. is would keep the game competitive because
the players will be playing against people who are close to their own abilities.
Timing the game-play can also be eﬀective in making games more competitive and chal-
lenging [50]. is could take the form of requiring tasks to be completed within a given
time or no points are given. Another option could be that completing tasks quicker means
that players will receive additional points.
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We will now go on to discuss some other common designs to deal with speciëc issues related
to cheating, multi-player games and mobile games.
2.3.2.2 – Designing Against Cheating
e games shown have incorporated a number of methods to prevent cheating and sub-
verting the systems. Cheating is an especially important issue for games that incorporate
human computation. Subverting the system can lead to bad data degrading the system’s
results and cheating will most likely lead to this. Since the human validation techniques
that have been described can prevent most bad data from being entered into the system,
the main goal in preventing cheating is to make sure that users cannot bypass or subvert
the human validation systems.
e easiest way for users to bypass the human validation mechanisms is to collude on their
answers. is could be in the form of sending messages to each other, either through the
game in some way or via some external means. Another possibility is that a group of users
could use a naming scheme and all start playing the game at once in order to increase
the possibility of being paired with each other. Diﬀerent games present solutions to these
problems in a number of ways. Firstly, there is no way that users can tell who they are
playing from within the game. Including this level of anonymity is an important step
in preventing collusion. is also extends to preventing any unnecessary communication
between players in the game. is may involve preventing non-dictionary words from being
sent so that instant messenger user names cannot be passed between players. Users are also
not paired in the order in which they visit the site. Random pairing is included to prevent
users trying to start the game at the same time in order to be paired together. Lastly, to
prevent the likelihood that users are playing from the same physical location (and are thus
able to communicate verbally), users with the same network address are not allowed to be
paired together.
ere is an additional technique used to prevent cheating as well. is involves creating the
impression that the players are playing with other live players when they are playing with
previously recorded player data or seed data. For example, if the average time for users to
agree or get through a human validation technique is too quick, then the system can split
up those users and have them play against recorded data instead. is system can deal with
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most types of colluding as well as the use of third party programmed automatic players that
might degrade the quality of information in the system results.
While these are all viable solutions, they might not all be successful outwith the web plat-
form that most of these games have existed in. In a mobile game setting, for instance, it
could be much more diﬃcult to prevent users from meeting up and colluding, especially
if social proximity is important to the mobile game. Techniques to avoid this could in-
volve having validation spread between users who are not near each other. Since this would
reintroduce the anonymity of the human validation, recorded user actions could be used as
well. is would introduce all the beneëts that such a system would create.
A game that includes much of these anti-cheating mechanisms is Peekaboom. But it should
be noted that the designers claim it is rare for users to try and cheat [57],
“Although a minority of players might obtain satisfaction from ‘gaming the system,’
the majority of them just want to play the game honestly. […] Nevertheless, Peeka-
boom does have a full set of measures to prevent collusion.”
It may be that this is simply good design, but it might be that even a small amount of
cheating can have a signiëcant impact on the collected data. Either way, the designers do
not seem to discuss their reasoning, though they point out that for the ESP Game, made
by some of the same people, there would need to be a very large proportion of bad data to
aﬀect successful use of the results in an image search system.
Games that exploit human computation have been eﬀective in producing good quality
by-products as a side eﬀect of play. Determining what makes a ‘good’ by-product is not
straightforward. It is largely measured by a by-product’s usefulness to the system which
takes advantage of it. However, a game might produce some by-products that are better
suited to one system than another, even if this is not the system for which it was designed.
Games with by-products generally use a system of rules that reward players for producing
by-products that match the system design. However, these rules tend to make many as-
sumptions about the players. For example, assumptions are often made about why the users
play the games in the ërst place. It is generally assumed that users play the games because
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they are fun and because they want to win. But they might also play for a sense of status
by being placed on a leader board. ey might play because they enjoy a sense of sociality
provided by the game. It might be that there is some monetary reward associated with
winning. ere is even the possibility that the players know about the by-products and just
play the game to be altruistic, as can be seen with other human computation projects such
as distributed proofreaders.[⁴⁴]
However, we cannot discount the idea that people will play because they want to disrupt
the system, whether for the challenge of doing so or for some unseen reason.
Whether the players are purposely trying to disrupt the system or simply behaving in an
unanticipated manner while trying to play normally, the end result is much the same for
the game designers: the by-products will not be what was expected and may not be what
the designers built the game rules to produce.
However, there are many ways we can set up the games to minimize the number of by-
products that are not ‘good.’
Cheating implies that a player is choosing to subvert the nature of the game in order to gain
an advantage over the other players. Some methods could be very direct. A player might
attempt to examine the packets that are sent to the game server in order to artiëcially change
the scores. Since these methods go outwith the game rules presented to the user, it can be
said that the players are ‘cracking the system.’ Addressing these problems is a technical issue
rather than one of game dynamics. Since this is less to do with the design of the game itself
and more to do with its technical implementation, this area will not be discussed.
e second general form of manipulating the system is to use the game rules in unantic-
ipated ways without leaving the interface that is presented. Players may do this to give
themselves an advantage or to simply sabotage the system. It is arguable whether or not
this can be considered cheating, as the players are staying within the rules and presentation
that is supplied to them. For this reason, the more general term of ‘gaming the system’ will
be used.
e ërst point to note is the conërmation step. Many games with by-products require a
[⁴⁴]http://www.pgdp.net
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step like this. In the ESP Game [6], players must independently type the same word to
describe an image before it is used as a by-product. In Peekaboom [57], one player must
identify which parts of an image a word describes and another player must guess the word
based on which parts of the image the ërst player reveals. is dissertation shall refer to
this design element as an agreement rule.
is rule has its own limitations. For one, it requires that games with by-products are
inherently multiplayer. If a game is not time dependent and does not have direct pairing
between two players, this does not pose a great problem. However, many games such as
Peekaboom, Verbosity [30], TagATune [54], Phetch [58] and the ESP Game have needed
to include a bot mechanism so that there is always someone to play with, even if there is
no one else ready to play at the time.
A second issue with this rule, which must be acknowledged, is that the common consensus
might be wrong. It is possible for many people to incorrectly agree on something. e
concept of popular misconceptions has been seen throughout history [32]. In some cases,
games have used a training round to ensure that players know how to play the game correctly
and will contribute to good by-products. is can be in the form of telling the players
that play has begun, but really they are playing against recorded user actions where viable
responses can be compared to the player’s own [50]. If they pass this test, they can then be
allowed to play real players and their responses will join the pool of potential by-products.
However, games with by-products require a general consensus across many players before a
by-product can be considered a good one and be used in other systems. Such conërmation
steps can allow for this by having a required number of agreements for the same by-product.
For example, the by-product will not be considered ‘good’ until a minimum number of
players have independently agreed on it. is type of threshold system is used in many
games with by-products. e ESP Game uses it in a direct way by requiring the exact label
for an image to have been agreed upon by several pairs of players before it is added to the set
of by-products. A slight variation is seen in Peekaboom where the pixels chosen by a player
to represent an image are averaged out across multiple players. is is because the game
deals with a less precise by-product. is dissertation shall refer to this design element as a
consensus rule.
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Even though multiple people will be playing against each other, it is still important that a
consensus rule includes a degree of anonymity. If the players know who they are playing
against, then they could collude with players and attempt to only conërm each others’
work. Conversely, they could choose not to conërm the work of players who were ahead
of them in the score board. Players should not be able to pick whose work they receive and
should not be able to tell who made any of the by-products. is problem can be tackled by
randomly assigning jobs to players and not displaying who created them. is dissertation
shall refer to this design element as an anonymity rule.
e anonymity rule is used in many web-based games with by-products. e ESP Game,
Peekaboom, Verbosity and Phetch use a random pairing system to prevent two users logging
in at the same time in an attempt to play together and collude. ey also check to make sure
that players are not paired together when their network address is the same. is prevents
players from playing against themselves in order to game the system.
e ‘taboo’ words in the ESP Game prevent users from tagging an image with words that
are already associated with it. is sort of rule encourages more diversity within the by-
products and the game play. is is in delicate balance with the consensus rule. One is made
to ensure that people agree on things and the other is created to ensure that diversity takes
place. However, if the balance is maintained well, it will make the game more challenging
and fun to play and will keep the by-products more varied and of a good quality. Taboo
words can also prevent naming schemes from a mass invasion of colluding users because the
system can detect words that are being used too often and being agreed upon too quickly.
e game can then add the words to the taboo list but without including them as potential
by-products. More complex naming schemes might prevent this tactic from working, but
for simple naming schemes, taboo words can prevent cheating. is dissertation shall refer
to this design element as a diversity rule.
For ongoing games that are played over a longer period of time, the players might only be
permitted to play for a limited amount each day. is rule has no direct beneët to creating
by-products. However, it does keep the game competitive for players by imposing a limit
on the amount that the game can be played each day. If there are multiple players and we
want to keep as many of them playing as possible, we need to keep the game competitive for
all of them. Allowing one player to race ahead would make the other players feel like they
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would not be able to keep up. is might make them stop playing altogether. Also, if one
player was too far ahead, that player might not feel any sense of achievement in continuing
to play and might also stop playing. Keeping things competitive for people may prevent
the need to try and cheat to win.is dissertation shall refer to this design element as a
competitive rule.
e rules for designing against cheating are not always detrimental to game-play and this
section has discussed how, in some cases, it may even make the games more competitive
and enjoyable. In this sense, these rules can also be seen as common design elements. So
far, common designs in games with by-products have only been discussed at a broad level
but there are two areas worth talking about in more detail: multi-player games and mobile
games. ese areas introduce topics of relevance to the research questions of this dissertation
and so will be discussed in a little more depth.
2.3.2.3 – Multi-player Games
is section will discuss some general issues to do with multi-player games. Many games
which feature human computation or crowdsourcing elements are also multi-player. is
means that certain features of multi-player games will be important to games which en-
courage players to carry out other tasks.
Multi-player games are played together by more than one person. However, there are some
games which, though played together, are not necessarily played at the same time. For
example, chess might be played through the postal system with each player sending his or
her next move to the other person.
It should also be noted that multi-player games need not necessarily be competitive. ere
are many games which are played cooperatively. is may involve all players trying to beat
the game together, or may involve people playing in opposing teams. A common feature
of multi-player games is that people compete to improve their standing in the community
through some sort of leader board.
However, the deëning feature of multi-player games is that people interact with each other
through play. Sometimes these interactions are complex enough that they can mimic a
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microcosm of life outside the game. An example of this was seen in a multi-player on-line
role-playing game where a virus was injected into the world without the game designers’
knowledge. e virus spread from ‘physical’ interactions between the game-players in the
world in much the same way that a virus would be spread outside the game world. Because
people’s actions and movements in the game were believed to be similar to life outside the
game, researchers felt it would be of interest to study the way the virus spread as a means
of predicting how an epidemic might spread outside of the game world [73]. is then led
to other researchers contacting the game designers to allow them to aﬀect the game world
in other ways to study the eﬀects [74].
It has been suggested that a game can itself be a reason why people might interact or collabo-
rate [75], leading to large and complex social groups [76]. Conversely, people’s interactions
within a game might lead the designers in the way they develop a game world. is claim
is made by Crabtree et al. [77],
“… playing of games is […] inseparably intertwined with their orchestration.”
is has been demonstrated in the multi-player mixed reality game ‘Can You SeeMe Now?’
where players added to the context by commenting on the game itself [78]. Players com-
mented on the disparities caused by the location sensing equipment, providing other players
with better context to their actual location.
Recent popularity in social networking websites, such as Facebook,[⁴⁵] has led some design-
ers to create games that work on those platforms. One such game is ‘Herd It’ [79] which
presents players with music which they must try and describe together by correctly agreeing
on an adjective that best describes the music. is game also demonstrates human compu-
tation as the collected data is used to label the music so that a search engine can ënd songs
based on user entered descriptions. However, the game adds demographic context to the
music descriptions that it collects by also collecting some user information from the play-
ers’ Facebook accounts. ese demographics can then be used in researching the system
to determine the kinds of people who are playing the game together. is context of use
then allows the game designers to develop the game further to match the requirements of
those who are playing it, hopefully making it more enjoyable. is is especially important
[⁴⁵]http://www.facebook.com
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in human computation games as enjoyable games will be played more often, meaning more
work will be done.
Context of use is also of great importance in mobile gaming where the environment can
factor into the game design.
2.3.2.4 – Mobile Games
Most games discussed so far have been web-based, but the concept of ‘games with by-
products’ is not limited to the web. As computer games are increasingly being played on
mobile platforms, they are dealing with environments that can be neither predicted nor
controlled. A mobile game has the potential to involve highly changeable game-play that
reacts to the environment in which it is played. It is also possible that the people themselves
can react to the environment in unpredictable ways which must also be dealt with by the
games. Such context is important in mobile gaming, but what constitutes context? Context
can potentially cover a huge number of things, but Dey and Abowd suggest that some
elements of context should be considered more than others [80],
“ere are certain types of context that are, in practice, more important that others.
ese are location, identity, activity and time.”
e philosophy that some aspects of context are more important than others may indeed
be true, but it should also be noted that what is relevant to one player or one game may
not be relevant to others. We cannot say that the four elements of context suggested above
will always be more important that others, even if they prove to be most of the time.
Perhaps an important point to note is that the context of collected data does not change
signiëcantly whether it is gathered implicitly or explicitly [81]. at is, a user’s perception
of what data means to him or her generally correlates with their actions as well. is means
that we need not necessarily rely on human reporting to ënd out what context is important,
it can be measured from their behavior as well.
An example of these perception issues can be seen in urban planning where noise levels are
more than just a scientiëc measurement of volume and the type of noise being created can
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have varied eﬀects on the people who hear them [82]. is contrasts with the contextual
viewpoint of recommender systems which do not try to analyze the content or meaning
of past actions. ey simply record the actions and compare them to those of other users.
However, there may be occasions when past actions do not necessarily reìect an aﬃnity
for those actions. In the case of a mobile environment, just passing through an area does
not mean that you like that area. Similarly, people in the same area may attribute diﬀerent
meanings to sounds based on their past experiences [83]. is idea is used in shopping
malls where music is played that creates a mood of happiness and well-being that inìuences
customers to spend more money [84].
e perception of sounds can be seen in the mobile game ‘e Songs of North’ which used
sound heavily as part of the game-play [85]. However, players felt that the noises were
embarrassing to them as it would attract negative attention from non-players in the same
area.
Perception of an area can also be aﬀected by the way users interact with it. For example,
some mobile games are played entirely within mobile environments, but others can be
played with a mixture of both mobile and non-mobile play. For example, the ‘Can You See
MeNow?’ gamewas playedwithmobile players andweb based players [86]. e interaction
between these players was quite direct, with on-line and street players showing avatars on
the same map. e on-line players would move their avatars to ‘catch’ the street players.
Successful street players would use spatial and geographical features to their advantage.
e ‘FIASCO’ game also featured web and street players [87]. In FIASCO, the street
players perform ‘stunts’ which must involve an object, an action and a theme. e location
where a stunt takes place is important because the amusement of a stunt might be tied to a
speciëc location. e street players take photos of their stunts and upload them where the
web players can rate the amusement value of the stunt. Having the highest rated stunt for
an area means that the player ‘owns’ that area. e point of the game is to own as many
locations as possible.
Another example is the CityExplorer [88] game which exploits the players’ local knowledge
to tag urban areas. However, the veriëcation step was done on a website, separately from the
mobile play. is involved players judging the correctness of each others’ tags. However,
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Matyas et al. reported that the players found this “cumbersome” [89].
is introduces an important issue when the point of a mobile game depends on the input
of web users: what if the players are also web users? is would introduce a conìict of
interest where web players might favor themselves such that they gain more points. In the
case of FIASCO, there is no real reason given for the web users to be honest in their opinion
so this could potentially be a serious problem.
Conversely, there are communities which rely heavily on trusted on-line users. Geocaching
is an activity where people hide containers and take note of the location coordinates. ey
then publish these coordinates on-line so that other people can use mobile geo-positioning
devices to ënd the container. is ‘treasure hunt’ game only works because the users trust
each other not to lie about the location of the caches [90].
People’s physicality can play an important role in mobile games. A game called ‘Treasure’
[91] involves two teams of users with hand-held computers trying to ënd digital gold coins
randomly dispersed around a real area (though these coins were only visible on the users’
devices) and deposit them in a treasure chest. Users have the ability to pick-pocket others
who are already carrying coins. Players can shield themselves from this for one minute.
After that minute the ‘shield’ needs time to recharge. Mines are scattered around that the
players must avoid, but if they activate one they lose whatever coins they are carrying and
their device is disabled for 20 seconds. It is important to note that shielding, pick-pocketing
and putting coins in the treasure chest can only occur when a player is withinWi-Fi network
coverage and close enough to the appropriate object (such as another player or the treasure
chest). e interface for Treasure can be seen in Figure 2.12.
Treasure exposes the underlying infrastructure of the Wi-Fi network to the players as they
are forced to develop tactics which use it to their advantage. is idea of turning the limits
of technology into a feature (such as turning the absence of Wi-Fi into a game dynamic)
was a design feature of Treasure known as ‘seamful’ design [92].
Although not intended, a potential by-product of this game might have been to get users
to map out areas of Wi-Fi coverage. Since this is not something that the players were con-
sciously doing, this by-product would have taken advantage of people’s physicality rather
than their intelligence. We cannot classify the game as human computation because Wi-Fi
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Figure 2.12: e interface for the Treasure game, showing the location of other
players and coins on the map.
strength and coverage is an objective measurement which could have been attained with au-
tomatic means. However, it may have been cheaper and quicker to do so with the Treasure
game.
is system also shows some possibilities for feeding back into itself. If there had been
a required by-product of mapping Wi-Fi coverage, the server which acted as the treasure
chest and determined the coin placements could have concentrated coins in areas where
more information was needed. is would have forced users into those areas and would
have had the eﬀect of a more focused mapping of the Wi-Fi coverage.
It should be noted that this system was unable to make any assumptions about the environ-
ment in which it would be used other than there needed to be some level of Wi-Fi coverage.
e players were forced to develop strategies based on the underlying technologies of the
system, but the system design would not have been able to account for these strategies. is
shows a great diﬀerence to non-mobile games which can often predict the settings for use
and act accordingly.
Another game that exploited underlying technologies was ‘Feeding Yoshi’ [93]. In this
game, users are encouraged to walk around cities in order to ënd little animals and planta-
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Figure 2.13: e interface for the Feeding Yoshi game, showing items the crea-
ture is hungry for and what has been gathered to feed him.
tions. e animals inform the user of what food they need (each animal is able to supply
one type of seed which may or may not match what they are hungry for) and the user can
then plant seeds in the plantations, pick the food then bring it back to the animal and feed
it. e interface for feeding the creature can be seen in Figure 2.13. e users receive points
for this and are competing against other players in a leader board to get the most points.
In reality, the animals are marked by secure wireless access points and the plantations are
marked by open wireless access points. Users had to pull from their local knowledge to
determine which places would have dense Wi-Fi coverage.
is has similar potential to Treasure in that it could have the by-product of mapping
open and closed wireless access points. is could again be directed by an outside program
by making sure that all the animals wanted food that was only available in the area that
required more detail. e actual implementation of Feeding Yoshi did not include location
data for the wireless access points and merely brought them to the user’s attention, but this
information could simply be added to the system’s design.
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Feeding Yoshi was designed so that it could easily ët into the everyday lives of the players.
Players could then play in small amounts over the course of many weeks. In this way, the
game did not demand intense bursts of play with longer individual sessions. Players could
ët the game into short periods during their regular day and their movements became an
important part of the game dynamic. It can be seen from these systems that pervasive games
can involve the ability to ët into a player’s everyday life, the ability to take advantage of a
player’s local knowledge and the ability to take advantage of a player’s location.
As with Treasure, it would be hard to stop collusion in this game. To cheat would only
require two users to meet and inform each other of where certain fruits and animals were.
An important point to note about Treasure and Feeding Yoshi is that while both games
show potential to have a by-product within the mobile area, neither game would require
human validation. is is because the data being gathered does not rely on opinion. While
is it technically feasible to build some robot to carry out the operation of mapping out these
areas, it is much cheaper to design one of these games to encourage humans to carry out
the task.
is idea of using humans for their physicality rather than their opinions was also demon-
strated in the ‘PhotoCity’ game where players were put into teams and then assigned build-
ings and landmarks and told to take pictures of them [94]. e game interface can be seen
in Figure 2.14. e pictures were then used to construct three dimensional models of the
buildings. Whichever team had taken the largest number of pictures (contributing the most
to the three dimensional model) would then ‘control’ that area. Whichever team controls
the most areas is then the winner. While the pictures themselves were set up by the players,
the locations they were to take pictures of were determined by the game designers. In this
sense, they did not have a great deal of choice in where to take photos.
A number of mobile games have now been discussed which involved taking pictures as part
of the game dynamic. In some cases this produced geo-tagged pictures and allowed the
players to determine which areas were relevant. In others, the location was determined
for them and the players had less control in their image subject. However, even when the
location of an image is known, we still cannot fully attribute which parts of the image are
relevant to the intended subject matter. A game described by Arase et al. tried to address this
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Figure 2.14: e interface for the PhotoCity game, showing which parts of the
map are controlled by each team.
issue [95]. In the game, web players reveal parts of an image (taken at a known location) and
then mobile players must try to guess the correct location based on the parts of the image
that are revealed. is indicates that the mobile players could ënd the location where the
original image was taken based only on the parts that were revealed, indicating that these
parts of the image were more relevant.
Another issue with mobile games in which players are told what areas are relevant is that
it can be diﬃcult to express the diﬀerence between ‘space’ and ‘place’ [96]. For example,
in setting up the area which mobile players are to take pictures of, a web user might be
presented with a map. is was the case in the game described by Arase et al [95]. But the
on-line players in that game could only click a point on a map to suggest the area of play.
While this may be ëne for small areas or buildings, people may conceive of large areas in
general ways. For example, a person might think of a complexly shaped, segmented area
(perhaps a University) as being one single place, but this same area would take some time
to deëne as a coordinate path and people may not think of it in such strict boundaries. is
problem was described by Hightower [97],
“Manual deínition does not scale. Instead, ubiquitous deployment requires auto-
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matically learning signiícant regions and semantically labeling them as places.”
Hightower has also proposed a method of addressing this problem in which a mobile de-
vice gathers continual information from GPS, Wi-Fi and mobile phone towers in the area,
allowing it to infer further information, such as when places are indoor or outdoor [98]. By
recording which radio signals can be seen and how strong each one is, the system can match
an area rather than a speciëc set of coordinates. However, this still relies on a technological
speciëcation of what constitutes an area, rather than what a person might perceive to be a
single place.
A large diﬀerence between the Feeding Yoshi and Treasure games described earlier is that
Treasure was played in a group at a speciëc time, whereas Feeding Yoshi was played as part
of a daily routine and involved no communication with other players. Feeding Yoshi also
demonstrates that people will be willing to change their daily routine in order to play a
game. is was reported by Bell et al. [93],
“… participants […] would take a diﬀerent route to their destination, either for
work or leisure, in order to play Yoshi.”
is sort of behavior was also demonstrated in a game called ‘Mogi Mogi’ [99]. Mogi Mogi
was a commercial game in Tokyo that involved collecting ‘in-game’ objects with mobile
phones by being in the same physical location that corresponded to the object’s in-game
position. e players of Mogi Mogi also reported changing their regular routine in order
to play the game.
is raises an important point about game by-products being related to how a game is
played. In the case of using one application to gather data to be used in another, the data
might not be what is expected, or indeed accurate. is could have nothing to do with the
capabilities of the technology, but rather the users’ behavior while making use of it. In the
case of the Mogi Mogi game, people’s behavior changed in reaction to the in-game objects
they were presented with. is was described by Licoppe and Inada [99],
“Active players multiply detours for the sake of the game. In their accounts these
detours appear to be opportunistic and improvised displacements. A player ‘notices’
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a coveted object on her screen during her usual displacements. She leaves her regular
path or her home to pick it up. Detours are made often, every day, and concern all
types of player. Many alight at an unusual tube station on the way home if they
notice an object on their mobile screen, even if this means walking much further to
get home.”
Although the Mogi Mogi game did not have a secondary purpose of gathering data, it does
demonstrate that the system itself changed people’s behavior. erefore, if the application
had been logging data about user behavior, it would have only been accurate in the context
of the program. It would not have been an accurate representation of people’s behavior who
did not use the application.
e concept of tying in-game objects to physical locations can also be seen in augmented
reality games where players see the world through a digital display which will add additional
digital elements to what is captured by a camera [100]. While these types of games may
make the in-game objects feel more real than simply seeing them on a digital map, they
often require a larger investment in system programming and equipment.
Conversely, you might have the game react to physical entities that are out of the game. Us-
ing mobile systems to react to physical locations was demonstrated by ‘comMotion’ which
reminds users of relevant information when they are near the thing or place that the infor-
mation pertains to [101].
Another issue in mobile gaming is that of social proximity. is can be seen in a mobile
game called ‘Castles’ [37]. In this game, users have to build up an army on their mobile
device using a number of resources which are made available to them. ese include things
such as the means to produce food, manufacture weapons and train diﬀerent kinds of sol-
dier. e users can then use their armies to battle each other. is is achieved by being in
the same physical location as your opponent and challenging them to a battle. A picture of
the interface for Castles can be seen in Figure 2.15.
After the battle, a user may be given hints from the game as to what else they might build
or use in order to improve their chances of winning. In some cases, these items will not
have been available to the user before.
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Figure 2.15: e interface for the Castles game, showing the user about to
construct a new building.
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e underlying technology is that the behavior of other users is compared to your own
and where there is a close match, diﬀerences in behavior are turned into suggestions. For
example, if your behavior in building your army was similar to that of your opponent but
he or she did one or two things diﬀerently and beat you in the battle, those one or two
diﬀerences might make you more likely to win if you adopt them as part of your own
strategy.
Not all users start oﬀ with the same capabilities. e devices within the game, such as
building types and soldier types, are actually software modules which can be exchanged
between players. ese exchanges are also based on the same recommender system as before.
An important point to note about Castles is that it is based on the concept of social prox-
imity. Users cannot battle each other unless they are near enough for their devices to com-
municate via Wi-Fi. Also, if a particular class of soldier only exists amongst a group of users
and you never battle any of them, you may never get that class of soldier. Of course, a chain
of battles between users might eventually lead the soldier class back to you, but the game
design encourages users to actively seek out new players.
Social proximity is used in Castles because the designers felt that players who occupied the
same location may share other things in common [37]. One example might be a social
group where people come together in the same location to spend time with each other,
which might involve sharing information that they have acquired since the last time they
met.
Even outwith social groups, people who occupy the same area will, by traveling there, have
at least some shared experience. However, that does not necessarily mean that they will
have the same perspective on that area. In addition to subjective opinion, experience also
plays a part in perception of place, such as the diﬀerence between local knowledge of a place
and a tourist trying to navigate. is situation was described by Brown and Chalmers [42],
“… the tourists’ problem is in moving from the guidebook to the street they are
on. Although they índ the house on a map, its street name (‘Lawnmarket’) is not
enough for them to índ the house without some work. e street they are on is la-
belled ‘Lawnmarket’, it is often simply called ‘the High Street’ by locals since it is a
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continuation of that street. Confusingly, ‘Castle Hill Street’ is very close by too.”
In this instance, a positioning system would not have helped the tourists because they were
in the correct location, but could still not identify which building they were looking for
due to disparities between their guidebook and information received from locals.
Social proximity applications suggest that location tracking is not the only way of taking
advantage of people’s locations, and it may make more sense to identify locations by the
people that are there [102]. In this sense, people may deëne a ‘place’ that exists within a
‘space.’ Places cannot be considered independently from the people that inhabit them, even
if the people are only there for a moment [103].
Another game which used social proximity was ‘Pirates!’ [104]. e Pirates! game at-
tempted to encourage people to interact and communicate directly without using the game
interface as a middleman. A relative positioning system was used on hand held devices such
that the events in the game were triggered by people’s physical location in relation to each
other. Social interaction is an important aspect of mobile gaming because people are more
likely to have a direct and spontaneous connection rather than through a game interface.
is ability to ‘by-pass’ a game interface must be taken into account in the design of mobile
games so that it does not allow players to undermine the game dynamic.
Such a system as this with players being in close proximity would not work very well within
the common design elements of the games with human computed by-products. ese
games largely rely on anonymity to ensure good human validation and to prevent collusion
between users. While Castles might still be used as a game with a human computed by-
product (perhaps to analyze how viruses spread), this may only work where no human
validation would be required, as with Treasure and Feeding Yoshi. However, this does not
mean that all mobile games with human computed by-products require a system in which
human validation does not occur. It just shows that these games were not designed with
such issues in mind. e Gopher Game [70] and Manhattan Story Mash-up [71], for
example, were both mobile games that included human validation.
It has been shown that mobile games must deal with an environment that is constantly
changing, which cannot be controlled and which cannot be predicted. As has previously
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been shown, human computation is well equipped to deal with such situations of uncer-
tainty and change. is might show that mobile systems would be a particularly good use
of human computation. Since it has been shown that human computation is harnessed
well in the form of entertaining games, mobile games might be another good means of
exploiting this idea.
It has also been shown that mobile games with by-products have their own limitations
and constraints which may not appear in other systems. However, these problems (such as
preventing collusion and preserving anonymity between players for human validation) can
be solved by detecting whether players are near each other and always randomly assigning
players together during human matching. e other issues might be solved with human
computation itself by introducing a second system that validates the game’s by-products.
Both broad and speciëc design issues that apply to games with by-products have now been
discussed. While these issues might aﬀect a large number of games, they will not account for
all eventualities of all games. e next section will show some examples where the designers
had to leave the common rules to achieve their tasks and how we might learn from their
methods of improvisation.
2.3.2.5 – Unusual Designs
Each game with by-products will have its own unique elements. is means that, while the
general rules which have been described can be applied to many such games, they will not
necessarily apply to all of them. In addition, each game will also have to implement its own
unique solutions to encourage good quality by-products.
In the ESP Game [6], it was realized that if a large enough group of players all agreed to
play the game at the same time and always ‘guess’ the same word, they could all get high
scores from successfully gaming the system. e solution that was proposed was to detect
this behaviour by measuring the time taken for players to correctly guess the same word
for an image. If the average time for all players suddenly dropped very quickly, this would
imply that the players were gaming the system. e ESP Game uses the recorded actions
of previous players to ensure that current players can always be paired with someone, even
if it is only a recorded player. By increasing the number of these ‘bot’ players in the game,
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the designers could then dilute the number of players who could collaborate to game the
system.
In the Phetch game [58], bot players are also used as a means to apply the consensus rule.
e game is designed to produce natural language descriptions for images. e is achieved
by having one player describe an image that is presented to them. en a group of between
two and four players are required to use an image search engine to try and ënd the same
image. By recording the descriptions of the ërst player, the game creates a bot that can be
used for other players trying to ënd the image. If multiple people ënd the correct image
based on the description, then it is considered to be accurate. is is a good mechanism to
ensure good quality by-products. A similar approach was taken in the Verbosity game [30].
In this game, one player was given a word and template sentences they could ëll out to
describe it. e other player then had to guess what the word was. To ensure that common
sense facts relating to a word were accurate, the descriptions used by one player would be
recorded and made into a bot player to be used with other human players.
is system of using ‘bot’ players could also be used as a means to game the system. For
example, in Peekaboom [57], it could be possible for bot players to guess random words
or to reveal random parts of the picture. To address this problem, Peekaboom uses a set of
“hand-veriëed metadata” [57]. is means that if a player consistently fails to agree with
this metadata, they will be added to a blacklist. Any player on this list will not have their
by-products added to the result set. is also prevents malicious players from not playing
the game properly in an attempt to create bad metadata. e Peekaboom designers also
note that external bot players generally do not work well in the game. is is because they
can only make random guesses. If a bot player could successfully play the game, then it
would suggest that it was not necessary to create a human computation solution to the
problem.
Phetch and Verbosity also try and determine the quality of their by-products by measuring
the time taken for the second user to correctly guess the image or word being described. is
could also be useful in determining if bot players are being used because the descriptions
they submitted would be of a lower quality, making it harder for the other player to complete
their task.
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While most of the games which have been discussed involve a certain degree of subjectivity
from the players, the consensus rule should ensure a reasonably objective set of by-products.
However, there are degrees of subjectivity and some games may have to take stronger mea-
sures to ensure a relatively objective set of by-products. TagATune [54] is such a game.
Its style of play is very similar to the ESP Game. But it is audio, rather than images, to
which the players are exposed. e designers of the game describe audio content as being
more subjective than what is seen in an image [54]. is can make it very diﬃcult for the
two players to agree on a word that describes the audio which would mean the number of
by-products produced would be low. To combat this, TagATune uses a category for each
piece of audio. is is displayed to both users to help them focus the words they are guess-
ing. Although this is a good solution to ensure that more by-products are produced, it does
go against the diversity rule that was discussed earlier in the paper. However, when the
diversity occurs naturally, as in TagATune, there is no need to design rules to encourage
it. Because the answers can be so diverse in TagATune, using a rule to limit the scope of
the words which are guessed will probably produce more by-products and make the game
more successful.
Each of these game speciëc designs show that the game makers determined a special case
where the existing rules of design did not fully resolve an issue facing them. In each case,
the game makers identiëed a problem then determined if the existing design rules could
be extrapolated in order to solve the problem and, if not, to create a unique solution. But
identifying the issue is always the ërst step and a careful analysis of the game design will be
important when creating games with by-products.
e beneëts and design rules of games with by-products have been discussed and the bene-
ëts of the concept have been demonstrated. However, there are still problems with the idea
and some of these will be discussed in the next section.
2.3.2.6 – Problems in Games With By-products
ese games often produce generalized by-products and are not designed for the beneët of a
speciëc system. is means that broad by-products are created that can potentially be used
in a large number of systems. While this approach may maximize the potential usefulness
of the by-products, there will be occasions when speciëc data is required that may not have
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been produced. As most games with by-products require validation between players, these
players will generally create the most generic data because it is the most strategic way to
ensure agreement between players, thus reducing the diversity of the by-products [105].
ere is no way to guarantee if required data will be contained in the existing dataset and
no way to know how long it will take for that data to be included, if at all. Even if the
required data is included within the current by-products, there may be a need for multiple
results or more ëne grained results.
Another issue with the approach of creating general by-products is that users often come
up with the same solutions for similar problems. is means there may be duplication of
eﬀort in creating by-products rather than creating a more diverse dataset, though this can
partly be solved with systems similar to the ‘taboo’ words as described in Section 2.3.2. It
also means that players may see generalities in the game-play and feel they have solved the
problem before. is can lead to a feeling of monotony.
A major problem with the concept of games with by-products is constructing a fun game
that can compete against other free games that are created purely for entertainment. An-
other problem is maintaining the required user base for an application that requires an
extended period of human computation. e ërst issue is mentioned brieìy by Law et
al. [54],
“Fun is a vague concept that is diﬃcult to characterize, since many diﬀerent elements
in a game come together to create the speciíc experience.”
is describes an element of risk involved in creating a game with the purpose of human
computation. If the game does not prove to be successful, then the human computation
may also fail to work as no one will be playing the game. While this is a major problem,
the success of existing games with by-products have shown that the common elements of
human computation games actually seem to be compelling in themselves. is is demon-
strated further with Manhattan Story Mashup [71] which includes many similar design
ideas to games with by-products (such as human validation and anonymity), but the de-
signers were simply trying to create a game that would be enjoyable to play.
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e issue of maintaining interest over time is also diﬃcult to talk about with much au-
thority. Early computer games are not played as much as more recent ones, yet extremely
old games such as chess and backgammon still prove popular. While some of the existing
games with by-products proved fairly popular and successful on their initial launch, there
is no data available on how much these games are still being played. However, as von Ahn
et al. have stated [6],
“…most popular games on the Web have more than 5,000 players at any one time.”
erefore, it might simply be the case that a designer has to expect that a game may not
always be popular and new games will need to continue to be developed in order to continue
the human computation that is needed.
So far, most games with by-products have not been action packed or involved detailed
stories and characters. While games with by-products introduce a unique game-play of
their own, they might achieve mainstream success more easily if they are able to ët within
existing genres. ismay be possible and has already been attempted [106] but there are still
a great number of genres that are not represented by human computation games. Fitting the
games into more common genres may also make it easier to hide the human computation
tasks so that people are just enjoying the game. is would naturally be beneëcial and ëts
well with the reasoning behind games with by-products.
Another issue that must always be addressed with human computation is that humans are
fallible. Even with human validation methods, it is still possible that two people will erro-
neously make the same mistake and agree upon it. is is why aggregating the validations
is an important step. Rather than rely on a single pair of users to reach validity, having
more pairs before accepting validation will increase the chances of viable answers.
It must still be noted that entire sections of society might be wrong: it was once a common
belief that the world was ìat. is mass fallibility is not always the result of false science
spreading but can come about through a concept called the madness of crowds [32]. While
the likelihood of this aﬀecting human computation will largely rely on the ultimate goal, it
is still an important issue. For example, in the case of the ESP Game [6] the ultimate goal
was to construct a more accurate image search engine. If it is a similar user group that play
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the game and use the search engine, then it does not really matter if the general opinion of
the crowd is wrong. In fact, in such an instance the search engine would work better for
more people if it matched the erroneous opinion of a majority user group.
In the case of Phetch [58], however, if the majority of the people mistake a picture of Queen
Elizabeth II for a lady in a costume, then the blind users that would use the descriptions
from Phetch would be very confused by a picture for a fancy dress party being included in
a web page about the Queen.
Another example might be in speciëc user knowledge rather than general knowledge. If a
user wanted to use the ESP Game’s resultant search engine to ënd an image for the chemical
composition of plastic, it is not likely that they will have much success unless a suﬃciently
large number of the ESP Game’s users were at the same academic level as the user of the
search engine.
is shows that if the human computation group and those who use its results are diﬀerent
enough in their beliefs and opinions, the eﬀect of the madness of crowds could have an
impact on a system’s viability.
A potential beneët of human computation is that it can use human judgment. However,
this might be subject to opinion and the mood of the person involved [107]. is is a
problem that might be a greater issue within games where people are focused on winning
and are feeling competitive. While the games which have been discussed usually incorporate
methods to achieve a generally valid opinion across multiple players, it is possible that the
game dynamic itself could change the mood of all the players which might in turn aﬀect
their subjective opinions. is should be considered when designing the games and when
using the by-products.
Games with human computed by-products have been shown to be a successful method
for solving problems that computers ënd diﬃcult. Since many users already play games
on computers, it makes sense to make use of that time for human computation. While
it may not be true that every human computation task can successfully be turned into an
entertaining game, it seems that some of the features required to allow for successful human
computation might make a good design for enjoyable games. ere seem to be common
features that appear in most human computed by-product games such as human validation
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and anti-cheating mechanisms. ese play an important role in keeping the system results
of a viable nature and should be used or adapted for any new game system with the focus
of human computation.
2.4 – Conclusions
Humans can increase the capabilities of computer systems because of their opinions, mo-
bility and senses. ese are things which people ënd it easy to use, but for which computers
generally have no capability whatsoever.
People can be called upon to solve problems, both actively and passively. is is often a
cheaper way of solving problems than more direct methods and has many beneëts. is
system is called ‘crowdsourcing.’ You are beneëting from the experience of a boundless
group of people instead of a speciëed team. Also, despite many people working on the
problem, you may only have to pay the people who construct the best solution, or perhaps
not pay anyone at all. People might contribute because they want to win, they want to
make money, they enjoy the challenge, they want to be altruistic, they want to beneët their
community, they want to improve their standing in the community, they want to feel they
are part of something, or simply because it is incidental to another task they are trying to
achieve. It has been shown that crowdsourcing can be used in a broad variety of domains,
but it must be acknowledged that people might lie or be incorrect.
ere are other issues with crowdsourcing as well. Since the call for solutions to problems
is open, trade secrets within the business world might prevent it being a viable option.
Even though crowdsourcing might be cheaper than hiring people directly, it could still cost
money. It has also been shown that people would prefer to tackle easier problems. For the
same amount of money, people would rather do lots of easy tasks than one hard task. While
more money might increase the quantity of work that people are willing to do, it does not
necessarily increase the quality.
e idea of crowdsourcing can be applied as part of a computational process. Using humans
in this way to increase the capabilities of a computational system is called ‘human compu-
tation.’ is technique is generally used for things which humans can do but computers
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cannot. e range of these abilities need not be limited to one person. A large task can be
split into smaller problems and distributed amongst a large group of users. e Internet is a
useful infrastructure for achieving this collaboration. While human computation is folded
into a computational process, it diﬀers from an algorithm because there is no guarantee of
when a person will ënish a task, if ever, or that it will be what is needed.
Human computation shares many of the same problems as crowdsourcing. Additionally,
due to its automated nature and focus on things which computers cannot do, human com-
putation often relies on validation by other humans. But if both parties are wrong, then
incorrect information will be produced. Another problem is that the tasks generally do not
beneët the users directly and no reward is given. Unless the task is an incidental part of
something the users want to achieve for themselves, we may need to encourage the users in
some way.
e discussion of ‘serious games’ showed that we can design games for reasons other than
entertainment. Games can add an incentive to a task that is unattractive to the player.
People will play games that beneët them, even if the games are not that fun. Common uses
include education and ëtness, but there is a broad spectrum of applications, including ones
that do not beneët the player.
However, games are more likely to be played if people ënd them genuinely entertaining.
While games might beneët a third party, a person is less likely to play them if they do
not receive a direct beneët or ënd it genuinely entertaining. Serious games can encourage
people to do certain tasks, but they might only be considered fun when compared to the
task, rather than to other games.
Since a major issue with human computation is how to encourage people to carry out the
human computation tasks, perhaps serious games can provide a solution. We refer to this
as ‘games with by-products.’ Human computation in games provides a potential variety in
game-play that would not be possible with computers alone because it can take advantage
of people’s creativity.
Games can have alternate goals beyond entertainment and people might play games altruis-
tically if they know their actions are helping solve a problem. emore enjoyable a game is,
the more likely people will be willing to carry out the associated human computation tasks
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within the game. It also means they are more likely to play multiple times, thus carrying
out the human computation tasks multiple times and creating more by-products.
ere are similar designs in many games with by-products. ese help to maintain good
quality by-product production as well as keep the games entertaining for the players. Cheat-
ing is an important issue because it can aﬀect the quality of the by-products, thus it must
be kept to a minimum. ere are also many common designs to prevent cheating.
Since human validation is a common requirement of games with by-products, many of
the games are multi-player. However, we can still incorporate multi-player elements that
help to produce by-products, but which do not center around validation. For example,
demographic information and team based group opinion could also be beneëcial reasons
to develop multi-player elements in games with by-products.
Most games with by-products have been web based, but with the rise of Internet enabled
phones, we can extend these techniques out from the web and into mobile environments.
Mobile games can take advantage of context and environment, opening up a new domain
of use for games with by-products. e game-play can be quite diﬀerent, often involving
travel and being played throughout the day rather than in one continuous period. Social
proximity and location can also aﬀect game-play and design. Some of the common designs
to prevent cheating and colluding might not work as well under these conditions. We must
keep in mind that even with common designs between games with by-products, each game
is unique. e particular design issues must be taken into account to ensure that the games
will be enjoyable and incorporate good quality by-products.
Even though games with by-products have proven to be successful, there are still several
drawbacks. It is possible that the by-products could be incorrect if players are consistently
wrong during their generation. Since the content of these games is usually quite similar,
there is also the possibility that the games will become monotonous for the players. Ad-
ditionally, the by-products are generally broad, creating a data set which may not include
what is needed in the future. It has also been shown that, while humans are good at adapting
to changeable environments, there has been little eﬀort to create games with by-products
in the mobile domain. Due to the diﬀerences in this domain, many of the existing designs
might not apply.
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We can try to solve these problems by creating a game with by-products that exists in the
mobile realm. e game should incorporate as many of the common designs as are relevant,
but it is likely that new designs will need to be determined in order to deal with the new
challenges of the mobile environment. is would begin to address RQ2, which asked how
can human computation could be extended to collect and classify useful contextual infor-
mation in mobile environments. In order to prevent the game-play becoming monotonous
for the users, we might try having people pose the problems to be solved instead of relying
on a data set. It is then possible that the people posing the problems could validate the
solutions themselves. In this scenario, it might matter less if the solution is accurate or
not, as long as it is what the person who posed the problem wanted. is would begin to
address RQ1, which asked how the results of human computation could be improved to
match the speciëc needs of other systems. In the next chapter, the ërst steps will be taken
to producing such a game.
Chapter 3
EyeSpy
e previous chapter introduced the concepts of human computation and games with by-
products. It was also shown that there are common design elements to many of these
games. So far these systems have largely been web-based. While this has been successful,
human computation could be well suited to mobile environments because humans are
good at adapting to changeable situations. It was also shown that games with by-products
could become monotonous because of the lack of diversity between the in-game tasks.
is problem might be solved by having the other users of the game generate the tasks
themselves. In this chapter, the designing, building and testing of a game will be discussed
which is both mobile and has player generated tasks.
In order to begin, a human computation task was needed that would allow for a game that
was mobile and which would allow user generated tasks. In recent years, location tech-
nologies have become more common in mobile phones. Similarly, many mobile phones
now include a camera. A number of photography websites, such as Dermandar[¹] and
Panoramio,[²] provide large collections of publicly available, geographically referenced im-
ages that were created with phones. Some websites have taken this a step further to produce
photographic encyclopedias[³] and geographically referenced historical photographs.[⁴]
Photographic information about locations is being used in navigation and on-line explo-
ration services. One example is ‘Google Street View’ [108] which provides street level
panoramic views of major cities. e images are obtained from a camera mounted to the
[¹]http://www.dermandar.com
[²]http://www.panoramio.com
[³]http://www.fotopedia.com
[⁴]http://www.historypin.com
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top of a car which drives through the cities taking pictures. However, the system only cre-
ates panoramas in measured spots around the city and only of places accessible by car. is
should not be confused with a contiguous three dimensional representation of city streets.
In Street View, users can only see panoramic photographs wrapped into bubbles. is
means there will occasionally be details of locations that are not accessible from Street View
because that spot is between bubbles. A similar system to Street View is ‘Street Slide’ [109].
Street Slide attempts to solve the problem of non-contiguous panoramas by creating side
views of streets (as if looking out of a car’s side window). However, the side views are also
constructed from panorama bubbles, so anything that lacked in detail in the bubbles is still
not shown in this side view. If a panoramic scene of a location was needed but not covered
by Street View or Street Slide, there are commercial companies which provide a similar
experience if you are willing to pay the cost.[⁵]
It must also be noted that the images in Street View and Street Slide are not live and are
only updated infrequently. Regular updates to the photographs are probably not a priority
for the systems because they are only intended as navigational aids. However, if a property
changes hands and is remodeled or a street’s layout changes, the lack of updates will have a
negative impact on helping to navigate a location.
Street Slide is used as part of an on-line map service called ‘Bing Maps.’[⁶] Another feature
of this service is showing geographically referenced photographs from the public. ese
photos are pasted on top of the Street Slide panoramas, perhaps providing more detail or
images from a diﬀerent point in time. e photos are taken from the photo sharing site,
Flickr.[⁷] Since the photos come from the public, it is possible that they could be more up
to date than the panorama, which could potentially mitigate the issues associated with a
lack of updates. However, the system provides no way to encourage users to take photos of
particular locations or to keep existing photos up to date with what is there.
A last feature of Bing Maps worth noting is ‘photosynth.’[⁸] Photosynth allows users to
upload pictures of landmarks and buildings from diﬀerent angles, then creates a three di-
mensional point model based on the photographs. is allows users to browse the photos,
[⁵]http://www.everyscape.com
[⁶]http://www.bing.com/maps/
[⁷]http://www.flickr.com
[⁸]http://photosynth.net
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stitched together to allow viewing from many angles, as well as see a rough three dimen-
sional model of the location. However, as with Street Slide and Street View, the photos are
not live and there is no way to encourage users to take photos of a particular location. e
PhotoCity game (discussed in Section 2.3.2.4) uses the photosynth technology to power
its generation of three dimensional models. is game can be used to encourage players to
create new photosynth models, but in the current version it is only the game designers who
can set up which locations and landmarks are used.
e commonality of cameras on phones has led to new uses beyond photography. School
children have been shown to appropriate the camera functions of their phones and combine
them with their location as part of their play [110]. Combining photographs and location
technologies supports new interactions that extend everyday photographic practices. ere
is the activity of geocaching (as discussed in Section 2.3.2.4) as well as games that are de-
signed to take advantage of mobile phones with cameras and location technologies [111].
While these technologies allow people to see where and when a photo was taken, the pho-
tographs themselves often lack textual descriptions. One solution to this problem could be
the use of the ESP Game [6] which has the by-product of labeling images. However, the
ESP Game does not show the context of the images to the players. People will not know
about nearby landmarks or how an image relates to other ones from the surrounding area.
erefore, a good human computation task for a mobile setting could be the labeling of
geographically referenced photographs. Photosynth and Street Slide have shown that the
relationships between photographs can be used in interesting ways, therefore, the human
computation task should maintain a sense of relationship between photos in the way that
they are labeled. We also want the human computation tasks to be generated by the players
themselves so that we might relieve some of the potential monotony of the tasks becoming
too similar when coming from a database.
e game designed to incorporate this human computation task is called ‘EyeSpy.’ In the
game, players usemobile phones (equipped with location sensing technologies and cameras)
to take photographs and create text labels for local landmarks. e players decide themselves
what locations and landmarks to photograph or describe with text. e photographs and
text labels are swapped amongst the players using the Internet connections on the phones.
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e players must then, based purely on seeing a photo or reading a text label, decide where
the other players were standing when they photographed or described the landmark. If
they can ënd the correct location, they will receive points, as will the player who took the
picture or created the text label. A side eﬀect of play is the production of a corpus of photos
and text labels that can be easily located.
e game dynamic encourages ‘good’ photos of ‘what everybody can ënd’ in a particular
area. If the location of a photograph cannot be found by the other players, it will not
receive points. is encourages players to only choose landmarks that are recognizable and
to photograph them in a way that will make them easy to ënd. e same can also be said
for the textual descriptions of locations.
If the text labels and photographs are from the same location, this relationship can be used
as a means to search for photographs using text, perhaps in a location based image search
engine. A textual search would therefore supply images not just of what matched the search
terms, but also of pictures taken from the surrounding area. For example, a search for ‘Big
Ben’ might return pictures of the Clock Tower at the Palace of Westminster as well as
pictures of the River ames, Westminster Bridge, Westminster Abbey and the inside the
Houses of Parliament. is could be beneëcial when trying to get the feel for an area rather
than just a speciëc landmark.
Because this is a many to many relationship, a single text label could apply to many pho-
tographs from the same area. Similarly, a photograph could have many text labels that
apply to it. It is also possible that it could simply be used on a photo sharing site, with the
users able to see nearby photographs and all the text labels that apply to the area.
EyeSpy thus generates collections of geographically referenced images, but unlike websites
such as Flickr, these are photographs designed to be of recognizable locations and land-
marks, rather than for more personal purposes. is could make the photos suitable for
navigation as they will be easily ëndable due to the nature of the game’s design. As a game,
EyeSpy also explores how photography can be seen not only as a hobby or personal interest,
but manipulated into new forms of leisure (such as photography games) or as a method of
bringing a social group together.
EyeSpy’s design makes use of players’ local knowledge. is approach has been partially
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applied in mobile settings before. For example, the Treasure game [91] was designed to
create maps of Wi-Fi coverage in an urban area as a by-product of game-play. Treasure’s by-
product takes advantage of human movement but does not involve human computation
as such, because Wi-Fi strength is an objective measurement straightforward to achieve
with computers. e CityExplorer game [88] involves exploiting common sense and local
knowledge. In mobile play, urban areas were tagged with categories such as “church” and
“beer garden.” Veriëcation of the tags was done in a later web-based phase, in which players
judged the correctness of one another’s tags via a web-based interface (a process which
the players found “cumbersome” [89]). EyeSpy builds upon such prior work in that it
exploits participants’ common sense and local knowledge to produce a useful image set,
and incorporates a veriëcation mechanism as a fundamental and ongoing part of the game.
Pervasive games take place over a geographical area, and usually over a long period of time,
attempting to break the user experience away from the desktop or hand-held and push it
further into the everyday world. One early pervasive game, Can You See Me Now? (as
discussed in Section 2.3.2.4), was played on city streets, combining on-line and physically
present players.
e Feeding Yoshi game (also discussed in Section 2.3.2.4) showed that a mobile game
could be incorporated into players’ everyday lives. e game-play was designed so that it
could be interspersed with everyday life and work over a period of weeks, rather than de-
manding concentrated use for minutes or hours. Feeding Yoshi enabled play when players
had free moments, but also made use of players’ everyday movements as a key game dy-
namic. us, an important aspect to pervasive gaming is the way in which players’ lives,
knowledge and location become key parts of the game. In Feeding Yoshi it was knowledge
of areas expected to have a high density of Wi-Fi access points.
In designing EyeSpy, a game was produced that could both be played dynamically over a
long period of time over a city’s streets (like Feeding Yoshi and Can You See Me Now?), and
made use of geographically referenced photographs as a key part of the game, producing
beneëcial by-products (like the ESP Game).
is chapter will detail the initial work that was carried out on EyeSpy and some of the
outcomes from that work.
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3.1 – System Design
Designing games with by–products, like any game or user experience design, involves con-
sidering how formal rules will be used and interpreted in practice. A game designed to
create by-products harnesses the enjoyment, intelligence and creativity of players. We need
players to enjoy such games so that they are motivated to make by-products, but we also
want them to play only in ways that create what we consider to be useful by-products. We
want them to be creative but not ‘too’ creative; that is, players’ enjoyment and engagement
may encourage them to ënd ways to play that help them win, or help them enjoy the game
more, but which do not create useful by-products. EyeSpy’s rules orient players toward a
strong concern for two aspects of navigation, recognizability and ënd-ability, but neverthe-
less the rules encourage rather than enforce such an orientation (as shown by Benford et
al. [112]).
e key design goal of EyeSpy was to produce a game that would generate geographically
referenced photographs and text labels suitable for map annotation. Orientating maps to
the environment is a challenge for many map users, and literally just ënding where you are
on a map as you stand on a street can be a challenging task [113]. Providing a photograph
on a map at the right place could greatly assist this task, as well as overlaying the map with
the ‘texture’ of the area [114].
While there are a number of collections of geographically referenced photographs already
available, one key problem with these sources is knowing which photographs are usable for
navigation. For instance, Flickr[⁹] photographs are taken and uploaded for a wide variety of
reasons (e.g., art, amusement, emotion) and while these are an important part of the value
of sharing photographs, it can conìict with using photographs for navigational purposes.
Even amongst repositories that are more utilitarian in design, such as the photographs col-
lected by Google Street View [108], one is left with the problem of selecting which pho-
tographs to use from a stream ofmillions. While selecting appropriate photographs by hand
is practical for small areas, overall it depends upon employing local knowledge of what are
good and familiar local landmarks, and this is diﬃcult to do over a large area.
[⁹]http://www.flickr.com
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Figure 3.1: EyeSpy as seen on a Windows Mobile phone. A photo is about to
be conërmed.
erefore, our key design goal in EyeSpy was to reward players for producing geographically
referenced photographs of good landmarks or easily found objects. In the eventual game
design these became geo-located ‘tags’ that could be easily found by other players: players
score points by having their tags conërmed. Players had no control over who could conërm
these tags. While the game can be played in small groups of friends, it was also designed
so that it could be played amongst groups of strangers. Apart from blocking collusion
among players, it was hoped that this lack of control would mean that players would take
photographs and write labels that would be suﬃciently generic to be ëndable by any other
player. It was reasoned that these photographs would be potentially suitable for navigation
since, if they could be easily found by other locals, they might be easily ëndable by those
unfamiliar with the area.
e EyeSpy game was created such that players would create a useful by-product during
play. is by-product was a set of photographs that were geo-tagged and had text associated
with them. However, the text would not necessarily describe the photographs themselves,
but the area in which they were taken. is would mean that searching the set of images for
a speciëc term would return not only images that the term described, but also images from
the surrounding area. is could be helpful in allowing users to locate a place by supplying
a ‘path of images’ that lead to it.
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In the game, at the start of each day, every player receives a set of ten tags (ëve photo tags
and ëve text tags) to conërm. is is achieved using the phone’s ability to connect to the
Internet. e set of tags is randomly chosen and anonymously presented. When the players
receive the tags of others, their task is to ‘conërm’ them. From nothing more than viewing
the picture or text, the player must use their local knowledge to determine where it was
created. e players then visit that place and go through the conërm step (Figure 3.1). If
they are in the correct location, the player will receive points. Players are also able to create
new photo or text tags (ëve of each per day). When a player’s tag is conërmed by another,
the creator’s score is increased. Conërming a tag and having one conërmed is worth the
same number of points.
ese rules reward players for creating tags that are easier for other people to ënd. Since the
tags can be received by many players over time, it is beneëcial to make them as recognizable
to as many people as possible so that the player receives the maximum number of points.
is is because, even though conërming a tag is worth the same as having one conërmed,
a tag might be conërmed many times if a lot of players receive it.
Certain assumptions were made about the reasons people would play the game. e most
fundamental assumption is that people will play the game in order to win or do better than
other players. However, there are other reasons someone might choose to play. People
might not care about their position in the score board at all and simply play because the
action of playing is entertaining. It is also feasible that people will play the game to be
altruistic, knowing that their play will make the needed by-products.
Another basic assumption is about the cultural background of the players. It was assumed
that the people playing EyeSpy would be English speakers with a reasonable local knowledge
of the play area. Without these skills, it would be diﬃcult to join in the game.
However, imposing this kind of restriction might not always be beneëcial. For example,
in the Peekaboom game [57], it could have been beneëcial to make the game available
in multiple languages for the same set of images. en the result sets could be compared
for the objects in the images. is could allow Peekaboom to function as the basis for a
language translator. Of course, this is really multiple versions of the game and in each one
the players will use the same language.
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An example of designing for this ìexibility in play can be seen from the game Treasure [91].
In this game, users would pick up coins from places shown to them on a digital map and try
and return them to a central store to get points. However, they had to do it without being
pick-pocketed by other players. For the game to identify that a player was in the correct
location to pick-pocket someone, all the players had to be in sync. is was achieved by
using aWi-Fi connection to the game’s server. is meant that when you were not inWi-Fi
coverage, you could not be seen.
e game was designed to make players aware of the Wi-Fi coverage in the play area by
showing them where they could and could not go in order to play the game. But some
players realized that they could use the holes in Wi-Fi coverage to hide from other players
and then make sneak attacks. Similarly, players realized that if they could get close to the
central store without entering Wi-Fi coverage, then they could not be pick-pocketed. is
was an unanticipated behavior, but it may actually have been more likely to make players
aware of the Wi-Fi coverage in the area.
is observation is important when designing these game systems because it shows that not
every hole in the game dynamic needs to be ëlled. If players do something unanticipated,
the other users will have some inìuence over whether it is considered legal. is could
range from telling oﬀ a player if they see them carry out the action, to refusing to play
anymore. is means that we must design rules that the players will consider fair in the ërst
place. While it may seem beneëcial to close all holes in the game dynamic and prevent all
cheating or gaming the system, the costs of doing this may outweigh the negative impact
that such game-play will have on the by-products. It may be better, instead, to design a
system where the other players can monitor the system themselves and have some means
to punish cheaters.
Additionally, it could be easier to allow bad tags into the system initially, but have a pro-
motion scheme whereby bad tags are never promoted as high as good tags. In EyeSpy, for
example, we might only use tags as by-products when they have been conërmed by more
than three players. is is an example of the consensus rule described in Section 2.3.2.2.
e game rules in EyeSpy were designed in order to limit the ability of the players to produce
‘bad’ by-products and to encourage the creation of ‘good’ by-products. However, we can
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see from these examples that it may not be necessary to design for every eventuality. In fact,
leaving an element of ìexibility in the game-play can lead to unexpected beneëts which can
then be factored into future revisions of the game design.
In Section 2.3.2.1, some common designs of games with by-products were discussed. ese
common designs, having been successful in several existing games, were applied when de-
signing EyeSpy. ese common designs serve to promote the creation of ‘good’ by-products
(that is, by-products that best ët the human computation goals of the game’s design).
Payment Through Entertainment
Since the players of EyeSpy will be doing work by creating photo and text labels of locations
that are easily recognizable, it is up to the game designers to make this task as entertaining
as possible through the creation of an enjoyable game wrapped around the task.
In designing the game, the designers were lucky that the required by-product lent itself to a
novel experience of play. e location based nature of the system, as well as the novelty of
using photography as a fundamental part of play was expected to keep the game entertaining
for the players.
It was thought that the players’ ability to choose what locations to tag would also add to
the enjoyment of the game by allowing them to be tactical and creative. e potential
downside of this system is that EyeSpy would not be used to tag existing photos. While
this might be technically possible if the existing photos had location information, they may
not necessarily be designed to be easily ëndable. is might make the game too diﬃcult for
the players. However, since the textual labels that are created are applied to an area rather
than a speciëc picture, the same labels could potentially be used for any existing photos
that were also taken in that area.
While the design of EyeSpy tries to incorporate many of the common designs from Section
2.3.2.1, most of the earlier games were web based. As such, it is diﬃcult to predict how well
these designs will work in the mobile environment in which EyeSpy is played. However,
starting oﬀ with designs which have been successful in existing areas of games with by-
products seems a sensible approach to this new domain, while reasoning in new concepts
and dropping existing ones as appropriate.
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Game Types
EyeSpy is an example of an inversion-problem game. is means that there is a describer
and a guesser. In this case, all players are both describers and guessers depending on which
action they are using in the game at the time. If the players are creating tags, they are
describers: creating a photograph or a textual description so that they other players can
ënd the correct location. When attempting to ënd the location, the players are taking on
the role of guesser.
In contrast to the inversion-problem games described in Section 2.3.2.1, the describer
chooses the input by deciding what to tag. In this way, the players are generating the
game content themselves rather than relying on a database of existing content. Another
peculiarity is that the describer is not paired with a single guesser. When a describer creates
a tag, it could potentially be received by all the other players at some point for them to try
and guess where the picture was taken. However, even with these slight diﬀerences, the
game fundamentally ëts into the design of an inversion-problem game.
Human Validation
As in other games with by-products, EyeSpy needed to be designed to tell which by-products
were satisfying the human computation goals of the system. e game is designed to reward
players who put in the most eﬀort and create the best by-products.
If you put in eﬀort by making more tags, then there is more chance that your tags will be
received by the other players. In a limited pool of tags, the player with the most will beneët
best when the tags are randomly assigned to the other players. However, creating a large
number of by-products will not ensure points, it will just ensure that people are more likely
to receive that player’s tags. For them to conërm them, they need to be as easy to ënd as
possible because players will surely favor tags which they can conërm quickly and easily as
this will be the quickest and easiest way to get points for conërming tags. Since all tags are
worth the same number of points, it seems reasonable to assume that players will pick the
easiest tags to conërm ërst and only get to harder tags if they have time. ey will also be
able to pass on tags that they ënd too diﬃcult.
ere is a ëne balance in the game between creating and conërming tags. If no one con-
ërms tags, then no one will receive any points. However, creating tags seems to be worth
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potentially more points than conërming. is might lead some players to only create tags.
However, since players must wait till the next day for their tags to be distributed and con-
ërmed, they do not get immediate feedback on the success of creating a tag. Also, even
though it is possible that every player will receive and conërm their tag, it is possible that
the random choice will only share their tag with a small number of players and possibly
over a long period of time. It is also possible that the players will not be able to conërm the
tag because they do not know where it is, or simply because there are other tags nearby they
would prefer to tag. However, conërming tags is immediate and points are immediately
added. Users can immediately see their status in the game improve. In a sense, creating
tags is a longer term gamble which could lead to a larger number of points if a tag is well
made, while conërming tags results in immediate points but is worth less overall. It was
hoped that this balance would lead people to both create and conërm tags, thus providing
a good level of human validation to the number of tags being produced.
Using Recorded User Actions
Section 2.3.2.1 showed that recorded user actions could be used to allow odd numbers
of players to be paired together by having one player play against the recorded actions of
a previous player. It was also shown that this could be used as an anti-cheating measure
as players would not be able to collude with a recording. A ënal beneët was to improve
validation by repeating play with several players to see if the results were the same each time.
While these are all strong beneëts, the concept does not ët well with EyeSpy. is is because
there is no one-to-one relationship with the EyeSpy players. Tags are not paired up in a
direct sense, they are merely swapped around the players. is is perhaps unusual for an
inversion-problem game because such games generally involve some back and forth between
players. However, since we wanted this game to ët into people’s daily lives with them
playing a little here and there, rather than being played in single longer sessions, such direct
pairing seemed inappropriate.
e method of swapping tags around rather than direct pairing means that there is never
an odd man out player. As such, we do not need recorded user actions for anyone to be
able to play the game. e existing game dynamic works equally well for an odd and even
number of players. is swapping method also means that tags are frequently validated
by several players. is mimics the concept of ‘repeated’ play from recorded user actions
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meaning that it would provide no real beneët for this purpose.
e last issue of preventing cheating is also not necessary here. Since players are not directly
paired and tags are randomly assigned, it is unlikely that people would be able to collude
eﬀectively. However, if this was detected, the system could simply ensure that older tags
were sent to those players to be conërmed and that their created tags were isolated from the
other users. It should noted, however, that this mechanism was not included in the game
due to time constraints in its construction as well as the relatively unlikely circumstances
that would allow it to be required.
Keeping Play Competitive
Keeping play competitive is important because it encourages the players to play more and
makes the game more enjoyable. EyeSpy’s approach to keeping play competitive was to
reward points for successfully creating tags that were conërmed, as well as for conërming
other people’s tags. e score for all the players was also displayed on a scoreboard within
the game interface so that players could always seen their current position amongst the other
players. ese techniques were previously incorporated into other games with by-products,
as discussed in Section 2.3.2.1.
In addition to the score and leader board, which was intended to encourage people to play
more, two additional rules were added to the game to prevent people from getting too far
ahead of the other players. To encourage by-products to come from a wide variety of people
and to allow the game to ët into people’s daily lives, rules were created that would make it
diﬃcult for a small number of enthusiastic players with more free time to race ahead in the
leader board. If people were able to race ahead in this manner, people at the bottom of the
leader board may feel that it would be too diﬃcult for them to catch up, causing them to
give up playing altogether.
e ërst rule to prevent this was putting a limit on the number of tags that could be created
and conërmed each day. Players were allowed to create ëve text tags and ëve photo tags each
day. Additionally, players would only be delivered ëve new text tags and ëve new photo tags
to conërm each day. However, if players still had tags to conërm from the previous day,
these would remain instead of being replaced. Players were also given to option to delete
tags. e ërst option to delete would simply remove the tag from their phone in order to
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free up a slot so that it could be replaced. However, this did not mean that the player would
not receive that same tag again at a later date. is option was intended to allow players to
remove a tag because they did not want to conërm it at that time, not because they did not
know where it was. e second option was to permanently delete a tag. is meant that
the tag would be removed from the phone and that the player would never be assigned that
tag ever again. is option was put in place if the player had no idea where a tag was or if
the tag itself was badly made and impossible to conërm.
For example, if two text tags were left from the previous day, players would only receive
three new tags that day. However, as soon as the older tags were conërmed or deleted,
they would be replaced with the new tags for that day. is meant that all players would
receive the same amount of tags for the duration they had been playing and had to make
a conscious decision to conërm or delete tags, rather than just ignoring them. is last
point was important, because tags that were frequently being deleted could be removed
from the game as being ‘bad’ tags that no one was able to conërm. If the game replaced
them automatically, we would not be sure whether they just had not had time to deal with
them yet or if they really could not conërm them.
e second rule to prevent people racing ahead in the leader board was to prevent people
from tagging the same place twice. For example, if people found a good spot, they should
not be allowed to create the same photo ëve times. is meant that players would be forced
to move around and ënd new locations and would have to consistently ënd good locations
to be successful players, rather than relying on one really good location. However, the
players were allowed to create both a photo and text tag in the same location.
Section 2.3.2.1 also discussed the possibility of using skill levels and timers during game
play to keep the game competitive. However, neither of these ideas were incorporated into
the initial design for EyeSpy. While both of these ideas could have provided a potential
beneët to the game design, time constraints on implementation and the need to test the
basic idea as quickly as possible meant that they were left out. It was also felt that, in a new
game, the ranking system would not provide a huge initial beneët and was geared toward
longer term games. Since the initial trials were expected to be quite short, this would most
likely not have provided a great beneët compared to the amount of time needed to code
in the feature. e concept of timing the game play seemed like it could make the game
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too complicated for the players and could potentially be anti-competitive. Again, due to
time constraints and wanting to test the basic game as soon as possible, this feature was not
incorporated.
e common designs which were used to form the basis for EyeSpy’s game dynamic largely
focus on the creation of ‘good’ by-products. However, the prevention of ‘bad’ products
must also be taken into account. is issue will be discussed in the next section.
3.1.1 – Designing Against Cheating
Designing against cheating is an important consideration when designing games with by-
products. While it may be important in other types of games as well, the potential to
aﬀect the quality of the by-products produced makes it especially important to ensuring
the success of human computation based games.
Whether the players are purposely trying to disrupt the system or simply behaving in an
unanticipated manner while trying to play normally, the end result is much the same for
the game designers: the by-products will not be what was expected and may not be what
the designers created the game rules to produce. However, there are many ways in which
the number of ‘bad’ by-products can be minimized.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2.2, there is a distinction between subverting the game by going
outwith the game rules, and subverting the game while staying within them. While staying
within the game rules could be referred to as ‘gaming the system,’ this behavior will be
referred to as ‘cheating’ for the rest of this dissertation. Subverting the game outwith the
game rules is a technical issue and a more relevant discussion for this dissertation is the
higher level design of the game dynamics.
In this section, the designs that were used in EyeSpy to prevent cheating will be discussed.
ese designs were inìuenced by common designs to prevent cheating, as discussed in
Section 2.3.2.2. While the common designs of games with by-products serve to promote
the creation of ‘good’ by-products, it might be said that the common designs to prevent
cheating serve to minimize the creation of ‘bad’ products (that is, by-products which do
not satisfy the human computation goals of the game’s design).
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Agreement Rules
ere are already sources of geographically referenced and textually tagged images, such as
Flickr[¹⁰] and Google Street View [108], but EyeSpy is unique because of the type of images
that are produced. EyeSpy exploits the players’ local knowledge to choose what locations
and things to photograph. Google Street View only takes photographs from a car’s point of
view and because of its blanket coverage of an area, it can be hard for someone unfamiliar
with a location to pick out the things that are most interesting to see. Also, the time taken
to produce the images in Google Street View means that the images can often be quite old.
It would not be helpful for someone trying to ënd their way to be looking for an empty
work site where there is now a new, completed building. Flickr, on the other hand, often
has pictures that were taken for personal reasons. As discussed by Arase et al. [95], Flickr
contains many “irrelevant images.” e rules in EyeSpy encourage photographs that are
created speciëcally for use by other people because the tags must be conërmed. In a sense,
the photos are created speciëcally so that they will be easy for others to ënd.
erefore, in the case of EyeSpy, a ‘good’ tag is one that is well chosen to describe a location
such that others can ënd it. In order to prevent people from introducing ‘bad’ tags into
the system, the game requires that other players conërm the tags. Players conërm tags by
going to the same location based only on seeing the tags. It is reasoned that if people can
independently ënd a tag’s location from nothing more than looking at it, then it must have
been well chosen and well made.
e biggest threat to this system is that players might try and collude. If players can create
tags which only they and their partner can locate, it will give them an advantage over the
other players. It will also mean that the tags are probably bad because they are designed so
that other players cannot ënd them. However, because the game randomly assigns the tags
to other players and tags contain no identifying information about the player who created
then, it would be diﬃcult for players to ensure that their tags were swapped amongst each
other. While this might happen naturally during the randomization, it is unlikely to happen
often enough to give such players an advantage. However, this is based on the assumption
that there are only two players trying to collude. If a large enough team of players formed,
they could inject enough tags into the system to make it more likely that the tags would
be received by more players, but only those within the colluding group would be able to
[¹⁰]http://www.flickr.com
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conërm them.
In this scenario, it is unlikely that the players would to be able to create such a large col-
lection of tags which only they could conërm without some sort of naming scheme within
the game. Naming schemes could be included in photos by simply writing something on
a bit of paper, then taking a photograph of it. With text tags, they simply type the naming
scheme in. e ability for limited communication through a text labeling system in such
games was also noted in Peekaboom [57]. However, developing a system whereby a large
group of players could decipher a tag’s location and no one else could would probably be
time-consuming in itself and it seems unlikely someone would go to such lengths. In the
case of text tags, we could impose that only dictionary words were allowed, but this prevents
the use of proper names which are very likely in location based descriptions. In the case of
photo tags, we could include software to analyze the contents, but this seems to defeat the
point of the agreement rule which should be based on human computation alone.
A more likely use of ‘passing notes’ in tags would be signing your name into the tag. is
means that players would know not to conërm tags made by people outside the colluding
group. However, for this to have an impact on the outcome of play, the group would need
to be large enough to dominate the tags in the database. We could of course ëlter out text
tags that include the user names, but this would be harder for photo tags.
In the end, it was decided to ignore these extreme situations and see how common they were
in initial trials before investing heavily in time and eﬀort to prevent them. As has already
been discussed, ëlling every hole in the game dynamic may not always be beneëcial. e
costs of ëlling such holes may not outweigh their impact on the system. A similar viewpoint
was taken by the ESP Game where it was seen that a few bad labels for images would not
prevent the good tags from continuing to work [2].
An easier solution, for example would be to take into account how often a player’s tags
are deleted by other players and how often they are conërmed. If players create tags that
are frequently deleted by all players except for the same few, this might indicate a naming
scheme in use. e system could then prevent these players from receiving each others tags,
and possibly isolate their tags from the other players as well. Again, this system was not
implemented due to time constraints, but it shows that a human computation approach to
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the problem, without resorting to machine analysis of the contents of tags, could provide a
reasonable solution.
A subtle way to cheat in the game, and one which can occur naturally and without planning,
is to create tags which require extremely localized knowledge. For example, if you wanted
to collude with all students of a University, but not non-students, you could take photos of
the inside of lecture theaters or other places which non-students were unlikely to be familiar
with.
A potential problem that the designers anticipated was how local naming would compare
to non-local naming. Because the players of the game are expected to have local knowledge,
and they are designing their tags to be easy to conërm by others with similar knowledge,
they might not consider things from a world view. For example, tagging a place with the
description, “ref entrance,” might mean ‘University Refectory Entrance’ to students of the
University where play took place, but would mean nothing to most other people and might
not be particularly beneëcial as a by-product.
It should be noted that in this scenario, the text descriptions would be useful for tagging
photos so that locals could ënd them. And while it may not be directly beneëcial to people
without that local knowledge, it is still better than having no meta-data at all. Because the
tagging system in the game is location based rather than having one-to-one assignments
between each text and photo tag, there might still be other text tags that will return the
same photo and will be more beneëcial to people without that local knowledge. In this
sense, these tags are not ‘bad,’ they are just beneëcial to a smaller group of people.
Consensus Rules
In EyeSpy, we require that three players go through the conërm step for a tag before it is
added to the by-products for the system. To better ensure the quality of by-products, we
can increase this number when there are more players in the system.
As with the agreement rules above, players might collude such that three or more people
manage to conërm a ‘bad’ tag. As the number of tags in the system increases, this will
become less likely, but it could be addressed by comparing the number of conërms against
the number of deletions. If it is always the same group of players conërming tags that
everyone else is deleting, they may be colluding and the system can address this issue as
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described previously. Again, this solution was not implemented due to time constraints
weighed against the expected level of impact on the game.
Another solution would be to increase the threshold for the number of people who need
to conërm a tag before it is added to the list of by-products. However, there would be no
obvious way to know when to do this without implementing the solution above.
It is also reasonable to assume that, unless the colluding group was larger than the group of
all the other players, ‘good’ tags would generally have more conërmations than tags created
by collusion. is introduces a new idea of having a conëdence score associated with the
by-products. Rather than simply saying a tag is good or bad; we can show all the tags that
pass the conërmation threshold and also show how many times they were conërmed. is
might provide and indication of how good or bad a tag actually is. is last technique was
incorporated into the game because of the minimal time and eﬀort to include it weighed
against its potential usefulness to other systems which might use the by-products.
Anonymity Rules
As has been discussed above, anonymity between players is important in preventing collu-
sion. However, it might be the case that players wish to play the game together, even if
they are not trying to collude. ey may simply enjoy looking for places to conërm and
trying to ënd other people’s tags as part of a group. Unlike the web based games discussed
in Section 2.3.2.2, players wanting to join other players in this way (but without wanting to
cheat) could be quite common. Unfortunately, it will produce by-products that appear to
have been independently agreed upon when this is not the case. However, there is also the
possibility that the player could register twice on two separate phones and try and conërm
his own tags. However, due to the randomness of tag assignments, this would not be a
particularly successful strategy.
While the game design does randomize the assignment of tags to players, it is always possible
that a player will be asked to conërm the tag of someone that they are currently playing the
game with. In this scenario, that person could simply tell them where the tag was created.
It is quite possible that the players will not undertake this action with any malicious intent
and will simply consider it an advantage of playing the game together, rather than it being
an unfair advantage against the other players. A potential solution to this could be to add
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social proximity aspects to the game, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.4. e phones could
be used to detect other players who were currently in close proximity, or who had often
been in close proximity in the past. e game server could then prevent these players from
receiving each other’s tags. A more extreme solution could be to detect if the player who
had created a tag was nearby during a conërm step. If this was detected, the game could
respond with a negative message and deduct points from both players as a punishment.
However, these solutions seem a little extreme for what was expected to be a rare (and most
likely unplanned) event. Due to the time restrictions of implementing these solutions and
their potential negative impact on the enjoyability of play, it was decided to ignore this
issue.
Diversity Rules
EyeSpy prevents a player from re-tagging an area which he or she has previously tagged.
However, the game treats photo tags and text tags in isolation. is means that a player can
tag a location twice as long as he or she uses one photo tag and one text tag. is rule is
intended to make the by-products of the system more diverse, as well as making the game
more varied for the players. In this system, the players will be forced to think of new areas
to tag and potentially explore new areas that they themselves do not know. It was believed
that this would be beneëcial to the players and the by-products produced by the game.
It was initially considered that this rule might apply across players (making it more similar
to the ‘taboo’ words of the ESP Game, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.2), meaning that each
location could contain a single photo tag from just one player and a single text tag from
just one player. e reason for considering this is that it was expected that players would,
at least initially, choose similar locations to tag in the play area. is would mean that the
tags would all be from similar locations. However, since the photos would likely be from
diﬀerent perspectives and the text tags would likely have diﬀerent descriptions, it was felt
this was not such a great concern.
Another possibility was to allow a certain number of tags for each location before it was put
oﬀ-limits, but it was felt that such a rule across all players wouldmake the game too diﬃcult,
especially for new players just starting the game. Had such a solution been implemented, it
would probably have required a map of ‘untagged locations’ to be included with the game.
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While this is not necessarily a bad idea, it was felt that it would limit the players’ ability to
choose locations which it was felt was a major aspect of why the game would be enjoyable.
As such, the rule was kept to the player level rather than applying across all players.
Competitive Rules
In order to keep the game competitive amongst all players, EyeSpy puts limits on the num-
ber of tags that can be created and conërmed each day. However, it was important to
consider how this would aﬀect play over many days. Because the initial version of Eye-
Spy would be played on phones that used Wi-Fi for their Internet connection, the players
would have to manually connect to wireless access points (to enter the network password
and such). is would make it possible for players to prevent their phone from syncing
with the EyeSpy server for as long as they wished.
One possible application of this tactic could be to save up on the allocation of tags to be
downloaded and created. is would mean that players could use their full allocation, but
hold oﬀ on syncing so that other players became complacent about their place in the leader
board. e tactical player could then sync and have their full allowance of tags to create
and conërm from the previous days, then have a single long play session and race ahead of
players who were not using their full allocation because they felt they were already ahead of
the other players.
While such a tactic must be commended for its understanding of the system dynamics and
for its strategy against the other players, it does not seem particularly fair that the game
rules would allow it. As such, the game does not allow players to save up their tag creation
allowance. Each day, the allowance is set to ëve photo tags and ëve text tags, no matter how
many were created the previous day. In the case of tags to conërm, the allowance system
is a little more complicated. Essentially, the allowance is based on downloads, rather than
tags on the phone ready to be conërmed. For example, if a player had two unconërmed
photo tags on the phone from the previous day and had not deleted them, a sync would
download a further three photo tags, bringing the total on the phone to ëve. However,
that would still leave an allowance of two photo tags which could be downloaded that day
if more slots opened on the phone. However, the downloads are reset to a maximum of
ëve every day. e reason for this is that it allows players to take several days to get round
to conërming tags but still be able to start fresh with ëve new tags each day. It also will not
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detract from other players who have put more eﬀort in and played every day.
So far, the discussion on system design has largely focused on higher level concepts and
game rules. e next section will discuss some of the technical aspects of implementing
EyeSpy.
3.1.2 – Technology
EyeSpy was designed to run on commodity hardware mobile phones, with Wi-Fi being
the only ‘high level’ feature needed. e trial system ran on iMate-SP5 phones using the
Windows Mobile platform.
One of the goals of EyeSpy was to allow play at any urban location, including indoors, so
that by-products could be generated for any desired area. However, in selecting a method
of locating users we were constrained by the power, storage and processing capabilities of
the devices used. We elected to use radio frequency (RF) ëngerprints to match the locations
of tags users created in the game. Not only did this prove to be an extremely eﬃcient tech-
nique on the client devices, it allows for subsequent rapid matching of all the uploaded tags.
rough detection of the unique IDs of local RF beacons (in EyeSpy, 802.11 Wi-Fi access
points, but could be GSM cell antennae) and signal strengths these beacon transmissions
can be used to generate a unique pattern, or ëngerprint, which characterizes a particular lo-
cation. Once this ëngerprint is stored a subsequent scan may be used to determine whether
the current ëngerprint overlaps with the recorded ëngerprint, thus ascertaining if the device
is at the same location. Using Wi-Fi access points gave the game quite a high granularity
and accuracy of locating tags and photos, as 802.11 beacons typically have a maximum
range of 100 meters (much lower than GSM) and in most cities are generally distributed
more densely. In our tests, we found that the average EyeSpy ëngerprint was constructed
from data of 7.99 access points. We required at least a 50% overlap before the current scan
was said to match a ëngerprint, resulting in scans being matched within approximately a 5
to 20 meter range.
In EyeSpy we store ëngerprint data—access point MAC addresses and signal strengths,
along with text and photo tags. ese ëngerprints are thus tied to images and textual de-
scriptions on the client device, however we note that the ëngerprints are not converted to
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geographic coordinates. Geo-referencing photographs is becoming increasingly popular,
however there are some issues with the use of GPS. Where GPS hardware is available, it of-
ten requires time to ‘warm up’ before it can get a position ëx (often several minutes) which
does not provide a suitable match with the time frame of taking a photograph (which is
often just seconds). Wi-Fi positioning is generally faster, e.g., ëngerprinting eight access
points takes less than 1 second whereas GPS from a cold start can take minutes. In addition,
when using GPS hardware, the device must be powered constantly, thus draining battery
power, or be powered on after the photograph is taken, which may lead to the ërst GPS ëx
several minutes later being inaccurately used as the position of the photograph. Wi-Fi also
favors built-up areas where GPS may encounter considerable problems (e.g., ‘shadows’).
Our coupling of ëngerprints and tags rather than explicitly geo-coding these tags can pro-
vide a more suitable method to position photographs on mobile devices. However, GPS
does favor a wider availability, and there will always be diﬀerent areas of applicability for
Wi-Fi and GPS positioning.
e procedure for syncing tags in EyeSpy was done over Wi-Fi. Users would need to con-
nect the phone to a wireless access point that had an Internet connection. e phone
client could then sync with the game server. While we encouraged players to connect their
phone to any access point they liked, we made one available in the play area to be used when
needed. e process of syncing was a manual procedure because it required the players to
manually connect to a Wi-Fi with an Internet connection.
emajority of the coding work on this ërst version of EyeSpywas undertaken byDr.Marek
Bell. is included constructing the client and server side code and the general design of
the system. e author’s contributions included smaller coding roles and ëxing the many
bugs, including a great deal of time tracking the cause of program crashes and ëxing them.
e author also spent a lot of time constructing an Eye Spy experimenter website. is
website allowed the experimenters to monitor the by-products from the trial as they were
being submitted. e main function of this website was to list ëngerprint locations. Since
Eye Spy used Wi-Fi positioning, the locations were based on what Wi-Fi access points
could be seen by the device. A ‘ëngerprint’ was the name given to this type of location. e
percentage ofWi-Fi access points that needed to be seen for the ëngerprint to be recognized
could also be changed. ismeans that if two ëngerprints had the same percentage of visible
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Wi-Fi access points, then they would be considered to be the same ëngerprint. e website
would then list all the tags in each ëngerprint based on this percentage threshold. e
website also allowed the experimenters to adjust this percentage to see how it would aﬀect
results, but this did not change the percentage that the players required to conërm a tag.
e ëngerprints could be ordered either by ‘most tags’ or by ‘most conërmed tags.’ is
allowed the experimenters to see where most play was taking place.
e website proved useful in the initial user trials of Eye Spy as it allowed the experimenters
to see the overall activity level in the game, and to show howmuch each user was submitting.
It also allowed the experimenters to quickly determine which players were having diﬃculty
with the game, contact them and resolve the problem. ese problems were partly due to
personal problems the players had which prevented them from playing as fully as they had
intended and partly due to a bug with the Wi-Fi syncing that prevented two of the players
continuing to play until the experimenters resolved the problem.
3.2 – Trial Design
To test the game design, it was trialled with 27 participants (8 female and 19male) over three
separate rounds. In the ërst round, nine participants played for one week. In the second
and third rounds, nine participants played for two weeks. In the ërst round we focused on
encouraging as much play as possible, seeding the game with our own photographic and
text tags at the start of play. In the second and third round, the game was not seeded and
was played for twice as long.
In each round, participants were paid £10 for each week that they played. e winner of
each round was given double the amount of money as a prize. is was done to encourage
a sense of competition between the players.
In the ërst round, players were drawn from computing science undergraduates, who knew
one another before starting the trial and who had existing social ties. e second round in-
volved a more mixed group of seven non-computing science students plus two non-student
participants. Eight of the players in the group were acquainted with each other, although
this group on the whole did not have strong social bonds. e third round involved eight
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computing science students and one engineering student. e players in the third round
had no social ties.
e players in the trials worked, studied or lived in the area of the city around the University
of Glasgow. is acted as a natural limit on the ‘game area.’ In addition we asked players
to restrict their play to around this area, so as to prevent the game becoming too diﬃcult
to play. However, players did at times make text and photographic tags outside this area.
e ërst round used questionnaires at the end of the trial. is proved relatively ineﬀective
in determining the enjoyment levels of the participants and their other thoughts on the
game. e answers from the questionnaires were not especially detailed and although the
data was useful, the experimenters determined that interviewing the participants would be
necessary in future trials. As such, every player was interviewed at the end of the second
and third rounds.
e interview transcripts were coded and analyzed for key themes. Special attention was
paid to the reportedmotivations of players, the diﬀerent game styles and strategies that play-
ers adopted, and the information shared and relationships between players both through
the game and outside of the game. Lastly, we looked at where players went and their rela-
tionship with those places in playing the game. In particular we were interested in how the
game dynamic developed and how players oriented to the rules of the game in producing
their photo and text tags.
e next section will discuss the initial ëndings from the trials of EyeSpy and how they led
to improvements for the next iteration of the system.
3.3 – Initial Findings
Broadly, the players created a mix of photo and text tags: out of 632 tags overall there were
369 photos (58%) and 263 text tags (42%). is does not include the seed tags that were
included in the ërst round. e second and third rounds did not use seed tags or the tags
from previous rounds. Players produced on average 24 tags during the game: 14 photos
and 10 text tags. Figure 3.2 shows a portion of the image tags generated by players from
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Figure 3.2: A portion of the photos collected during the trial of EyeSpy (area
shown is approximately 400m²). Regions in grey are streets and open areas
inside the University of Glasgow.
both rounds. As might be expected, the tags were mainly of geographically prominent
landmarks such as statues, street corners, shops and so on.
After buildings, the second most frequent tags were doors or boundaries (i.e., entrances to
buildings or boundaries between diﬀerent places). Interestingly, players also made text tags
involving simple riddles, such as creating the tag, “music to my ears on uni gardens,” (rather
than explicitly stating the tag’s location outside the Music Department, on the street called
University Gardens). Crucially, there were no tags taken involving ‘transient’ objects in the
environment (such as cars).
Tags submitted by players were also conërmed in the game by other players (a player must
physically be where a tag was made in order to be able to conërm it). 43% of player
generated tags were conërmed, however, some tags were conërmed multiple times. In the
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ërst round, which lasted one week, 21% of player-generated tags were conërmed, although
if we include the ‘seed’ tags that we used to start the game this rises to 43% as nearly all the
seed tags were conërmed by players. In the second round, which involved no seeding but
lasted two weeks, 40% of tags were conërmed. In the third round, which also included no
seeding and lasted two weeks, 59% of tags were conërmed suggesting that the conërmation
rate increases with more prolonged play.
Player Motivations in EyeSpy
One of our ërst concerns with EyeSpy was how well the experience worked as a game. As
can be inferred by the large number of tags entered by each player, the game did have some
success as an experience, with players reporting that they ‘enjoyed’ the game, that it was ‘fun’
as well as ‘easy to use.’ While an empirical measurement of fun is diﬃcult to ënd [115],
almost all of the users said they enjoyed playing the game.
e game presented a number of diﬀerent motivations for players. Firstly, the players’
scores were visible within the phone application. is proved to be a signiëcant motivation
for some players, echoing results from experiences with the ESP Game [6]. Indeed, some
players contrasted this motivation with ënancial rewards for playing the game, such as
prizes or payment. Websites that attempt to distribute small tasks over the Internet, such
as Mechanical Turk[¹¹], frequently work on the basis of small ënancial rewards. Yet for our
players the ability to compete and win against their friends (and even complete strangers),
was more than adequate motivation, in spite of being a small sum paid to participate (which
obviously did provide some level of motivation in and of itself ). As a pair of players stated:
“You’ve got two very competitive people here, and you’ve got someone who’s írst, and
we want to move up to írst position.”
A second motivation came from the interaction that grew between players around the pho-
tographs. On the whole, forums for social interaction in the game were fairly limited, since
it was only tags and scores that were shared between players. Moreover, in the second and
third rounds of the game the majority of players only knew one or two others well. Yet
despite this, players talked about how this narrow channel did provide awareness of other
players, and in turn more motivation for play. Players talked about being connected to
[¹¹]http://www.mturk.com
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other players in that they created tags of similar landmarks. One player mentioned ‘walk-
ing in the footsteps’ of other players, conërming their tags, but also creating tags that were
in response to previous tags taken.
Yet the game did lack much in the way of other communication channels to support socia-
bility. A number of players expressed disappointment that they could not easily ënd the
other players, and most expressed a concern about noticing others playing the game:
“When I was walking around taking photos I was wondering if I’d run into anyone
else with the same phone, or if somebody would spot me with the phone and be like
‘ha.’ ”
is following at a distance was deliberately played upon by the game’s name: ‘EyeSpy.’ As
with many ubiquitous computing experiences that involve tracking, EyeSpy raises a range
of issues about privacy, tracking, self-monitoring and the like. While a game played as
part of a trial is perhaps an insuﬃcient test of these issues, it is worth noting that none
of the players mentioned these concerns while playing the game (perhaps because of the
lightweight connections between players). It would be diﬃcult, for example, to be able
to gain speciëc, rather than very general, location information about other players. Photos
and text tags were shared without any identifying information, and were selected at random
from the pool of contributed tags.
A further issue related to the motivation was how the game encouraged new interactions
with the environment. Participants frequently mentioned how the game provided oppor-
tunities to explore new areas, as well as experiencing well-known locations in a new light.
Players also noted the health beneëts of playing the game because it increased the amount
they walked around,
“I remember walking round for ages thinking, you know, this is probably good for
me in some way […] I like the exploratory part […] it reminded me of when, you
know you go to another country, and you’re wandering round for ages.”
Player Strategies in EyeSpy
is notion of ‘wandering and exploring’ brought us to consider how players oriented to
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each others’ movements when taking part in the trial. Like other pervasive games, in order
to play EyeSpy players must leave their homes or workplaces, and travel around the streets
to both make and conërm others’ tags. However, the act of creating a text tag or taking
a photograph involves the player in a speciëc interaction with their environment. is
draws on players’ local knowledge as they select where to author a tag from all the potential
photographs and textual descriptions that might be made.
Moreover, to be successful in the game, players needed to consider what other players’ local
knowledge is likely to be. Co-players need to be able to ënd a given player’s tags for that
player to receive conërmation points. For photo tags it is important that the photographed
object is recognizable and can be quickly found, at a glance, from all the potential places
in the game area. For text tags it is in turn important that the text can be used to locate
an area quickly and with suﬃcient accuracy to be registered by the game as the same area.
To be successful at the game, players have to consider what a ‘general’ player might know
about the area in which the game is being played.
For players, the key challenge of the game thus came from this problem of how and where to
author tags so as to be successful (i.e., to increase their chances of winning the game). ey
made tags that others could quickly identify and be willing to locate in order to conërm.
Authoring such ‘good tags’ therefore required recipient design [116]. Players creating tags
took into account the perceived behavior of other players. is ranged from their knowl-
edge of the area, to their expected route and even to their social role. One participant,
who knew one other player socially but not the others, tried to author his tags for what he
thought the other players (identiëed as ‘students’) would be able to ënd and conërm:
“I thought that a lot of places I didn’t know where you were so I’ll go for the obvious
targets […] obviously a lot of the places I didn’t know where they were because they
were Uni names so I thought I’d go for the obvious targets.”
Players consistently referred to the importance of making a photo tag recognizable, identi-
ëable or obvious using what they considered to be a landmark or central place.
What constituted recognizability for players revealed a concern for the navigational expe-
riences of other players. For instance, at one point a player decided to tag a, “… gargoyle
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thing that’s got a unicorn,” which she considered to be, “quirky,” but then changed her
mind since, “… maybe other people won’t know about it.” is concern is also revealed in
another player’s comment about making a ‘good tag’: “… if [other players] can recognize
[a tag], that’s enough.” Producing something recognizable would mean that other players
would, “… know exactly where [tags] are when they see them.”
Of course, some tags would not be instantly recognized by players. Recognizability involved
a design for ënd-ability. Players, in considering how ëndable a tag would be, often reported
hypothesizing over how other players would go about navigating to a tag. One player
reported changing her play strategy in order to achieve this, at ërst tagging ‘random places’
and then starting to consider questions such as ‘where would [people] walk?’ denoting her
attention to the navigation practices that other players she assumed would come to engage
in when seeking out her tag.
Finally, what determined a ‘good tag’ also sometimes depended upon a relationship to other
tags. In creating tags that were as easy as possible for people to conërm, one key technique
simply involved putting tags spatially close together and “… think[ing] about how people
were working” in order to decide where to place them. Players in this way produced a trail of
tags that could be created in the course of one walk, but also that a prospective fellow player
could walk along conërming multiple tags. Unfortunately, because of the game dynamic
(only giving a subset of tags to each player to conërm) it would be unlikely that they would
receive more than one tag on any trail negating this potentially beneëcial strategy.
Players consistently oriented to the concerns of recognizability and ënd-ability when acquir-
ing photos in order to make ‘good tags’ for the purposes of navigation within the game.
Crucially this involved players designing their tags according to ‘what anyone knows’ (i.e.,
shared local geographic knowledge [90]) and the presumed activities and orientation of
these fellow players to the game [117]. As one player commented, for example, “you could
tag theMitchell [Building] because everyone knows where it is, but who’s going to be [both-
ered] to tramp across town?” is thought is important when considering how the photos
might provide useful navigational tools outside of the game since they are exploited within
the game as a form of ‘pictorial instruction.’
In turn, conërming a tag demanded some detective work in ënding where the tag was,
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going to that location, and then attempting to position oneself in the same site that the tag
was made. Players pointed out that this was easier for photo tags, since with text tags there
was typically a much greater ambiguity about exact location. is is perhaps one reason for
there being a greater number of photo tags when compared to text tags generated in play,
as well as the generally larger number of photos that were conërmed.
In this way, conërmation of tags also reveals a more detailed level of ënd-ability: when
a player had successfully located the general area of a tag, regardless of whether they had
experienced it as recognizable straight-away or instead needed to search it out, the player
then had to align their phone’s current ëngerprint with the ëngerprint of the tag. is was
done routinely by players; they located ‘exact spots’ by aligning themselves as demonstrated
in the photographs. For instance, a player reported being “sure [they] had the right place”
given that it was “exactly the same as it is on the picture.” Players anticipated others’ actions,
and chose orientations and alignments to their photos to make conërmation easier for
others. As one player stated, it would be ‘easier for [another player] to ëgure out where I was
standing.’ is aspect is key when considering the navigational qualities of the photos taken.
However, we note that this is less the case for text tags, although players did sometimes
design them for ënd-ability through explicit instruction, such as, “boyd orr building facing
qm.”
Game Area Saturation
In the dynamic and ìexible way tags could be created, however, the game did have some
shortcomings. In particular saturation could be achieved in a given area quite quickly when
most ‘obvious’ landmarks or easily ëndable areas had been photographed or tagged. is
was due to the players’ orientation to taking tags for a generalized ‘co-players’ route as well
as orienting toward designing for ënd-ability, resulting in players gradually being unable to
resolve this orientation for increasingly more ‘obscure’ landmarks. Saturation also occurred
thanks to a low eﬀort threshold, brought about by the game being played as the part of
everyday life; players were only willing to sacriëce a limited amount of time going outside
of their daily routine.
is situation was compounded due to the nature of the location sensing technology of
the phones. Because the phones were using Wi-Fi ëngerprinting to compare the location
of tags, the phones were not capable of determining where they were. e phones could
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only tell if their current location was the same as the one where a tag was made. ese
ëngerprints were made from scanning the Wi-Fi signals in the area. However, in some
cases, there were no Wi-Fi signals present. is problem was most noticeable in parks or
locations away from populated buildings. Unfortunately, a large park existed within the
game area, but was essentially out of bounds because the phones could never get enough
Wi-Fi information to create a ëngerprint.
However, some players did attempt to overcome saturation via increased creativity in con-
structing tags within highly saturated areas. One player mentioned, for example,
“… trying to take a photo of the same monument [which was already tagged] but
from an angle that was a wee bit more abstract; I was almost forced to be artistic
in the way that I took it because I wasn’t really near anything obvious, and I knew
there was quite a lot of diﬀerent signals in the area, so I thought if I stand next to
this tree in a certain way that people would be able to ígure out which tree it was
[and therefore be able to conírm the tag].”
In addition this further illustrates the concern for recognizable and ëndable tags that players
oriented to, and the lengths they would go to overcome this problem when faced with
diﬃcult, saturated areas.
3.3.1 – Unexpected Behaviors
e design of EyeSpy was made to promote the creation of usable by-products. Many of
the game rules and dynamics were speciëcally created to achieve this. As has already been
discussed, we realized that there were still some holes in the system that could be exploited to
aﬀect the quality and range of by-products, but we felt that their impact would be negligible
and so we chose not to implement solutions for them. However, while trialling the system,
there were several issues that came up which we had not anticipated. It should be pointed
out that the participants were told that they would not be penalized by us for gaming the
system, as long as they stayed within the actions presented to them by the game’s interface.
Perhaps the most unexpected behavior was players creating junk images. e EyeSpy dy-
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namic of requiring users to take and conërm tags is set up to ensure the viability of those
tags as by-products. For example, if a user takes a picture of the inside of their pocket or
enters text that is meaningless, the other players will not be able to conërm it. While this
did happen during the trial, the users reported that it was by accident and they were just
learning how to operate the software.
It was also common in the ërst day of the trial rounds for the players to create photo tags
of people. When the players were asked about these tags afterwards, they said that they
were testing the program and showing it to their friends. Since the focus of these tags was
people rather than locations, they were hard for other players to conërm. As such, they
were not added to the set of by-products. e downside is that these tags took up a slot in
other players’ daily tag allowances throughout the course of the trial. A ìagging system to
remove such tags from play could help alleviate this problem. It might also be beneëcial to
remove tags from the system when they are repeatedly deleted by players. is makes the
assumption that the tag is deleted because it is ‘bad.’ However, it may just be beyond the
scope of the players’ local knowledge.
Since these junk tags cannot be conërmed, they will never be used as by-products for other
systems. ere is only one known tag that might get past this barrier, which is to take a
picture of text. is was employed by several players when they took pictures of signs, such
as those with the name of a building. For example, in the University of Glasgow, where
the game was played, there are many buildings which have their name on a sign on the
building. is made for an easy location to be found and conërmed. Street signs were also
used. However, these are still useful images. Whether they are as useful as less text driven
pictures depends on the purpose of the system that wants to use them.
However, it is equally possible that players could simply write some text on a piece of paper
and take a picture of it. is could include geographic coordinates or the name of the place
the photograph was taken. Again, it is arguable that these images are worthless. But the
important point is that the locations in which the were taken could still be found, allowing
the tags to be conërmed. As such, they would be considered useful by-products by the
current game dynamic.
Software was not the only thing that led to unexpected behavior. Because all the trial phones
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were of the same model, one user suggested that she might secretly swap phones with one
of the other players. is would then allow her to delete that player’s tags for the day.
EyeSpy only ëlls free slots with new tags, so the game allows the players to delete tags if
they do not know where they are and are unable to conërm them. However, if a player
receives their full tag allowance for the day and deletes tags, they will not receive new ones
until the start of the next day. is tactic would eﬀectively prevent the other player from
conërming any tags that day. However, the trial participant never actually attempted this
strategy suggesting that she did not think it would pay oﬀ.
A similar idea was attempted by two other friends playing the game together who reported
that they had considered swapping phones with the current scoreboard leader (also one
of their friends) because he was playing the game more than they were and this might
trick him into increasing their points instead of his own. However, they never followed
through with this. It is possible that this might have worked because all players in the trial
were using the same model of phone to play the game and the Eye Spy interface does not
make it immediately clear what player the current client is attached to. In the case of real
deployment with people using their own phones, it is unlikely that this would work. Of
course, in a real deployment this would constitute stealing and be against the law. is also
makes it less likely that such a tactic would be employed.
Another direct approach that was not carried out was to pay the other participants to lose.
One player said that he had considered this at the start of the trial but decided that he could
not aﬀord the cost required. is strategy would probably not have worked though. In the
trial, the participants were paid £10 a week to take part, and the winner was given double
that amount. If the game were to run outside of a trial, there would not be such payments
or monetary rewards. ere would also be a good deal more players. us, paying oﬀ the
larger number of players would become increasingly costly. Also, since there would be no
jackpot to win, there would be very little beneët in climbing to the top of the score board
without the satisfaction of competition. Even in the trial, the monetary reward was so small
that, after paying oﬀ the other participants, it would not be worthwhile doing this just to
win the jackpot.
One behavior that was suggested by a participant but not attempted, was to create pur-
posely abusive tags. For example, one player suggested they could make a text snippet that
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read, “I don’t like this game.” It is interesting to note that such a tag could not be con-
ërmed. Because the player suggested a directly abusive tag without describing a location,
the consensus rule would have prevented it from being conërmed and being added to the
set of usable by-products. e player who suggested this behavior said that it may have been
used to annoy the other players into not playing. en it would be easier to win because
you were competing against fewer people.
However, the annoyance factor to other players could be signiëcant, because this ‘uncon-
ërmable’ tag has wasted a space in their daily allocation of tags to conërm. A more serious
issue could be the use of swearing, sexually explicit photos and text, and otherwise oﬀen-
sive material being used in creating tags. Such a situation occurred on the popular user-
generated video sharing website, YouTube.[¹²] YouTube maintains its community guide-
lines largely by relying on users to ìag inappropriate content. However, the content must
be published on the site before users can ìag it. is means that at least some people could
see the videos ërst and it is hard to prevent this. Also, when videos are ìagged by users, an
employee of YouTube must still review it before it can be taken down.[¹³] A large mass of
users conspired to upload as much pornographic video onto the website as possible within
a short period of time, hoping that the site would be unable to ëlter it out fast enough for a
large quantity to get through.[¹⁴] For the most part, this succeeded. In order to improve the
likelihood of success, the uploaders would include up to a minute of content that would
satisfy the community guidelines before the pornographic material started. e descrip-
tions and titles of the videos were also kept within the community guidelines to make it
harder to track these videos. Since this incident, YouTube has added in a ‘Safety Mode’
which they advertise as preventing a higher level of objectionable material from appearing
on the site, even when it may be within the community guidelines.[¹⁵]
Ideally, a ìagging system built into the game would also be beneëcial here. Even though
the consensus rule will prevent the abusive tag from being added to the set of usable by-
products, it will still continue to be given to other players to conërm. Should tags be given
a lifetime, as was mentioned earlier, this would help with the problem as the tags that were
not conërmed would eventually be taken out of the game. However, allowing users to ìag
[¹²]http://www.youtube.com
[¹³]http://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
[¹⁴]http://goo.gl/peoyi
[¹⁵]http://goo.gl/q259B
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inappropriate tags might produce a quicker result. If a certain number of users all ìagged
the same tag as inappropriate, then it could immediately be removed from the game and
no other players would receive it. We are looking to implement this solution into future
versions. e Peekaboom game also ëlters out a known list of inappropriate or abusive
words when people are making guesses [57]. However, this only works for words in the
blacklist.
Another possible solution to this problem was discussed by von Ahn and Dabbish [6]. ey
suggested that their game be split into diﬀerent versions, with each version having a diﬀerent
type of image content. For example, a ‘children’s room’ would not have any objectionable
images in it. However, this assumes a prior knowledge of the image contents. is could
be solved by initially putting all images into an ‘anything goes’ room and waiting for labels
to be attached. is would allow for some level of automatic categorization into the other
rooms.
Players’ practical engagement with the rules, and even the language used to introduce and
‘frame’ the game conëgured certain expectations about the style of play (e.g., using the name
‘EyeSpy’ confused some players initially due to the children’s game ‘eye spy’). By and large,
this oriented players toward the production of ‘good’ photographic by-products. However,
in a small number of text tags, a player chose to create riddles that required co-players to
engage in some detective work in order to conërm them. Although these tags might have
well been more enjoyable for players both in creating them and discovering how to conërm
them, they were less useful as by-products, and lacked the recognizability and ënd-ability
that were touchstones for well-constructed ‘good tags’ for most EyeSpy players. While it
may have been more fun for some to engage with this form of tag, the work required of
players in locating them conìicted with the need to maximize tag conërmations, which in
turn meant that riddles did not earn many points for the creators. us, the rules of EyeSpy
to some extent discouraged such creative and playful activities. is serves as an example
of game rules encouraging one potential style of play, rather than enforcing it; riddles are
technically feasible but lose out to a style based on more straightforward recognizability.
One can imagine, though, that a determined enough group of players or a slight shift in
game rules might lead to a diﬀerent game style and diﬀerent byproducts (e.g., EyeSpy’s by-
product might instead be riddles). is shows that a by-product being ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is
largely determined by how well it ëts the needs of the system, or systems, for which it will
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be used.
Generalizing from this, we suggest that it is diﬃcult to guarantee that the by–products of
this style of game will always be ‘pure’. Given subjective tagging and conërmation, players
may always potentially ënd new ways to play, or ways to ‘game the system’. Designers can
reduce the likelihood of such events but cannot avoid them completely. Careful design and
thorough testing should help, but we recommend that designers also consider the ways in
which the language used to introduce the game and frame the system will inìuence the
production of particular kinds of by-products.
One element of the game dynamic had an interesting eﬀect. Since the second and third
rounds were started without any tags in the system, the initial time spent playing the game
only allowed the players to create tags, not to conërm them. Syncing the phone to the
game server was left as a manual operation for the players to carry out. e tags on the
game server were distributed randomly between the players, but the second player would
always get all the tags of the ërst player to conërm. e third player to sync would have
a mixture of the ërst and second players’ tags. e fourth player would have a mix of the
ërst, second and third players’ tags, and so on. is means that the earlier you sync for the
ërst time, the more likely it is that the other players will receive your tags. If you are the
last person to sync, then no one will receive your tags during the ërst day of play.
is meant that people who uploaded their tags early in the trial would have an advantage
over those who did it later, giving them an early lead. is situation will be combated in
future versions by having an automatic syncing feature using the phone’s 3G connection
so that tags are synced as soon as they are created instead of in a single batch. While this
will not alleviate the problem entirely (everyone will most likely receive the ërst ëve photo
tags and the ërst ëve text tags that are created), it will reward people playing the game most
rather than those who happen to manually sync ërst and it will allow the possibility for
those tags to be shared amongst the players rather than ensuring that one player dominates.
In a public release of the game with more players, each joining at diﬀerent times, this is less
likely to be an issue.
Players who tended to use their full allowance of tag creation each day also tended to gain
more points because there were more of their tags in the system, allowing for a greater like-
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lihood that other players would receive their tags. is ëts the game’s design of rewarding
the players who do the most work.
e tags were generally found to represent landmarks and highly recognizable areas. is
seems to stem from the game’s dynamic as tags which are easier to ënd will be easier for
other players to conërm. Some players said that they started the game trying to make tags
which were more challenging to ënd because they felt it would be more fun for themselves
and the other players. However, most players quickly changed tactics when they realized
that this was not an ideal way to gain the maximum number of points and win the game.
As such, most players quickly adopted the strategy of creating tags that they felt the other
players could easily identify and would be willing to conërm. is would ensure that points
are received for each tag.
Because the daily routine of the players was in the same geographical area, this acted as a
boundary to the game. If players created a tag that was too far away from that boundary,
it was not likely that their tags would be conërmed. is is because people tended not to
walk too far out of their way to play the game.
e downside to this is that the players who were creating the most tags tended to run
out of places to play the game. is is because we prevented players from re-tagging the
same location in order to encourage a broader range of tags. Once players had tagged all
the notable places in the play area, there was nothing else for them to do. is is directly
contradictory to the design goals of the game because we wanted the players who were
creating the most by-products to continue to do so.
Even though this proved to be a problem, some players did express that it forced them to
be a little more creative with their tagging. ey would tag the same notable place from
farther away, making sure that other features would show in the photograph. is would
let the other players line themselves up with those features in order to determine where the
photo was taken.
Ultimately this problem could also be solved by giving the tags a lifetime. It is important
that once a tag’s lifetime is over, the location should be free to be re-tagged by the player.
is should prevent the saturation problem described here.
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Since players continue to receive points every time a new player conërms one of their tags, a
person who had stopped playing EyeSpy would continue to receive points. It is conceivable
that such a person could be hard to overtake in the scoreboard. Other players might con-
sider this unfair because it is not simply beating the high score of a former player. e high
score would keep getting higher as well. Removing older tags from play would probably
help to alleviate this problem as it would stop players from receiving points for their older
tags until they eventually had no valid tags left.
A second issue with the lifetime of tags is their changing nature over time. As the seasons
change, a picture of a place might be harder to locate. Statues might be completely covered
in snow and be unëndable. It is also possible that buildings could be knocked down, new
buildings could take their place and shops and restaurants could change ownership and
become something else. All of these issues mean that older tags could be harder to conërm.
Also, since users cannot tag the same location more than once, they would not have the
opportunity to capture these new developments in the world.
e ESP Game also recognized this issue of by-product lifetime [6]. Once an image was
considered to by fully tagged (when all players continually had to pass on an image because
the ‘taboo’ words covered all the good meta-data) it was removed from the game. However,
after threemonths, it was reintroduced with themeta-data removed. is is because cultural
diﬀerences over time may have changed peoples’ perception of the image.
Several times during the trial, there were players who tried playing the game together. Al-
though in each case the players were friends and were partly doing so to be sociable, some
of them tried to come up with tactics to take advantage of this. However, the players never
successfully came up with ameans of gaming the system this way. Other players wouldmeet
to play the game together without any intent to ‘game the system’ because they enjoyed the
social aspect of playing the game.
While anonymity was considered an important part of maintaining the consensus rule,
some players suggested that they began to recognize styles of particular players. While they
did not necessarily know who the player was, they began to attribute certain tags to one
person. A thorough test of whether or not these groupings were accurate was not performed.
is is because in a public release of the game there would be too many tags and too many
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players to make this feasible. Secondly, the technique did not allow the players to know
who made a group of tags, just that they thought they were made by one person. ey
could also not say where that person was in the score board so there is no reason to think
they would treat those tags diﬀerently from any others.
However, one possible exception to this could be that a player might guess the level of
play being carried out by another player based on the number of tags they think they are
receiving from them. is level might then allow them to guess which score belonged to
that player in the score board. ey may then choose not to conërm tags from players who
were higher in the score board than they were. is is just postulation, however, and no
such occurrences were reported by the trial participants. Even in the case where people did
attempt such a tactic, they would still be guessing and could never know for sure. In a
public release with more players, this scenario would be increasingly unlikely.
Many of the players reported that, although they enjoyed the game initially, they found the
static nature of the game structure a little monotonous. is refers to the game having a
simple structure that did not change. e users had a limited number of things to do in
the game and each of these things was fairly straightforward.
is also led to a problem of being able to overtake other players. In the initial trial, the
game was seeded with existing tags so that the game-play would start very quickly because
the trial was only one week long. However, in the second and third trials, the game was
not seeded. ese were longer trials and the experimenters wanted to simulate a game
experience closer to a real deployment. However, during the ërst week of the second trial,
one player managed to create more tags than any other player. is meant that there was
a good deal more of his tags in the database than anyone else’s, making it more likely that
it would be his tags that would be assigned to other players to conërm. Had anyone else
in the trial played the game to the same extent as this player, this would not have been an
issue. is meant that during the ërst week, whenever one of his tags was conërmed, he
would get points as well. But since he was getting the largest number of points from other
players, as well as conërming more than anyone else, he created a large lead early on in the
game. While the game rules are set up to encourage the person who produces the most
conërmed tags, this led to an unusual eﬀect in the second week of the trial.
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e player with the large lead barely played the game in the second week because he had
reached the previously mentioned saturation point. Some of the other players played harder
in the second week in order to beat him, but others continued their same pace. is meant
that the leaders tags continued to dominate the database in the second week because no one
player was producing enough to overtake. e players trying to win were still conërming
his tags in the second week, giving the leader more points. is made it very diﬃcult for
other players to overtake the leader, even though one player produced a similar number of
tags and the leader was no longer playing to the same extent. Many players expressed that
the feeling they could never win was disheartening and made them lose some of their drive
for the game. Because of these points of monotony and inability to overtake the leader,
several players suggested that having ‘bonus’ elements in the game would make it more
enjoyable to play.
Several of the players also reported that they felt quite isolated when playing the game. Even
though players were aware of each other’s activities through the changing amounts in the
game’s score board and guessing who might have made each tag, they felt that an element
of direct communication would have been more enjoyable. Most players suggested that a
social or team based aspect to the game might have been preferable. A potential solution
to this could be to develop more of a community around the game and its results.
Some players purposelymade tags thatmade a logical sequence. is could either bemaking
tags that were along the same road or, in one case, making photo tags of the successive house
numbers on a street. One of the examples from the interviews was:
“… I just basically walked along Oakíeld Avenue, outside where the Stevey building
is. So I just took a picture of number 70, picture number 72, picture number 74.
And then a couple across the road cause I didn’t know how it was picked, if one
person would just get all my tags.”
ese players had hoped that others would receive the tags as a group and it would make
them easier to conërm. However, since the tags for conërmation were randomly assigned,
it is unlikely that this tactic would ever pay oﬀ.
While it was not done on purpose, another potential for cheating occurred due to a small
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group of three players being friends during one of the rounds. ey also happened to work
in the same building at the University of Glasgow. Because they all knew that they were
playing, they took some pictures of the inside of the building. is ëts with the design
of the EyeSpy rules which encourages the players to design their pictures for other people
rather than themselves. However, the game makes the assumption that the players will
not know each other. In the case where the number of players was small (there were only
another 6 players in that particular round of the trial), players that know each other might
forget about designing for the larger group. One player who was not part of their group
reported:
“But you could so tell what were his tags out of, sort of, if you know what somebody’s
doing, cause they’re always in that building they’re gonna tag obscure lifts. Like 4 or
8 of them and you’re like yeah, whatever […] just pain in the arse that it was always
down in engineering bit. It’s like, god I have to walk around there. Like a weirdo
taking pictures of signs and stuﬀ.”
In actuality, there were only a small number of tags that were made inside the groups’
building. However, taking these kind of pictures is fairly obscure to people who do not use
that building as shown by the quote above. While this does not seem to be a premeditated
attempt to cheat by this group, it shows one method by which a subgroup of players could
try and control the scoring. If the number of players in the subgroup was a majority, it
might end up excluding those players who are not in the group by making it impossible for
them to conërm tags.
A similar problem was how local naming would compare to non-local naming. Because
the players of the game are expected to have local knowledge, and they are designing their
tags to be easy to conërm by others with similar knowledge, they might not consider things
from a world view. One player tagged a building with the text snippet, “qm entrance.”
To students of the University of Glasgow, which most players were, this clearly means the
entrance to the Queen Margaret Student Union. But to non-locals, this might not mean
much at all.
One ënal method of cheating was not employed by any players, but one player had con-
sidered the possibility. is was to leave messages within the tags themselves:
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“… the only thing I ever thought of and I wouldn’t class it as cheating was that you
could leave messages on this.”
Such a technique could be used to ‘sign’ the tags that were made. en, if two or more
players were in league with each other, they could agree to only conërm tags that had been
signed by other members of the group. While this would be easy for text tags, it would
be more diﬃcult for photo tags. However, players could still write some text on a piece of
paper and then include it in the frame when taking the photograph. It is possible that such
tactics could backëre if other players became aware of it. ey might stop conërming tags
that had been signed. However, this is all speculation as this tactic was not employed by
any players.
In fact, none of the players considered any of their tactics to be cheating. Some even re-
ported that although they had considered ways that they could ‘cheat,’ they did not consider
the methods to be worthwhile:
“I didn’t play it tactically, sort of from that point of view, like oh I don’t want him
to win so I’m not going to tag ones that I think are his. I just went and if there was
10 tags I would trying get all the 10 tags every day … ”
e players who spoke about ideas they had come up with for cheating either did not try
them or were unable to gain an advantage using them.
Ultimately, no successful attempts at cheating were found in the initial trials. Some players
chose to play the game together, meaning that they would end up with similar tags. While
this is not cheating, it will produce duplicate by-products which is less useful than a greater
number of unique tags.
While many players reported that they could not think of a way to cheat within the game,
this discussion has shown that it was possible and would have aﬀected the quality of by-
products. As such, it is an important design consideration when making games with a
purpose.
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3.3.2 – Possible Improvements
Following on from EyeSpy, we investigated ways to address issues such as sociability and
saturation. e most obvious way to improve sociability is to make it a team game. For
example, teamsmay ënd ways to coordinate and combine their tagging, and enjoy the social
interaction of collaboration. One approach to dealing with the saturation of popular areas
is to have tags fade over time, so that players will have to revisit (and thereby keep up-to-
date) the tags in areas they ënd convenient to play in. Alternatively, the pay-oﬀ for players
who explore or ‘open up’ new areas for play could be increased. Areas that have not been
tagged enough could be marked as being worth extra points, or tags could be distributed
only for a given area so as to convince new players to play there. A diﬃcult issue here is
how to keep the game balanced despite changes to its structure. For example, a player who
has saturated an area and so built up a lead in the game may object to new and distant areas
opening up that may draw players away from conërming his or her tags in the older area.
Perhaps a more important issue is to do with the type of by-products produced by these
games. Because the games themselves do not answer direct requests for by-products, they
are designed to return a broad result set. While this is a good preemptive measure when the
exact needs of other systems are not known, in more speciëc or unusual requests the result
set might not be able to return suitable data. A solution to this would involve directing the
players in some way toward creating by-products that were speciëed by other systems.
Another possibility for improving the quality of by-products would be to use multiple sys-
tems that contribute to the same data set. is could broaden the range of tags by using
the strengths of the diﬀerent systems in gathering diﬀerent sorts of tags.
A further area of interest is how the level of play changes over time. Does the amount an
individual plays the game get more or less over an extended period of time? How long will
users play the game before they stop altogether and is there a way to prevent this?
e games with by-products that have been created thus far have been relatively simple.
However, the by-products have also been relatively simple. It may be possible that more
complex games could be constructed to solve more complex problems. For example, it has
been shown how an artiëcial virus spreading through a large scale multi-player virtual world
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could be used to model such outbreaks in a controlled environment with examples of how
people might behave in such situations [74]. It seems feasible that such an environment
could be used to generate a complex dataset of by-products as well.
Sociability might also be improved by creating more of a community around the game,
rather than changing the game rules and dynamics. One potential method of doing this
will be discussed in the next section.
3.3.2.1 – EyeSpy User Website
One possible solution to the problems of junk tags and the isolated feeling of the players
would be to construct a user website for the players of EyeSpy. e EyeSpy user website
could allow EyeSpy users to sign in and see their current score and which tags are making
them the greatest number of points. In addition, users could be allowed to browse the tags
they have received and conërmed.
A ‘thumbs up or thumbs down’ system to vote for tags could be used, with people receiving
points for contributing. Each tag could have a commenting system attached to it as well
with a similar voting mechanism. A map showing the location of the tag could also be
displayed to put it into some sort of context. Nearby tags which the user has received and
conërmed could also be displayed to help with this. A user would always receive points for
these votes but would receive more for voting with the crowd and less for voting against it.
is means that if more people vote a tag good than bad and a new user agrees with this
vote, then she would receive more points than if she had voted against them. ese points
would be added to the user’s total for the EyeSpy game.
In each case, users would not know how popular a tag or comment is until after they vote
on it. is could also be used as a means to determine which tags should be by-products. In
addition to requiring a certain number of conërmations within the game, tags would need
to reach a certain level of popularity on the website to be used as by-products. e most
popular comments may then be displayed with the tags. is would hopefully ëlter out
some of the junk tags and could also have the beneët of providing an ordering mechanism
for the tags when used as a by-product. at is, the tags for a location could be ordered by
how popular they were.
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is could lead to more quirky tags being included as by-products. is is because locals
might ënd things more interesting than would be expressible through the game alone. is
additional local knowledge could prove useful to, for example, a tourist website. It must
be remembered that tourists might want this information in addition to, or instead of, the
more regular tourist information. ere is no reason to assume that tourists have not been
to the location before or would only want the regular tourist information. ey may also
want more obscure information that only locals would know.
is voting and commenting system could also foster a sense of community to the players.
is could alleviate the problem of players feeling isolated.
e EyeSpy user website could also have a ‘hot spots’ map. is would be a map of the
playing area with a subsection marked as being ‘hot.’ When users create tags within this
area, they will be worth more once conërmed. e hot spot location could be updated on
a daily basis. e hot spot location would be determined by places in the game area which
have seen the least amount of tag creations in the last few days. is would hopefully
encourage the EyeSpy users to focus their eﬀorts on areas which had fewer tags.
In order to make this fair to all players, hot spot areas would need to temporarily reset the
users’ inability to make tags in places where they have done so before if they were in the hot
spot. However, they would still only be able to make one tag in a location during the reset
period. After the hot spot is no longer in eﬀect, the original conditions for taking tags will
come back into eﬀect for that area. e temporary removal of this barrier in the game-play
would encourage as much new data as possible for the hot spot area. However, removing
the barrier entirely would allow players to continually create the same tags over and over.
is will create duplicate images which defeats the purpose of creating as many unique and
useful by-products as possible.
While it seems clear that an EyeSpy user website could provide many beneëts, a diﬀerent
concept was used to try and solve EyeSpy’s problems. Due to time restrictions, only one
solution could be built and this solution will be discussed in the next chapter. However,
the points made here show that it is one solution to some of the minor problems with the
system.
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3.4 – Conclusions
In this chapter, a mobile game with by-products was created and tested. e game in-
volved user generated tasks in order to alleviate the monotony seen in some other games
with by-products. By bringing veriëcation into the mobile game, we were able to produce
one of the ërst full examples of human computation in a mobile context. e design of the
game was based on mobile phones which had location sensing technology and the ability
to take photographs. e game, called ‘EyeSpy,’ involved users tagging areas with tex-
tual and photographic descriptions. ese descriptions were swapped between the players
anonymously. Players had to then conërm the tags by trying to ënd the location in which
they weremade from nothingmore than viewing the textual and photographic descriptions.
is had the additional beneët of both creating and labeling geographically referenced pho-
tographs. However, the labels were attached to the location of the photographs, not the
photographs themselves. is meant that a label could apply to any photograph from the
same location and that each photograph could be described by any label from that loca-
tion. is could be useful in tourist websites because a search of the text labels could return
areas rather than speciëc photographs, allowing the users to get a feel for an entire area
rather than just photographs that were relevant to a speciëc landmark. In each case, these
by-products were proven to be recognizable because other players had successfully carried
out the conërm step. is recognizability would also be important if the tags were to be
used for a tourist website because it would help them navigate an area with which they were
unfamiliar.
e common design rules from Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 were applied to the design
of EyeSpy. ese helped to ensure the game was enjoyable to play and would produce
good quality by-products. In addition to showing the general design techniques involved,
we showed that there are issues which were speciëc to our game and to the mobile ëeld,
demonstrating that there will likely be unique design rules for each game with by-products.
e general rules show that designing games to encourage the creation of ‘good’ by-products
is important, as is designing elements that discourage the creation of ‘bad’ by-products. It
was shown that making assumptions about the players or the styles of play can lead to
mistakes in game design and that keeping the game dynamics more ìexible in early designs
can lead to unseen beneëts that can be carried through to later iterations. We also discussed
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the importance of creating additional game rules to keep the games fun and how it might be
beneëcial to implement a means for the players themselves to monitor and deal with people
trying to sabotage or ‘game’ the system. If designed correctly, these elements could allow
for better by-products from games designed to harness human computation. We believe
that games with by-products are a particularly good way of harnessing human computation
and that determining what makes the current, simpler games successful will be important
in the design of more complicated games that might create more complex by-products.
e EyeSpy trials have shown that human computation can be successfully applied to the
mobile domain. is is a good domain for human computation as using local knowledge
to get recognizable photographs of an area would be diﬃcult to achieve with automatic
means.
Our trial of the game demonstrated players’ orientation to certain navigational qualities of
the tags they created (i.e., recognizability and ënd-ability), as well as revealing the careful
design balance between game rules, how rules work out in practice, and the character of the
by-products that are produced. We also reìected on the human issues of designing for fun,
motivation, maintaining interest and accountability. e game used Wi-Fi for positioning
and to connect to the Internet. e game successfully produced the intended by-products
and the players reported that they found the game enjoyable.
However, the game had a saturation problem where a game area would become ‘used up’
and people who were winning the game would ënd it too diﬃcult to ënd places they could
play without going too far outwith their normal routine. It was also shown that the game
dynamic made it too diﬃcult for players to overtake the leader in the game, even when the
leader stopped playing. A last point was that, even with users generating the tasks, the game
still became monotonous after a while for some players.
e trials also raised some issues about the way that cheating might aﬀect by-products.
While it did not have a signiëcant impact on these trials, it shows the importance of de-
signing a mechanism that makes cheating hard or non-beneëcial.
e game dynamic of EyeSpy also led to broad tags being produced. is is because the
players themselves created the tags and wanted to make them as easy as possible for others
to ënd. However, since EyeSpy is designed to produce useful by-products, this may not
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always be desirable. EyeSpy has no mechanism to deal with speciëc requests for images.
For example, there is currently no way for a second application to tell EyeSpy that it wants
a picture from a speciëc location when there are no existing pictures in the database. If
EyeSpy was the source of all that application’s pictures, then having such a mechanism
would be important to addressing this situation.
It was suggested that multiple systems working together in this fashion might make the by-
products more usable. Another potential improvement would be to include bonus elements
in the game to help players overtake one another. It was also suggested that giving a lifetime
to tags could help with the saturation problem. Another solution was to make certain areas
open to tagging, even if they had been tagged before. A solution was presented to make the
game more sociable by introducing a player website.
By creating EyeSpy, we have demonstrated how to apply the common rules of web-based
games with by-products in the mobile domain and incorporated some new ideas to deal
with the challenges of mobile environments. We have also highlighted problems in that
design which may need to be addressed in future systems. is has helped in addressing
RQ2. e creation of EyeSpy has also provided us with the ground work necessary to begin
addressing RQ1 by creating a game in which users generated the human computation tasks.
e lessons learned from this will help inform ways in which we might augment the game
to match the needs of another system to produce more speciëcally required by-products.
ese augmentations to EyeSpy and the additional of a second system which can make
speciëc requests of the game will be the subject of the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Mutually Reinforcing Systems
e EyeSpy game has now been introduced and some of its strengths and weaknesses have
been discussed. While EyeSpy was successful in achieving its goals, there was room for im-
provement. In particular, the game had problems that made it less fun over time and the
by-products produced were fairly broad. In this chapter, we will discuss some augmenta-
tions that were made to EyeSpy, as well as discussing the introduction of a second system
that was used to work together with the game to help address these problems.
In EyeSpy, producing a mobile game allowed the designers to take advantage not only of
the players’ mental capabilities, but also of their physicality. EyeSpy was designed to be a
pervasive game that can be played over a geographical area for a long period of time, rather
than at a desktop. e game necessitates that players are mobile. e game did not demand
intense bursts of play with long individual sessions: players could ët the game into short
periods during their regular day and their movements became part of the game dynamic.
EyeSpy had the ability to ët into a player’s everyday life, the ability to take advantage of a
player’s local knowledge and the ability to take advantage of a player’s location. e goal
was to create a pervasive game with by-products and to ensure that the by-products were of
the highest quality.
One possible use of the by-products was in a location based image search engine. Location
based searching has been shown in the IDeixis system [118]. is used mobile camera
phones to perform location based searches by taking photographs. e photographs were
used to ënd similar images on theWorldWideWeb and then thematching web pages which
contained the images were returned to the user as results. A similar system is used by Google
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Goggles which allows the user to take photographs with a mobile camera phone.[¹] ese
photographs are then sent to Google’s servers and automatically analyzed for identiëable
information, returning relevant search results to the user. In both these cases, an image is
used to produce location based information that is presented to the user.
ese systems show that the power of Internet services can be used to work with mobile
information. is presents a possible means to approaching the problems with EyeSpy by
including a stronger Internet focused component. is led us to consider creating a tourist
website which was called ‘Realise.’
e design of the Realise website was inìuenced by IDeixis and Google Goggles. However,
rather than use photographs to return information about a location, Realise uses location
based information to return photographs.
Realise is a website that allows users to browse the geographically referenced photographs
produced by EyeSpy, see their location on a map and search them based on nearby text
tags. It also allows users to make requests for new photographs by describing their desired
photograph to the EyeSpy players. ese requests appear in the game as a special tag type
that requires the players to create a photograph that matches the description they have been
given.
Realise is essentially the location based image search engine that was discussed in Chapter
3. However, we have chosen to frame the search engine as a tourist website for pre-visiting
and post-visiting locations, as described by Brown and Chalmers [42]. As such, the Realise
website was intended to let users search for areas so that they could get a feel for them, ei-
ther before or after their intended visit. Pre-visiting using the Realise website allows tourists
to see what is nearby in the locations they plan to visit and what the locals consider rec-
ognizable. is could help them prepare for their visit or perhaps to help them navigate
an area they had not been to before, especially in showing the geographic relationships be-
tween landmarks. Post-visiting could be used to further explore the area beyond what was
achieved at the time of the visit, or it could be used to acquire additional photographs of a
place after a visit.
EyeSpy’s by-products might be particularly helpful for these purposes because the content is
[¹]http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles
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created by people using their local knowledge of an area to determine what is recognizable.
A common problem with electronic tourist guides is that they do not pick out things that
are directly helpful to orient a user and generally include some sort of blanket coverage
[119]. But because the images and descriptions of places in EyeSpy have been conërmed
as recognizable for the locations they are attached to, they can be used to orient users in a
more selective way. is is, of course, assuming that orientation will be useful to tourists.
It has already been discussed in Section 3.3.1 that the usefulness of a by-product is largely
determined by what it is used for. While a system may be designed to produce by-products
for a particular purpose, this does not mean that the by-products which do not match the
design are not useful in some other way.
Using user-generated information for tourism has already seen some success on web sites.
Dopplr’s social atlas allows tourists to share their own travel tips and information for places
they have visited.[²] is means that you get diﬀerent viewpoints and experiences about
a place rather than a guide book written by one person. However, in general, this means
that your information comes from other tourists rather than locals. While this is not a
disadvantage, there may be interesting places to visit that are not on the normal tourist
path and which only locals are likely to know about. e diﬀerence between what tourists
ënd important about an area and what locals ënd important can be seen in on-line ‘heat
maps.’[³] ese are based on the period of time over which people take photos. For example,
if people take photos of an area all within the same month, they are probably tourists. But if
they take photos over a period of many months or years, they are probably locals. While it
cannot be proven if this is an accurate way to identify locals and non-locals, it is interesting
to see the disparity between users who photograph a place over a short period of time and
those who continue to photograph it for a longer period. Assuming that the maps do show
a division between short term and long term occupants of places, these maps could let
people ënd or avoid common tourist spots depending on how they want to spend their
time. Some people may want to know where the popular tourist spots are, and others may
want to go oﬀ the beaten track but still see something interesting.
Brown et al. demonstrated a system called ‘George Square’ that allowed a mobile user and
a web user to co-visit a place, despite the diﬀerences in their physical locations [120]. is
[²]http://www.dopplr.com/socialatlas
[³]http://goo.gl/rqi5g
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demonstrates that physical location is not a prerequisite for having a shared experience and
supports the concept of pairing a tourist website with the EyeSpy game. In such a pairing,
the web users can share the experiences of the mobile users by browsing and searching the
photographs and textual descriptions of the various locations. Bell et al., talking about
the same ‘George Square’ system, also showed that the ìow of information need not be
unidirectional and that web users can help direct mobile users to points of interest [121].
is suggests that taking a similar approach and using a tourist website to direct the EyeSpy
players would have similar success.
Using systems together in this way might lead to a general improvement in games with
by-products. A system that is good at producing one kind of data can share that strength
with other systems, or two systems that produce the same type of by-product can be used
to form a larger dataset. If a system is bad at gathering one kind of data, it makes sense that
it should be able to request that data from another system which is better suited to the task.
is might be a missed opportunity in some of the systems mentioned in Section 2.3.2.
By working together, these systems might have beneëted from each others’ strengths. For
example, Peekaboom [57] uses an input dataset of tagged images to allow it to produce its
own by-products. Peekaboom’s output is a log of the pixels in an image that are associated
with a particular word. e tagged images which are used in Peekaboom are the by-product
of the ESP Game [6]. In this sense, the ESP Game is used to create game content for
Peekaboom, even though the ESP Game was not designed for that speciëc purpose. is
set of tagged images is something which Peekaboom could not have produced on its own.
However, Peekaboom could have also provided a useful function to the ESP Game. e
ESP Game’s primary purpose was to create a dataset that would power a search engine
for images. Since Peekaboom gathers the percentage of an image’s pixels that refer to a
given word, a beneët could have been provided to the search engine. By determining
what percentage of an image matches a search term, the results could have been sorted by
relevance. By outsourcing this aspect of gathering data for an image based search engine,
the ESP Game would be an even stronger system, reinforced by this additional data.
Peekaboom also has the ability to let users pass on an image. If enough users did this for an
image/label pair, it might suggest that the pairing is not as good as it should be. However,
currently Peekaboom does not communicate this to the ESP Game. If this communication
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had been possible, the ESP Game could have concentrated more users on these images to
produce better labels. is would then improve the quality of the dataset and make the
search results better in the image search engine. And, since these image/label pairs are used
by Peekaboom as well, it would mean that Peekaboom’s game content would be better and
less people would pass on images because of bad labels. Since the Phetch game [58] also
used the ESP Game’s results as part of its own operation, these eﬀects would feed into
that system as well. More accurate by-products from the ESP Game would lead to Phetch
having better input.
is demonstrates that if the systems worked more closely together then they could beneët
from each others’ strengths. Peekaboom could request that the ESP Game provide it with
better image/label pairs when necessary and, in return, it could supply the ESP Game with
relevance percentages for image/label pairs. e ability to communicate direct requests and
provide reinforcing data so that each system can beneët from the strengths of others has led
to the idea of mutually reinforcing systems.
Mutually reinforcing systems have the ability to receive and act on requests and the ability
to make requests of each other. In the scenario that was just described, the ESP Game
and Peekaboom would become mutually reinforcing systems. By working together to im-
prove the eﬃciency and quality of by-product creation, they would each do a better job of
achieving their goals.
e loop that they would form, where each system can make requests of the other, as well as
responding to requests and sharing data, is a strong element of mutually reinforcing systems.
is loop is the reinforcing element that allows the improvement of function. However,
the image search engine that uses the dataset from the ESP Game would not be part of the
described loop with Peekaboom. It may make sense for the image search engine to join the
loop or to form a separate loop with the ESP Game. is would make the ESP Game part
of two separate mutually reinforcing system loops, which might make more design sense
that creating a single larger loop.
e reason for this is that mutually reinforcing systems are, by their nature, coupled to other
systems. In software maintenance terms, coupling is not a good thing because it makes code
hard to maintain and creates strong dependencies between systems, making them harder
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to replace in the future. However, the negative eﬀects of coupling can be minimized by
limiting the complexities of the loops. e simplest way to do this is try to reduce the
number of systems that form a loop. e technique of sending and receiving requests also
limits the level of coupling as it allows a system to be replaced with one that is capable of
handling the same requests.
It should be noted that if the image search engine did form a mutually reinforcing system
loopwith the ESPGame, it would probably be of beneët to both systems. e search engine
could allow its users to say whether an image matched the search criteria they wanted. If
it did not, then a request could be sent to the ESP Game for a better label. e ESP
Game could then remove that text label and concentrate users on that image to produce
better labels. However, the bad label could still be included in the ‘taboo’ words of the ESP
Game. ese are words which the game prevents the users from submitting. is feature
was designed to prevent users entering the same labels again so that the users would enter
more diverse labels. However, in this instance, it would prevent the users from entering
the same bad label again. e ESP Game could then create a mode for more challenging
images (those for which the search engine users said the existing labels were poor). If the
users were making poor labels for these images, it would suggest that it is harder to create
good labels for them. is more challenging mode could make the game more fun for
experienced players. In this way, both systems beneët. By answering direct requests for by-
products, this should also eliminate another problem of current games with by-products,
which is their production of fairly broad by-products, rather than speciëcally needed ones.
A diagram showing the proposed mutually reinforcing system loops and their interactions
can be seen in Figure 4.1.
Another example could have been seen from the Treasure game, as discussed in Section
2.3.2.4. If there had been a required by-product of mapping Wi-Fi coverage (something
implicit in the game’s design but not recorded or used), then the server which acted as the
treasure chest and also allocated where coins were placed could have concentrated coins in
areas where more information was needed. is would have forced users into those areas
and would have the eﬀect of better mapping theWi-Fi coverage. As part of a mutually rein-
forcing system, there may have been a second application which displayed Wi-Fi coverage
to a user. If the user wanted to know about a diﬀerent part of the map or have an existing
part deëned with better granularity, this might have fed back into the Treasure game as
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Figure 4.1: Two proposed mutually reinforcing system loops and their interac-
tions. e requests, responses and reinforcers are indicated by the corresponding
fonts shown in the key.
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well.
Feedback loops of this nature are also seen in human constructed systems like law. A good
example of this can be seen in the game ‘Nomic,’ as proposed by Peter Suber [122]. is
game is based on a set of initial rules where the point of the game is to propose and pass
new rules in an eﬀort to allow you to win the game rather than the other players. Of course,
even this basic principle can be changed during play. By having the players do the human
computation of creating the rules, the system in Nomic can become very complex, but is
still able to maintain its stability. In a sense, the players are all reinforcing the system of
rules, but are also changing it in ways that cannot be predicted or controlled. Games with
by-products have already been discussed as being well suited to changeable environments
requiring high levels of adaptation. However, players may adapt in ways that do not suit the
original system design and the required by-products. Nomic demonstrates that it is possible
to place restrictions on a system without making it less stable. is opens the possibility for
Realise to restrict game-play to ët its own needs, but still maintain a stable game dynamic.
While the EyeSpy players adapt to their environment, the Realise users adapt to the EyeSpy
players and encourage changes in the game dynamic to ensure that the required by-products
are created.
As has been said, there are two main problems with the EyeSpy game: the produced by-
products are broad and are not guaranteed to be those which are needed, and the game-play
becomes less fun over time due to monotony and to diﬃculty in overtaking other players.
Mutually reinforcing systems try to tackle these problems by allowing the ënal systemwhich
uses the dataset to make direct requests of the games so that speciëc data can be gathered
when needed. It is expected that these requests will generally represent holes in the dataset
that the game is not ëlling on its own. us, game-play based on ëlling these holes should
provide a diﬀerent experience for players because there are new types of task which the game
did not have before.
In order to explore this idea, EyeSpy was augmented and a second system, Realise, was
created. For this to work, EyeSpy needed to allow the Realise website to make requests
for speciëc information from the game. EyeSpy could then turn these requests into game
elements to encourage the users to gather the required information.
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It was hoped that these design changes would address the monotony of the game by having
an additional tag type that would be random, and not guaranteed. Since these tags would
need to be given priority (so that they can be sent back to the other system as quickly as
possible), they would be worth more points and have a time based points system associated
with them. is would mean that the quicker a player dealt with a priority target, the more
points he or she would be likely to receive. e variable nature of the points might help
alleviate the problem of users having diﬃculty overtaking the leader. Also, because it was
important that these pictures be returned quickly, the limitation of not being able to re-tag
a location was removed for this tag type. is is still fair because the users themselves are
not choosing the location, they are just answering a request. is would go some way to
alleviating the saturation problem as well.
Lastly, it was hoped that these design changes would allow other users to make speciëc
requests of the EyeSpy system so that the exact information that was needed could be gath-
ered. is means that not all of EyeSpy’s by-products need be as broad.
is chapter will detail the initial work that was carried out on Realise and the augmen-
tations that were applied to EyeSpy, as well as discussing some of the outcomes from that
work.
4.1 – System Design
In Section 3.1, we were able to design the EyeSpy game around a set of rules that were
taken from the discovery of common elements found in existing games with by-products.
e results of the trial show that this method proved to be successful for the most part.
However, in constructing the Realise website we did not have a strong model to follow
because such a system does not seem to exist. As such, the design of Realise was based on
satisfying the needs of its users as well as to try and solve speciëc problems in EyeSpy.
As has already been discussed, Realise was intended to be a website for pre-visiting and
post-visiting locations. is takes the form of allowing users to search for a location then
photographs of that location are returned. However, it is possible that several locations will
match the search criteria and so photographs from all matching locations will be returned.
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While it might seem sensible to return just locations rather than all the photographs within
them, it is very possible that a photograph might be in the right area, but not of the land-
mark which users are searching for. If only locations were returned, this would mean the
users would not ënd what they were looking for.
e photographs in Realise are exclusively taken from EyeSpy. is ensures that the pho-
tographs within Realise have been proven to be recognizable by players of the game. It was
hoped that this selectivity of photographs would be beneëcial to tourists because it would
show only places that were recognizable. It was also hoped that the relatively impersonal
nature of the EyeSpy photographs (the photographs concentrated mostly on recognizable,
non-transient objects rather than people or situations) would be of beneët to tourists as
well. is may not always be true, of course. For example, if there was some sort of festival,
tourists might want to get a feel for it, but Realise’s focus was mainly on exploring areas,
not activities within them.
In addition to the photographs being taken from EyeSpy, the textual descriptions from the
game are what power the search system. When users enter search terms, all the textual
descriptions from EyeSpy are searched and when any of them contain one or more of the
search terms, they are returned as correct results. Since each description and photograph in
EyeSpy is geographically referenced, we can then return all the photographs that are in the
same location as matching descriptions. A results page showing the basic Realise interface
can be seen in Figure 4.2.
e default ordering of the results in Realise was by relevance to search terms. is mode
of operation was intended to return photographs from the location that were most relevant
to the search terms. e location descriptions were compared with the search terms and, if
there was more than one term, descriptions that contained a larger number of them would
be returned ërst. If descriptions were found to contain the same number of search terms,
then those that had a fewer number of other words were returned ërst. While further
optimizations might have made this a more powerful feature, the priority for the amount
of development time available was on returning valid results and it was believed that this
solution would work well enough.
e second ordering option would simply return the photographs in the order they were
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Figure 4.2: e main results page for the Realise website showing results for a
user entered search. For each result, users have the option to see the full sized
image, save the image, report the image, see the image’s location on a map or
see photos that are near it. ey can also order the results by relevance, date
or recognizability (the number of times the image was conërmed by EyeSpy
players).
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created, with the newest being returned ërst. e photographs on the Realise website always
have their creation date displayed along with them.
e third ordering option would return the photographs based on the number of times
they had been conërmed by the EyeSpy players. is ordering was called ‘recognition level’
because it was believed that the more times a photograph had been conërmed, the more
recognizable it must be. An example of this eﬀect can be seen in Figure 4.2. Although the
search is for, “boyd orr,” which is one of the buildings in the University campus, the ërst
image returned is for the Wolfson Medical School Building which is across the road from
the Boyd Orr Building. However, the Wolfson Medical School Building photograph has
been conërmed more times than any photographs of the Boyd Orr Building. Because of
this, the recognition level ordering has returned this photograph ërst because it is in the
same area but more more easily conërmed by the EyeSpy players than photographs of the
Boyd Orr Building.
Unlike traditional search engines, Realise allows the users to enter a null search term, and
this is what is presented when a user ërst visits the website. is simply means that nothing
is entered for the search term and all photographs in the system are returned, ordered in
whichever way is currently selected. is has the beneët of allowing the users to browse the
photographs for interesting locations if they have no speciëc search term in mind. In some
senses, the search terms act more as a ëlter, reducing the number of photographs returned
from the entire set.
When photographs are returned in a list, the users have several options open to them for
each one. e thumbnail that is presented can be clicked to reveal a full size version of the
image and the users can choose to save a copy of the photograph to their computer. Users
are also able to see the location of the photograph on a map.
An important option is the ability to report images that contain inappropriate content.
While the agreement and consensus rules of EyeSpy should prevent ‘bad’ tags from being
included, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, these may still allow tags that will be ‘bad’ for
Realise. For example, in Section 3.1.1 we said that a ‘good’ tag in EyeSpy was one that was
well chosen to describe a location such that others could ënd it. However, this is a very
general description and there may be speciëc exceptions to it which cannot be predicted.
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For example, an EyeSpy player may take a picture of a well known landmark which just
happens to have some graﬃti on it of oﬀensive language. is may allow the location to
be conërmed within EyeSpy, but it may still be considered inappropriate by Realise users.
Rather than try to predict all the unlikely possibilities, it makes more sense to have a fail safe
where the Realise users can report inappropriate content. is use of human computation
to add another check to the validity of by-products will strengthen the data set produced
by EyeSpy. When a user reports an image, it is immediately removed from their view of
the results in Realise. However, it will still be viewable to other users in the system until a
threshold is reached. When this threshold is reached, the photograph will be removed from
the system entirely. Although Realise is not a game, this can be considered an application
of the consensus rule.
A further possibility could be to alert the EyeSpy game to the inappropriate content. e
game rules could then be augmented to discriminate against the creation of such tags by
negating the points gained from them or by applying some other penalty to the players who
created them.
A novel option for each photograph returned by Realise is to view nearby photos. Select-
ing this option will return a new page showing other photographs in the same location. In
essence, this is the location view to allow users to get the feel for a place. is allows the users
to distinguish which photographs returned from a search are for the same location, rather
than being from diﬀerent locations which may have matched the search terms. e nearby
photos option works by using the selected photograph as a base point, then returning all
photographs within a speciëed radius. While this would be possible with other geographi-
cally referenced photographic databases, the selective quality of the EyeSpy database allows
Realise to present only recognizable images from the location.
A last major feature of Realise is the ability to request new photographs. In the case that the
existing dataset from EyeSpy does not cover the needs of a Realise user, a new photo can
be requested from the game. To request a photo, Realise users simply enter a description
of what it is they want a picture of. is is sent to EyeSpy and incorporated into the game-
play. When a photograph is returned by the EyeSpy players, the Realise user who requested
it will receive an email to inform them of the success. However, photographs will not be
returned until they have been validated by EyeSpy. e returned photographs are displayed
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in their own sections of the website, unique to each user. In order to give all the Realise
users a chance for their requests to be satisëed by EyeSpy, requests were restricted to ten per
day for each user, and this was reset at the start of each day.
e designers settled on ten requests per day because it was believed that less than this
amount would be unhelpful if a new area needed to be discovered for pre-visiting. However,
it was believed that more than ten requests per day would ìood the system and prevent
everyone from having their requests satisëed.
e ërst section to display the returned photographs is almost exactly the same as the section
for displaying all images. It has all the same features and options, but only gives results from
the set of returned photographs for the current user.
e second section to display the returned photographs is simply a list of all the requests
that have been made and the photographs that have been returned in response to each one.
While the photos have the same options as the other sections (view nearby photos, view
map, report photo and save photo), the results in this screen cannot be searched or ordered.
is decision was largely due to time constraints rather than technical restrictions.
It should be noted that the design of Realise was not to create a great search engine, but one
with novel features. Had time not been a factor, the results of searches based on the same
data might have been improved with more eﬀective algorithms but no time was available to
research this complex subject as it was not considered a priority for answering the research
questions.
In order for the ‘request photo’ feature of Realise to work, some augmentations needed to
be made to the EyeSpy game. e ërst change that was made was to change the name of
‘tags’ to ‘targets.’ In interviews with participants of the initial trials, it was found that people
found the term ‘tag’ confusing. As such, it was changed to something that the designers
felt would be more easy to understand. As such, the interface would now show the options
to ‘create targets’ and ‘conërm targets.’
A new target type was also added to the game in addition to the existing photo and text
targets. is target type was called a ‘priority target.’ is name was chosen to encourage
the users to give priority to these targets over the others in the game. It was felt, since
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the Realise users were waiting for these speciëc photographs to be returned, that the game
should encourage the return of these photos faster than the existing target types.
e priority targets were shown to the users as textual descriptions (similar to the existing
text targets). However, during the conërm step, users were asked to take a photograph that
matched the description. Although this was presented to the users as a conërm step, it
would always be successful, unlike conërm steps for the other target types which required
users to be in the correct location. is is because there is no way for the game to know
if the user is in the correct location. is potentially means that the photograph could be
taken anywhere and of anything and the conërm step would still allow it. Obviously, this is
not an ideal solution. While it may have been possible for the Realise users to have deëned
where they wanted the photograph to be taken using a digital map, such a solution would
prevent the EyeSpy users taking advantage of their local knowledge to determine the best
spot to take the photograph. e designers felt this ran in contradiction to the spirit of the
game and, as such, the common rules of games with a purpose were applied in order to use
a human computation solution to this problem.
Payment Through Entertainment
Because the Realise users were waiting for their requests to be fulëlled, the designers wanted
to encourage the EyeSpy players to conërm new priority targets as quickly as possible. Even
the choice of name and placement within the EyeSpy interface was intended to encourage
users to address these targets before anything else.
A second means to make the priority targets popular to the players was to make them worth
more points than the other target types. e system for achieving this worked in three ways.
Firstly, the points for conërming a priority target were based on the time from when the
player ërst viewed the target description until it was conërmed. e quicker a player con-
ërmed a priority target, the more points it would be worth. e scale for diminishing the
worth of priority targets was not linear, with the number of points a priority target was
worth dropping quickly at the start, then more slowly until 24 hours had passed.
e second means to making the priority targets worth more points was to ensure that even
after 24 hours from the ërst viewing, priority targets were still worth 50% more than the
other two target types.
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e third aspect to making the priority targets worth more was to do with the photograph
that was produced during the conërm step. is photograph was put back into the game
like a regularly created photo target. is was necessary to ensure human validation would
occur and determine if the photograph could be included in the regular results for the
website. However, a second beneët of this is that players would receive conërmation points
whenever their photograph was conërmed by other players. is ensures that even though
the photographs are designed for speciëc website users, they still must be recognizable by
the other players.
While priority targets are worth a lot of points to the players, the players will not immedi-
ately receive these points when they go through the conërm step. is is because we require
other players to independently select the same location for that priority target before it can
be conërmed that this is the correct location. We also need to ensure that the photograph
itself is ëndable by other players to ensure that it is not just a bad photograph in the cor-
rect location. Only once both these steps have been achieved will photographs be sent to
the website. At this point, the Realise users must decide whether or not the photograph
matches their description. If so, they can accept it and the EyeSpy players will ënally receive
their points. However, in order for players to keep track of how many points they are due,
a separate score is shown to them, marked as the ‘potential score.’ is lists the points that
the players are waiting to receive assuming that they pass the validation steps.
e Realise website allows users to make requests for photographs when the existing dataset
does not satisfy their needs. is most likely happens when users search for an image and
do not get the results they want. ey can then request that better results are produced.
ese requests can be very speciëc, but they can also rely on local knowledge or human
decision making, such as “a tree” or “the nearest subway to Glasgow University.” In this
sense, the website is no longer just an image search engine with the option to request that
‘holes’ in the dataset be ëlled. An entirely new function has been added where labeling of
images is descriptive in a subjective way. is ability would not have been possible without
being part of a mutually reinforcing system loop. is is generally avoided in games with
by-products because objective data is considered more valuable (leading to agreement rules
between randomly paired players in order to create such objectivity).
However, it is not always the case that objective data is more valuable. In this instance,
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where the person who requires the photo is the onemaking the request, we can see that there
is a need for subjective opinion if they have asked for it. is can be seen even more clearly
when the Realise user requests something like, “the best pub in the west end of Glasgow.”
However, this need not necessarily be included in the general search engine until it has also
been conërmed by other players. is is an important design point. While the Realise user
may be happy with a photo because it fulëlled their particular needs, that does not mean it
is labeled in a useful way for other users. e existing game mechanic can be helpful in this
instance. Since the photo that was taken for the priority target had location information,
it can still be used with the existing text targets for that location. However, we still need
to know if the image is generic enough to be part of a general search for that area. is
can be achieved by putting the image back into the game as a regular photo target. is
also means that players who make priority targets will have the opportunity to get points
from the photo a second time when it becomes a photo target. If enough players conërm
the photo as a photo target, it means it is recognizable enough to be used as a search result
on the Realise website. In the end, this validation step was required both to include the
photograph in the general results and before it was returned to the requester. is was done
to ensure that junk tags were not returned.
Allowing the EyeSpy players to fulëll the requests of the website users creates a diﬀerent
game dynamic than when the EyeSpy players are creating and conërming targets amongst
themselves. e website users will likely make requests for photographs that are not already
in the system. is means there is a greater likelihood that the requests will be for things
that the players would not pick on their own, which will make the game more varied.
Additionally, the website users may make requests which call upon the EyeSpy players to
give subjective opinions which are not supported by the existing game dynamic.
Game Types
While the principal game type of EyeSpy is largely unchanged, the priority tags do not ët
the rules of an inversion-problem game. e priority tags would be more aptly described
as ëtting the rules of an output-agreement game, as described in Section 2.3.2.1. is is
because the players are given the same input (the description of a place) and then asked
to create a photograph for that description. While the photographs themselves may vary a
great deal, the location in which they are taken needs to be the same before a photograph is
accepted. It is this location output that must be agreed on, and for this reason the priority
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targets can be considered to operate as an output-agreement game.
is means that EyeSpy now operates within two diﬀerent game types. is should help to
add variety to the game-play and hopefully make the game less monotonous for the players.
Human Validation
As has been discussed already, an additional layer of human validation was incorporated for
the new priority targets. Essentially, priority targets for the same request from Realise must
be made in the same area for the EyeSpy players to gain points. However, in the initial trial,
we only required two players to agree on a location before both photographs were accepted.
is was not ideal and the threshold would normally have been made higher, but the time
taken to go through this validation step, and have the photographs validated as a regular
photo target was expected to take a long time in a trial with a small number of players. As
such, it was felt that lowering the requirements of this ërst human validation step would
allow Realise requests to be returned more quickly.
It should be noted, however, that priority targets were not limited to one location for vali-
dation. It is entirely possible that two or more locations could be used successfully, as long
as at least one other user agreed on each location. Since each player only had one chance
to conërm a priority target, they would have to choose their location carefully and try to
predict what location would be most popular for the target. However, even if they chose a
location that no one else agreed on, they could still gain points when their photograph was
put back into the game as a regular photo target.
Using Recorded User Actions
As discussed in Section 3.1, EyeSpy has no real need for the beneëts of using recorded user
actions. Adding the new priority targets to the game has not changed this. However, it
is possible that, should there not be enough requests from the website, previous requests
could be resent to the game.
As has been discussed, there are many beneëts to having priority targets in the game and it
should be ensured that they continue to exist, even if the Realise users make no requests.
However, due to time constraints, this feature was not implemented since the designers did
not expect it to be an issue during the trials of the systems.
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Keeping Play Competitive
It was hoped that themore variable nature of priority targets (variable points and irregularity
of assignment) would make them feel like ‘bonus’ elements in the game. is was intended
to make it easier for players to overtake one another as it allowed players who could not play
as often to at least have a chance to keep up with the leaders. Even if this is not very likely
(the top players also have the ability to take advantage of the priority targets), supplying an
irregular scoring element introduces the possibility of catching up, and it was hoped that
this would be enough to encourage people to keep playing. While it could be possible to
restrict access to priority targets to players who are in the lead (thus making it easier for
other players to catch up), it was felt by the game designers that this would be unfair to
those who were doing the most work by playing the game the most.
Keeping play competitive does not only apply to the players who are falling behind the
leaders. e leaders themselves need to be encouraged to continue playing. If a leader is too
far ahead, they may see no challenge in continuing to play and thus stop playing entirely. It
is beneëcial to all players that game-play is kept competitive. e bonus element of priority
targets could help with this.
A second issue in keeping play competitive for the leaders is to minimize the saturation
problem that was mentioned in Section 3.3.1. e saturation problem occurs because of a
diversity rule, discussed in Section 3.1.1, to ensure that players always target new locations
instead of repeating them. However, in order to help alleviate the saturation problem,
priority targets are exempt from this rule.
A new feature was added to the EyeSpy game in the form of an indicator to let users know
that they were near one of the targets in their list. However, the indicator had ten times
the range that was required for actually conërming the target, so the users would still need
to ënd the target to get close enough to conërm it. is feature was added to allow people
who were less familiar with an area to have a chance of competing with players that were.
e design goals of EyeSpy and Realise have now been discussed, but we must re-address
the issue of preventing cheating in the systems and maintaining good quality by-products.
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4.1.1 – Designing Against Cheating
It should be noted that the previous trials of EyeSpy saw no successful attempts to game the
system. However, one player attempted to examine the packets that the phone sent to the
game server in order to artiëcially increase his score. Two players had the idea of examining
how the tag ëles were stored in the phone’s memory in order to discover who made each
tag. ey planned to use the information so that they might collude with other players by
only conërming each others’ tags. None of these tactics proved successful.
It is encouraging to note that these tactics revolved round the technology rather than the
game rules. is implies that there were no obvious ways to game the system using the
interface that was presented. However, the changes made to EyeSpy and the inclusion of
a second system means that we must re-address the situation to ensure that we are taking
appropriate measures to prevent cheating which might be destructive to fair play and to
ensure good quality by-products.
e Realise website introduces an interesting point about mutually reinforcing systems.
e systems are supposed to govern themselves and trust each other to do so. For example,
the EyeSpy game dynamic is set up to produce the best tags possible. Similarly, the website
is presented to the users in such a way that their requests should supply good game data.
However, what if EyeSpy did not require the conërmation step? Anything could be sent out
of the system. ere would be no prevention to stop people from sending abusive pictures
instead of legitimate ones. ere is also nothing to stop the website users from sending
requests that contain swear words or other obscene language.
e solution to this problem is one that has been adopted before in cases of user generated
content. For each place that user generated content is displayed, an option will be given
to ìag the data. is means that EyeSpy users should be given the option to ìag a target
that contains obscene material. Similarly, the website users should be able to ìag photos
that do the same. is is not an ideal solution as it does not prevent the content from ever
being seen. In the case of text, certain oﬀensive words could be screened for. However,
images pose more of a problem. One of the points of the ESP Game [6] was to get humans
to label images because computers are not good at it. erefore, it only makes sense that
it would be diﬃcult to screen for abusive images without a human saying that they were
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abusive. In a way, this legitimizes the solution that is proposed as we are once again getting
humans to solve a problem that computers ënd diﬃcult, but it is still not ideal. e general
failures and successes of ìagging systems have already been discussed in Section 3.3.1 and
so will not be discussed again here. However, due to time constraints, the EyeSpy system
still provides no ability to ìag targets. is was believed to be a more important feature for
Realise because receiving abusive photographs in response to requests was a more probable
possibility than the existing target types in the EyeSpy game.
While there is no ìagging system in EyeSpy, there was already a mechanism for players
to permanently delete targets which they could not conërm (as opposed to deleting them
to free up a download slot to get an easier target). is was discussed under the rules to
keep play competitive in Section 3.1. is mechanism was extended slightly in the new
version of EyeSpy so that a target which was permanently deleted by three or more players
would be removed from play entirely. is serves some of the purpose of a ìagging system
which is to remove ‘bad’ targets from the game. However, a true ìagging system would
reprimand the user who created the image in some way, and this was not implemented. As
such, the players had no reason to feel guilty about permanently deleting a tag. Even if it
was removed from the system, the original creator was unlikely to receive points from it
anyway, and that creator was not punished in any way. Similarly, the new priority targets
were subject to this same system.
Agreement Rules
Because the priority targets produce photographs that are put back into the game as regular
photo targets, this introduces the possibility for people to simply create new photographs
and ignore the request description. is would eﬀectively double the allowance for creating
photo targets. However, it is unlikely that such locations would be conërmed as priority
targets, so the players could potentially be giving up a large number of points, even if they
gained regular photo target conërmation points. In any case, even if they did this, the lack
of agreement on a location means it is unlikely that such photos would be returned to the
Realise users. erefore, it is expected that the agreement rule to ensure that a location is
accurate will be a good incentive to reduce the number of people ignoring the requests and
just making their own photographs. And, even if they do, this will not likely get back to
the Realise user who made the request and will still produce good quality by-products for
the rest of the website.
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Consensus Rules
e consensus rules from the previous version of EyeSpy are essentially the same. e new
priority targets require a consensus among players to agree that the correct location has been
chosen for the request description. However, due to the relatively small number of players
in the trial, the threshold number of users required to agree on a location was only set to
two. In eﬀect, this reduces the consensus rule to the level of an agreement rule. However,
in a larger scale deployment, this threshold could be increased.
Anonymity Rules
e anonymity rules within the EyeSpy game remain largely unchanged. However, the
addition of a second system introduces a potential problem. What if the website users are
colluding with the EyeSpy players? Or, evenmore worrying, what if the Realise users are also
EyeSpy players? It is possible that the Realise user could send requests to EyeSpy which only
a set group of players would be able to conërm either due to some privileged knowledge or
use of a coding system. However, the need for other users (randomly assigned) to conërm
the location and the photograph means that at least two EyeSpy players would need to be
in on it, and possibly more, making it less likely that this would work. However, with
the potential payoﬀ being quite high due to the increased points for priority targets, it is
perhaps more likely that people will attempt this method of gaming the system. is is a
very real problem and the only solution within the current design would be to increase the
threshold for people to agree on location before points are returned to the player. However,
because this would increase the time it would take for requests to be returned to the Realise
users, this was not done. However, while the situation may not be that likely, the problem
remains a ìaw in the system design.
Diversity Rules
e exclusion of the priority targets from the previous diversity rule, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.1, is only intended to allow leading players to get round the saturation problem.
However, it is possible to simply use this as another way to create regular photo tags in the
same location as previous ones. While this is a possibility, actually using the priority tags
properly is worth far more points than this tactic. As such, it would not be particularly
beneëcial for players to use the priority targets to get round the diversity rule. In the end,
the designers did not feel this would be a signiëcant issue.
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Competitive Rules
A problem of the previous trials that was believed to be anti-competitive was the use of
strategic syncing to keep one player’s tags dominant in the system. Players who synced
their tags to the server early were more likely to have their tags spread between the other
players. While this problem was not eliminated completely, the syncing in EyeSpy was
changed from a manual to an automatic procedure and was carried out every time that a
target was created or conërmed. is regularity of syncing meant that perhaps only one
target or so would have an advantage rather than all the tags of a single user. It was expected
that this would reduce the problems of manual syncing.
Some changes were made to the technology used in the EyeSpy game and this should be
discussed. Also, the technologies used to create the website should be discussed to show
how the systems were able to work together. is will be discussed in the next section.
4.1.2 – Technology
e Realise website included the ability to view the location of photographs on a map,
showing the location where they were taken. e maps system used the Google Maps API
to create a pin showing the location. eGoogleMaps API was created so that programmers
could easily include map-based interfaces into their systems.[⁴] is can be seen in Figure
4.3.
In order to allow for the map system to work on the Realise website, the target’s locations
needed to be changed from a ëngerprint based system to a system that incorporated latitude
and longitude. e EyeSpy game was moved from theWindowsMobile iMate-SP5 phones
to Apple iPhones running iOS.e reason for this choice was the iPhone’s location sensing
technologies which incorporated Wi-Fi, cell tower and GPS positioning in order to get the
best possible location ëx in a variety of environments. Some screen shots of the EyeSpy
game client can be seen in Figure 4.4.
While this solved the issue for new targets that were created, it still did not allow the existing
EyeSpy photographs and descriptions from the Windows Mobile version of the game to be
included on the website. In order to allow these to be used, they were run through a system
[⁴]http://code.google.com/apis/maps
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Figure 4.3: A map view of a photo result from the Realise website. is allows
Realise users to see where a photo was taken by viewing its location on a map.
Figure 4.4: Screen shots from the EyeSpy game on the iPhone showing, from
left to right: the create screen (where players can make image and text targets),
the targets screen (where players can browse the targets which have to be con-
ërmed), an image target screen (where users can conërm an image target, see
its full text or when it was created) showing an unsuccessful attempt to conërm
the target, and a text target detail screen (where users can conërm a text target,
see its full text or when it was created).
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called ‘Skyhook.’[⁵] Skyhook is a system that allows programmers to get the best location ëx
possible from entering Wi-Fi, cell tower and GPS information. However, in the case of the
Windows Mobile EyeSpy data, just having the Wi-Fi ëngerprints for each photograph and
text description was enough information for Skyhook to produce a latitude and longitude
for each one.
e syncing system for the new version of EyeSpy used the 3G data connection on the
phones. is was important in allowing automatic syncing which kept the game more
competitive and prevented the syncing procedure from being used tactically.
EyeSpy and Realise have a similar setup to allow them to connect to each other. e sys-
tems each have a client and a database. e EyeSpy game is currently implemented as a
phone-based game using the phone’s GPS hardware and camera to create geographically
referenced photographs and text. e EyeSpy database contains all these photographs and
text descriptions so that other systems can access the dataset through a web service.
e Realise website accesses the EyeSpy web service so that it can display the photographs
to the website users. It also contains its own database storing user and request information.
In addition to this, the EyeSpy web service allows the website to add requests to the EyeSpy
game. e Realise website also has a web service to allow the EyeSpy game to alert the
website whenever a request is fulëlled by the game. e Realise website can then email the
user who requested the photograph to let them know.
Using web services to keep this separation between systems means that other games with
diﬀerent styles of play can be added later on. is could be beneëcial if there was a new
system which could create a diﬀerent sort of photograph. is will allow the website to
maintain a strong stream of photographs into the system. Since the database for EyeSpy is
kept separate from the client and a web service is used to access it from the Realise website,
this means that a new game could have its database plugged into the EyeSpy web service,
and the website would not have to change any of its code. Similarly, the EyeSpy game
could be replaced completely and the website could be pointed to the web service of a new
game that implemented the same services as EyeSpy. is limits the coupling between the
systems.
[⁵]http://www.skyhookwireless.com
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is use of web services also means that systems other than the Realise website could make
use of the EyeSpy database. More systems with diﬀerent goals making requests of EyeSpy
could also create more varied tasks for the game-players to carry out which would make the
game more challenging and enjoyable.
e Realise website was implemented as a fairly straightforward search engine. When a
user searches using keywords, the website sends a request to the EyeSpy web service telling
it the keywords and how the results should be ordered. e EyeSpy web service then checks
to see if those keywords exists in any of the text labels in the dataset. For every matching
label that is found, the EyeSpy web service returns images that were taken in the same area
as the matching label.
e initial work on porting EyeSpy to iOS from Windows Mobile was undertaken by Dr.
Marek Bell. is rough version was then recoded and cleaned up by the author with help
from Don McMillan, Owain Brown and Alistair Morrison. e Realise website was coded
entirely by the author.
e design of the two systems has now been discussed in depth, but a trial was required
was to test the design and determine any problems that would need to be resolved in future
versions.
4.2 – Trial Design
To test the Realise website design and the changes to the EyeSpy game, they were trialled
with 15 participants. 5 of these participants were assigned to the Realise website (1 female
and 4 male) and 10 assigned to the EyeSpy game (7 female and 3 male). e trial lasted
for two weeks. e game was not seeded with existing targets, but the by-products from
previous trials were included in the Realise website.
e EyeSpy players were paid £10 for each week that they played. e winner was given
double the amount as a prize. is was done to encourage a sense of competition between
the players. e Realise users were paid £10 for each week that they took part.
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7 of the EyeSpy players were drawn from computing science students, 1 was an engineering
student, 1 was a biomedical student and 1 was an environmental chemist. None of the
computing science students were friends, but the other three players were. e players all
worked, studied or lived in the area of the city around the University of Glasgow were the
game would principally be played. As before, this acted as a natural limit to the ‘game area.’
e players were asked to concentrate their play within this area though there were some
tags that were further removed from the main campus. All players were interviewed at the
end of the trial.
1 of the Realise users was a computing science student, the other 4 had no current connec-
tion to the University. e computing science student did know two of the other users.
All the website users were familiar with the University campus where the game would take
place. e website users were told that the EyeSpy players would be within the University
campus during play and that requests outside of this area were unlikely to be satisëed. All
users were interviewed at the end of the trial.
While the interviews for the previous trials had focused on by-products, this trial focused
on ënding out how people felt about the dynamic between the two systems.
e next section will discuss the initial ëndings from the ërst trial of Realise and EyeSpy
working together. is will show how the results led to improvements for the next iteration
of the systems.
4.3 – Initial Findings
e trial produced 230 images and 133 text descriptions. 63 of the images (27%) were
produced in response to requests made to EyeSpy from the Realise website. Out of a total
of 363 images and text labels, 63% were images and 37% were text. On average, users
produced 24 targets during the game: 15 images and 9 text labels.
Almost a third of all images produced were to fulëll the direct needs of Realise website users.
is strong level of directed eﬀort is a major beneët of mutually reinforcing systems as it
ensures that the by-products produced are those which are needed.
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A total of 66 requests were made by the Realise users. However, only 26 of these requests
(39%) were satisëed. rough examining the trial data and interviewing the participants,
this relatively poor return on requests seems to stem from EyeSpy not being able to keep
up with the number of requests that were made. Essentially, the Realise users made a large
number of requests and the current game dynamic took too long to produce responses.
Speciëcally, it seems to be the two step conërmation procedure that is slowing things down.
Having to wait for other users to conërm the location and the quality of the photographs
means that not enough images are getting back to the Realise users quickly enough. e
Realise users themselves reported that they were often waiting several days for a response
to requests and that the responses they did get mostly came in the last few days of the
trial. However, the Realise users continued to make new requests each day before they had
received responses to their previous requests. In some cases, repeating their earlier requests
in hopes that they would return a photograph more quickly on a second or third attempt.
is also proved to be annoying to the EyeSpy players who reported that they received the
same request on two consecutive days and thought it was a bug in the system (when in fact
it was two similar requests from the same Realise user). In several cases, the Realise users
stopped making requests after the ërst few days because they had not had any responses
and assumed the system was not working. It was not until they started receiving responses
that they began to make more requests in the latter half of the trial, at which point there
was not enough time in the trial for responses to be made, conërmed and returned.
e players also felt that the timer based scoring mechanism did not feel fair. In some cases,
they would be lucky enough to be near a priority target’s location and in other cases, simply
traveling to that spot would lose them a great deal of potential points. Even though this was
still more points than for the other tag types, players felt that it was too much about luck
whether or not this tag type would payoﬀ in the long run when other people may always
be closer to priority target locations.
e players were also unsatisëed with the conërmation mechanism for priority targets.
With the other target types, players would get immediate feedback that they gained points
or were in the wrong location. With priority targets, users only had points added to the
separate ‘potential points’ score. When a priority target was validated within the game and
by the website users, these points were quietly transfered to the normal score. However,
due to the amount of time taken for the validation of priority targets, players felt that their
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potential points were ever increasing and that they were never being added to their normal
score. However, analysis of the data shows that this is not true and at the end of the trial 53
(84%) of the 63 photographs created from priority targets had been successfully validated
by the two systems. However, the long time taken for potential points to become real points
was still disconcerting to the players.
In general, however, the players reported enjoying the game and, unlike the previous trials,
none of the players reported any feelings of monotony during play. e saturation problem,
though it did not stop play entirely as in previous trials, was still an issue. e leaders in the
game still reported that they struggled toward the end to ënd places to create new targets.
e game still produced one clear leader (who had double the points of the player who
came second). However, the other players’ scores where all much closer together than in
previous trials and the ordering of these other players changed several times during the
trial, showing that it was now easier to overtake other players. e player who came ërst
essentially created and conërmed as many targets as the system allowed him to every day
of the trial. is may suggest that the number of targets that can be created and conërmed
each day is still too high and should be reduced to keep the game more competitive.
A new method to game the system was discovered by some players in the trial using the
nearby targets indicator that was added to the game. is feature was added to make the
game more competitive to players that were less familiar with an area by alerting them when
a target was nearby. It was intended that the players would then search for the target within
a bounded area (where the indicator was shown). However, the players did not know which
target was nearby or exactly where it was. Several players reported that they would simply
go through all their targets and try the conërm step, even though they still did not know
where the target was. Players admitted that, although rare, this had worked in one or two
cases and they had successfully conërmed a target without knowing where it was. However,
players also said that they had found the feature helpful with especially diﬃcult targets and
had been able to ënd them with help from the new feature. is new feature of the game
seemed to provide only marginal positive and negative eﬀects, but it was felt that it might
still be beneëcial to players who were unfamiliar with the game area (which was not the
case with this trial).
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All the Realise users reported that they were very happy with the responses they received
(even if they took longer than they had hoped) and that they were generally what had been
asked for. However, one of the Realise users reported that his requests, though validated
by EyeSpy, were not fully satisëed. e requests were to take pictures of a certain street at
a particular time of day. While the responses he got back did indeed show the requested
street, they were taken much later in the day. In this particular instance, the time of day
was important to the Realise user because he wanted to know how many car parking spaces
were still available at that time of day.
However, since the scoring system for priority targets was timer based, none of the players
wanted to wait to take the photograph at the requested time of day. While it would be
possible to enforce that requests are only taken at a particular time of day, there are two
problems with such an implementation. Firstly, it negates the purpose of the timer based
scoring system and players would be likely to lose a lot of potential points while waiting
for the right time of day. Secondly, this opens up a whole new area of abuse from the
website users. For example, the Realise users could start making all their requests for times
when it was dark (the phones used in the trial had no ìash and worked poorly in the
dark), essentially making targets that were impossible to get because no one would be able
to conërm them (they would just appear completely black and unrecognizable). A more
sinister outlook is that Realise users would have the power to get an EyeSpy player to a
particular location at a particular time. If the place and time chosen would lead to such a
place being secluded, this could be very unsafe for the EyeSpy players. While people should
be responsible for their own safety and use common sense when playing the game, it was
felt that enforcing a time based request within the game would be irresponsible of the game
designers.
is issue is not unique to the EyeSpy game. ere have already been games and mobile
publishing platforms that reveal a person’s location during play or when publishing some-
thing on-line [123]. is information could be used, for example, to determine that you
are not home and open the possibility for someone to rob your house when you are not
there. e website ‘Please Rob Me’ tries to highlight this issue to users of such systems.[⁶]
is shows a genuine issue with location based systems and privacy is an important aspect
of keeping safe. While EyeSpy and Realise maintain anonymity and privacy between all
[⁶]http://pleaserobme.com
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users, the possibility for trapping someone with a request is very real. But, as with other
systems of this kind, it is essentially the duty of the users to be responsible with their actions
and to be safe with their decisions. In the end, the Realise user did conërm the photographs
because they were of the correct subject, just the wrong time of day. He felt that this still
justiëed the players getting the points.
One of the potential beneëts of the systems was allowing subjectivity to factor into requests.
In general, less speciëc requests seemed popular for the EyeSpy players. ey reported
enjoying the creative freedom, while still having to fulëll a request. Many players also
reported that they tried harder to make more aesthetically pleasing photographs for priority
targets because they knew someone actually wanted them. By contrast, they were not sure
if anyone really cared about the regular photo targets they created. e Realise users also
reported their appreciation for the quality of the photographs which were returned, favoring
photographs that had been more creative over ones that carried out the request in more
straightforward ways.
However, as has been discussed, Realise users were occasionally dissatisëed with responses
when they were very speciëc and detailed in their requests. EyeSpy players would sometimes
not follow complex instructions, suggesting that it was not worth the extra eﬀort as they
might still get the points anyway. Some EyeSpy users reported that they felt some of the
requests were too demanding and that this made them less fun.
Some Realise users suggested that they would like more control over the distribution of
points in the game so that players who made better photographs could be rewarded. is
suggests that a stronger link between requests and responses might be needed to ensure the
by-products are exactly what is required for another system.
While the concept of mutually reinforcing systems shows potential, we have shown that
several issues were raised during this ërst trial. As such, there are some improvements that
could be made to the design of the systems.
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4.3.1 – Possible Improvements
Four main problems still remain in the design of EyeSpy and Realise. ere is still a satu-
ration problem in the game where players run out of places to create targets; there is still
an indication that some players can race too far ahead of the others making the game less
competitive; it takes too long to validate priority targets; and the Realise users do not have
enough control in saying if responses satisfy their requests.
While the priority targets have allowed leading players to continue playing even after they
have run out of places to create new targets, the fundamental problem still remains which is
that the players who are creating the most by-products are being prevented from continuing
to play. As such, a lifetime should be added to locations in the game. is means that, once
a user has created a target at a particular location, he or she will not be able to create a new
target there for a speciëed period of time, rather than forever (which is the current system).
Although this goes against the original reasoning behind the diversity rule which led to
the saturation problem, it is more important that people be allowed to continue playing
the game. It is also important to note that places change over time and even from day to
day and documenting these changes can also produce useful by-products. As such, player
should be allowed to create a target in the same location after a matter of days.
Another potential solution to this problem was to use the digital compass feature of the
iPhones that were used for the trial. is feature allows the phone to determine what
compass direction it is facing. is could be used to allow more than one photo target
to be created in a location if the phone was facing in a diﬀerent direction. However, this
would likely be a complex idea to explain through the phone’s interface and it would only
alleviate the problem without solving it. Adding a lifetime to locations is a more permanent
solution.
While the inclusion of priority targets has made it easier for players to overtake each other,
it is still possible for a user to gain a clear lead over players who have less time to play.
As such, the number of targets which can be created each day will be reduced from ëve
photo targets and ëve text targets to three photo targets and three text targets. Similarly,
the number of targets for each type that is downloaded to the phone each day will also be
reduced from ëve to three. It is likely that this will reduce the overall number of targets
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that are created, but it is important that the game be kept competitive. If one player races
ahead, the other players (as shown from the trials) will become less enthusiastic. is will
lead to by-products being created by a small number of players instead of a diverse group.
Since human computation relies on consensus rules to create broadly usable by-products,
it is important that the game is kept competitive.
e priority targets have also proven to take too long to validate. is has left the Realise
players waiting too long for their responses and has made the EyeSpy players wait too long
to receive their points. A diﬀerent validation system is necessary to try and reduce these
problems.
e last issue is in allowing the Realise users more control to determine what points are
received by EyeSpy players when responding to requests. Since the point of the requests is
to allow the game to respond to the speciëc needs of another system, it makes sense that the
Realise users shown have control over the points mechanism. As such, EyeSpy and Realise
should be redesigned so that the Realise users have more control over how many points the
EyeSpy players receive for their responses.
ese last two problems might be solved with the same solution. Rather than rely on the
game to validate the location and recognizability of priority targets, we could let the Realise
users do it themselves. is would ensure that Realise users receive their responses as soon
as they are made and can give points as appropriate. It is also likely that this will take less
time that the current validation technique, meaning that EyeSpy players will receive their
points in less time.
An additional, but minor improvement, might be made to encourage more reinforcement
between the two systems. In the current implementation of Realise, the user requests are
not used other than to let EyeSpy know what photographs are required. However, these
requests could be attached to the same locations as the returned photographs, providing
more information for the search engine. is means that other users would beneët during
searches and would be less likely to request the same things as other users. is would
keep the requests in the EyeSpy game more diverse and less likely to be repeated. Also, if
a Realise user did search for something and no results were returned, the website should
then encourage the user to make a request to ëll the hole in the data set. It might even be
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worthwhile automatically adding such requests to the EyeSpy game under a dummy user
account if enough people search for the same thing but return no results.
4.4 – Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced an augmented version of EyeSpy that ëxed some problems
of the earlier version. e problems included the use of manual syncing to gain a tactical
advantage, the creation of broad by-products rather than what was speciëcally needed by
another system and relieving the monotony of the game play. Some of these augmenta-
tions relied on a website, called Realise, that could use the by-products of EyeSpy, as well
as request new ones. ese systems were used together, using each others’ strengths, so
that they would work better as a whole. ey would reinforce each others’ goals and add
new capabilities. When the two systems work together in this way, we call them mutually
reinforcing systems.
e by-products of EyeSpy proved to be useful to a tourist website like Realise. e local
knowledge used to make the photographs in EyeSpy meant that the locations were selec-
tively chosen and were easily identiëable. ese were features that would be beneëcial to
tourists as it would help orient them in an unknown location. Additionally, the Realise
website could make requests of the EyeSpy game for photos that had not yet been pro-
duced. It was also shown that the website could help direct the play of EyeSpy, injecting a
new game dynamic not currently present, which might make the game less monotonous.
A new game element was added to EyeSpy called a priority target. Priority targets were the
method used to incorporate the Realise user requests into the EyeSpy game. Priority targets
appeared in the game as a description for a photograph. Users would then have to take a
suitable photograph to match the description. Once the EyeSpy game had validated the
photographs, they were sent back to the Realise users. If the returned photographs were
found to be inappropriate, the Realise users were able to ìag them. is added a further
mechanism to validate the by-products from EyeSpy.
is method of requesting photographs from EyeSpy also allowed requests of a subjective
nature that required choices or opinions to be made by the EyeSpy players. is is an
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unusual feature for a game with by-products, as objectivity is usually promoted in such
games. However, in this instance the subjectivity is a beneët.
e priority targets proved popular amongst the EyeSpy players and almost a third of all
photographs produced during the trial were created through these targets. It was also noted
that the players in this trial did not complain of the game becoming monotonous, as in
previous trials before the priority targets were added.
We have also shown that mutually reinforcing systems need to trust each other to do what
they claim. For example, if EyeSpy does not take due care to validate by-products before
allowing them to be used by Realise, the Realise website would suﬀer because the results of
searches may not be accurate.
Adding EyeSpy to a mutually reinforcing system loop has resolved some of the problems
that the game suﬀered from: the by-products produced are now speciëcally requested by
the system that uses them (so they are closer to what is required and less broad), the game
is less monotonous because of the randomness and challenge of the new priority targets
(these are like bonus targets because the players cannot guarantee that they will always have
them during play) and players feel more competitive because the priority targets are worth
a variable number of points depending on the time taken to conërm them. is means
that the game encourages ëner grained results where required and is now more enjoyable to
play because it is less monotonous. By working together in a mutually reinforcing system
loop, Realise can now request speciëc data from EyeSpy, and EyeSpy becomes more diverse
and enjoyable to play.
Since there are other games with by-products that share similar rule systems to EyeSpy, the
concept of mutually reinforcing systems could be applied to them as well. By examining
the system that uses the by-products from the game it might be apparent that there is a need
for speciëc by-products or areas where the currently produced dataset is lacking reëned by-
products. is can then be turned into a request that can be sent to the game. e game
can then present this request to the players as a new feature of the game dynamic.
Once this mutually reinforcing system loop is constructed, opportunities to exploit system
strengths can be explored. is is because the designed by-product of a system may not
be the only useful by-product. is should lead to by-products that are ëne grained and
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directly needed. It should also allow the games to have more compelling content.
A trial of the two systems highlighted that there were several problems. e procedure to
validate the photographs created by priority targets took too long. is left the Realise users
waiting a long time on responses to their requests and meant EyeSpy users had to wait a
long time before receiving any points. e game was also shown to be too slow to keep up
with the number of requests that were made by the website users.
Although the priority targets prevented leading players from stopping play altogether, the
saturation problem from the previous trials was still present. It was also shown that some
players could still race ahead, making it too hard for anyone to catch up.
Lastly, Realise users complained that they did not have enough say in whether or not a
response matched their request.
By augmenting EyeSpy and allowing it to interact with the Realise website, we have demon-
strated the concept of mutually reinforcing systems. is has shown how EyeSpy could be
used to match the speciëc needs of another system. is has helped in addressing RQ1.
e augmentations to EyeSpy also allowed us to explore potential solutions to the prob-
lems suﬀered in the earlier version of the game. is has further helped toward answering
RQ2. e lessons learned will help inform ways in which we might further improve the
two systems so that they work better together to achieve their individual goals.
e next chapter will focus on some improvements to the systems that attempted to combat
these issues while maintaining the beneëts of mutually reinforcing systems and mobile
games with by-products.
Chapter 5
Subjective Reward System
Modiëcations to the EyeSpy game have allowed it to answer the direct requests of another
system. ese requests were used as new game content for EyeSpy and introduced a new
game dynamic that would not have been possible without the requesting system. e Re-
alise website has been introduced to show how the by-products of EyeSpy might be used in
a tourist website. It has also been shown that such a website could make direct requests for
new information from EyeSpy when there were holes in the data set. In this way, EyeSpy
receives better game content and the Realise users get the speciëc information they require.
We called these ‘mutually reinforcing systems’ because they work together for mutual ben-
eët, reinforcing the goals that each has begun to achieve on its own.
While the basic premise was shown to be somewhat successful, there was a need to improve
the systems to make them work together more eﬃciently. In particular, the procedure to
validate request responses took too long and the Realise users did not have enough control
over rewarding the players. Some problems from the original version of EyeSpy still re-
mained as well. e saturation problem which prevented the best players from continuing
was still present, and the problem of players racing too far ahead was still apparent. In this
chapter, we will discuss the ënal improvements that were made to EyeSpy and Realise in
order to tackle these problems.
e previous trial showed that the EyeSpy players enjoyed requests that relied on subjective
opinion and allowed them to be creative with their responses. is level of subjectivity is
unusual in games with by-products. is is because objectivity leads to by-products that can
be used in a broader range of applications. However, as we have shown, EyeSpy’s priority
targets were set up to respond to the speciëc needs of another system. In the case of Realise,
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the speciëc needs led to subjective responses and the Realise users responded favorably to
such activity. In particular, the Realise users said they would like to be able to reward more
points to users who produced more aesthetically pleasing photographs. Another problem
with the validation system was that it took too long to return responses to the website,
leaving the Realise users waiting on their photographs and the EyeSpy users waiting on
their points.
A means to solve these problems might be to cut out the existing validation system alto-
gether and put the Realise users in charge of the points for the priority targets. If the Realise
users are in charge of the points, it means that photographs can be returned immediately
to the website and the website users can say whether or not the points are deserved. While
this will be a subjective decision on the part of the website users, the photographs were cre-
ated to match their exact needs, so it is only them who can really say if it has been done so
successfully. is would lead to quicker satisfaction for the Realise users and would allow
them to more quickly give or deny points to the EyeSpy players. is should help solve the
issue of the existing validation system taking too long to satisfy both players and website
users.
Another issue that might be addressed with this solution is that the EyeSpy players did
not like the timer based scoring system of the priority targets. e reasoning behind the
timer based system was to make the priority targets worth a variable number of points and
to encourage users to respond to them as quickly as possible. is is also something that
could be put in the hands of the Realise users since it is their requests which need to be
satisëed. To achieve this, we could allow the Realise users to choose how much each of
their requests will be worth to the EyeSpy players. is would ensure that there would still
be a variable points model, though not timer based, and that Realise users could prioritize
their requests by giving more points to the requests which were more important to them.
To ensure that Realise users prioritize their requests, we could give them an allowance of
points. ese points can then be assigned to their requests. Having an allowance means
that Realise users will not just be prioritizing their own requests, they will be prioritizing
them amongst the other Realise users. For example, if a website user just wants one photo
and wants it quickly, he or she can assign all of his or her points to that request. is
would mean that EyeSpy players would also prioritize requests that were worth more and
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deal with them ërst. us, this Realise user would receive a response more quickly than
someone who wanted lots of pictures (as the latter would have to divide the allowance
between their requests).
is allowance can also be used to ensure that the website users validate their returned
photographs appropriately. If the website users have to lose points from their allowance
every time they accept a photograph, they will have to choose carefully which one is best.
We call this type of validation, in which users are given an allowance to ensure appropriate
care is taken, a subjective reward system.
It should be noted that the previous trials of EyeSpy and Realise made assumptions about
the players and website users. It was generally assumed that EyeSpy players were locals who
were familiar with the game area, and that Realise users need not be familiar with the area,
but needed to know enough about it to request information. In order to explore how these
assumptions might aﬀect use, this chapter will test the ënal versions of the systems with
both locals and non-locals using them.
5.1 – System Design
Changes were made to EyeSpy to allow the inclusion of the subjective reward system. How-
ever, these changes largely involved simplifying the game by removing the previously com-
plicated validation mechanism for priority targets in favor of allowing the website users to
take charge of it. e display of targets within the game interface was also changed to show
the ‘bounty’ for each target. In the case of text and photo targets, this was always set to 10
points. However, in the case of priority targets, this was set by the Realise user who made
the request and the Realise users could not set bounties of less than 15.
e Realise website required more signiëcant changes. Each Realise user would receive an
allowance of points each day which could be attached to his or her requests. is allowance
was accumulative so that, if it was not used on the day it was received, the Realise user could
still use it another day, along with any other points that he or she had received. However,
in order to receive his or her daily allowance of points, the Realise user would need to log
in to the website at some point during that day. is restriction was put in to prevent users
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from ìooding the system with high value requests after a long period of inactivity.
When a Realise user makes a request, he or she must now indicate how much of his or
her points allowance should be attached to that request. e user is unable to attach more
than his or her remaining personal allowance. However, the user does not lose the speciëed
amount from his or her allowance when the request is made. e points are only deducted
once the user accepts one of the returned photographs. e points are then transferred to
the successful EyeSpy player who created the photograph. e website user can decide not
to transfer the points if the photograph does not match the original request.
Equilibrium Between Systems
e website users are essentially creating bounties for their requests. e number of points
that a Realise website user is assigned is based on the overall system activity for the previous
day. If the number of requests with returned images is less than the number of requests
made, a larger number of points will be assigned to the website users that day. is means
that if a smaller percentage of website requests were dealt with by the game players, the
website users can assign more points to their future requests. By increasing the amount
of points that requests will be worth, this should encourage the EyeSpy players to devote
more of their concentration on the priority targets, which should also help to catch up with
the backlog of requests in the system. In assigning requests to players, the system will also
favor requests that have larger bounties. is adds more value to the points as it indicates
that the more that Realise users assign to a request, the quicker they are likely to receive a
response. is should encourage more points being used on a smaller number of requests.
e reasoning behind this is to ensure that a balance is maintained between the number of
requests being made and the number of responses being created by EyeSpy.
A problem with this is that many users might log into the Realise website every day and
receive their points but never make any requests. en, one day, all those users may decide
to use all their points on lots of requests. is would have the eﬀect of ìooding the system
and the EyeSpy players would take too long to make all the photos. As a preventative
measure against this, the system also gives each Realise user an allowance of requests that
can be made each day. However, this allowance does not accumulate and is reset every day.
is allowance is also adjusted automatically based on the overall activity in the system. If
there are greater numbers of requests awaiting photos, there will be fewer requests that are
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allowed to be made. In some instances where there are too many requests awaiting photos,
this may mean that a Realise website user is not allowed to make any requests on a given
day.
It should be noted that the subjective reward system sounds, superëcially, like an economy
model. However, this would not be an accurate description because the points allowance
is created by the website. ere is no set amount of points within the system and more can
be created at will when required. If this were an economic model, it would lead to inìation
and the points would become less valuable. While it might be technically feasible to create
such a model, it would not make sense because the EyeSpy users can only accumulate
points and cannot spend them. is would essentially bankrupt the website and no more
requests would be possible. As such, the current model exists purely to put restrictions on
the number of requests and to allow Realise users to prioritize them. e secondary beneët
is a variable points system within the EyeSpy game and a faster validation of priority targets,
which beneëts everyone.
ese measures mean that each Realise user has a fair chance of getting photos for their re-
quests. is method of valuing the work between systems in a mutually reinforcing system
loop is important. e systems should form a partnership without one becoming too dom-
inant, or else the equilibrium will collapse and the beneëts of mutually reinforcing systems
might be lost.
Payment Through Entertainment
e only signiëcant change to the game dynamic in EyeSpy is the removal of the timer
based scoring system, the removal of the slow validation system for priority tags and the
switch to letting Realise users determine the points that priority tags are worth as well as
whether or not the players receive the points. It was thought that these changes would
make the game more enjoyable because EyeSpy players will have to wait less time to receive
points for their eﬀorts. Also, the removal of time based scoring should make the game more
enjoyable and perhaps more fair as users from the previous trial reported that they disliked
this feature and that it might give players an unfair advantage based on luck.
Game Types
In Section 4.1, we noted that the priority targets operated as an output-agreement game.
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However, with the changes made to priority targets, they now operate as an inversion-
problem game, like the other target types in EyeSpy. is is because the website users are
describing something to the players. e players operate as ‘guessers’ trying to return the
correct photograph to the Realise users.
Because the validation takes place entirely between humans with no computer determining
if the match is accurate, this is technically outwith the existing inversion-problem model.
However, due to the required subjective nature of the new design, this divergence is accept-
able.
Human Validation
If a requested photograph is satisfactory, the Realise user will then pay the bounty (giving
the EyeSpy player the points). is will allow the Realise user to access the full sized photo-
graph (they must make their determination of whether a photograph is satisfactory based
on a smaller thumbnail version). is has the double eﬀect of validating that the photo-
graph matches the request text and giving the player and website user what they wanted
(respectively, points and a full sized photo).
e photograph itself will return to the game as a regular photo target so that it can be
conërmed by other players as well before it is added to the usable data set. If a photograph is
never conërmed by a Realise player then it will never enter the main search results for other
Realise users. Each time the photograph is conërmed as a regular photo target, the player
who created it will gain points. us, even if a user does not have his or her photograph
accepted, he or she will still be able to receive some points for the eﬀort put in.
e website users can report inappropriate photographs that appear on the website and any
player who has enough photographs reported can then be banned from using the system.
is banning is not automatic. Once a threshold has been reached, an administrator is
alerted to review the activity and determine if a ban in warranted. In the case of our trials,
this would be the game designers’ decision. is prevents game players from colluding to
try and get another player banned by ìooding the system with reports of inappropriate
behavior when there is none. It is, however, unlikely that this would happen because only a
target can be ìagged, not a person. Since the person who creates a target is kept anonymous,
it would be hard for other players to target anyone speciëcally. Admittedly, banning people
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will not prevent them from creating a new account and repeating their abusive behavior,
but they will have to start at the bottom of the leader board in the game. More extreme
methods of identiëcation could be included to make people accountable for their actions
(such as sending an authentication code in the post to someone’s home address, making it
diﬃcult to register multiple times). However, unless a serious problem of abusive behavior
is demonstrated in the system, this would merely detract from the experience of the users.
In addition to getting targets which aremore interesting to conërm, using the second system
to validate requests adds a new scoring system to EyeSpy that would not have been possible
without mutually reinforcing systems. e conërmation procedure is now much quicker
than before and also simpler to implement. Also, because the previous validation system
required agreement between players on both location and photograph recognizability, it is
possible that EyeSpy players are more likely to get points now as the previous validation
system made it quite diﬃcult for a photograph to pass. As before, the priority targets act
like a bonus in the game. e number of priority targets received and how many points
they are worth will appear to be random to the EyeSpy players, making the game-play
less monotonous. Also as before, the requests themselves may include non-location based
requests for speciëc objects, requests which have potentially more than one correct answer
and requests which may require the player to give an opinion.
Using Recorded User Actions
e changes to system design have not aﬀected the reasons for not including recorded user
actions in the game. is has already been discussed in Sections 3.1 and 4.1.
Keeping Play Competitive
In the previous version of EyeSpy, all goals were set at ëve: players were allowed to create
ëve text targets each day and ëve photo targets each day. Additionally, players would receive
ëve text targets and ëve photo targets to conërm each day. is limit was put in place to
keep game play competitive and prevent some players racing ahead. However, as this still
became a problem, it was felt that this number should be reduced to three. While this
meant that the overall number of tags produced by the system would be less (because the
top players would not be able to do as much), it was felt that ensuring the by-products came
from a more diverse range of players was more important. However, since the number of
targets which could be created was reduced, it was hoped that this would also encourage
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use of the priority targets as the photographs created by these targets would also enter the
game as regular photo targets. It is important that the priority targets are favored to ensure
that Realise users have their requests satisëed as quickly as possible as well as to ensure that
the game can keep up with the stream of new requests.
In addition, a lifetime was added to locations so that after three days, a user would be
allowed to create a new target there. is should still prevent users from excessively creating
targets in the same location, but should prevent the saturation problem that was seen by
the leading players in previous versions of EyeSpy. As in the previous version of EyeSpy, the
priority targets are exempt from this rule and can be made anywhere.
Another important aspect of putting the website users in charge of the points for priority
targets is that there is now a game mechanism which does not rely on the other players
to achieve points. e other options in the game rely on other players to either conërm a
player’s targets or create targets to be conërmed before a player can gain points. However,
priority targets now gain points due to people outside of the game. is means that players
need not necessarily rely on other people to be playing in order to receive points. is is
particularly important if requests are made outside of the normal play area where it would
be less likely that other players would travel to conërm targets. Similarly, if other players
were too busy to play the game for a while, it would still be possible to gain points by
focusing on priority targets.
5.1.1 – Designing Against Cheating
Changes in the design of the systems once again require a re-assessment of whether or not
the designs appropriately deal with the potential for cheating. Reassigning control for the
priority targets’ points changes the game dynamic for that feature and we must ensure that
the systems can still maintain good quality by-products.
Agreement Rules
Due to the subjectivity of the request/response relationship, the Realise users are the only
ones who can agree that a response matches their request. While this is valid for that one
user, we must still ensure that the photographs produced are more broadly usable before
being accessible to the other website users in the main section of the Realise website. To
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ensure this, the photographs are put into the game as regular photo targets to be validated.
Consensus Rules
Before a priority target photograph is added to the general body of by-products to be used
in the main part of the EyeSpy website, the same threshold of users must agree that the
photograph is recognizable by being able to conërm it as a regular photo target. is is
the same consensus rule used for the regular photo targets in the game and using the same
validation method justiëes using the photographs in the same way as general by-products
of the game.
Anonymity Rules
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, there is a possibility for EyeSpy andRealise users to collaborate
together. Now that the Realise users are in charge of the points for priority targets, this
makes this possibility more likely. It will now be easier for Realise users to only conërm
photographs from the EyeSpy players they are colluding with.
In order to minimize this eﬀect, the systems maintain their anonymity as much as possible
and no identifying information is passed between users. However, the narrow band of
communication supplied by the requests themselves and the photographs returned could be
enough to allow players and Realise users to identify themselves to each other. However, the
Realise users only have access to a small thumbnail version of the photographs returned until
they transfer the points, and this may help to minimize such communication. However,
this problem remains.
One solution to combat this would be allowing the EyeSpy users to ìag Realise users who
appear to be sending identifying or coded information in their requests. However, this
feature was not implemented due to time constraints.
Diversity Rules
A potential problem with the original validation system for priority targets was that users
might respond to priority targets but ignore the actual request. is would extend the
number of photo targets that a player could create in a day because the priority targets are
put back into the game as regular photo targets for validation.
Such a tactic was very hard to track because of the way the priority targets were validated.
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If no other player chose the same location to answer the same priority target, these pho-
tographs would never be validated as priority targets, but there was no mechanism for
anyone to check on photographs that never passed the validation. ey were simply not
returned to the website user, but may have successfully passed the second step of validation
by being recognizable as regular photo targets. Another reason players might use this tactic
is because priority targets are excluded from the rules preventing the creation of a target in
the same location. In essence, this was a way to get round the diversity rules included in
the EyeSpy design.
ough this tactic was never used, the new validation system might prevent it from hap-
pening in the future. Now that all priority target photographs are immediately sent back
to the website, the Realise users can ìag photographs that bear no resemblance to their re-
quest. is will be to their beneët because it will remove such time wasters from the system
as, when enough people ìag the player’s photographs, they will be nominated for removal
from the game.
Competitive Rules
As has already been discussed, the number of goals to be achieved each day has been changed
from ëve to three. However, no other anti-competitive behavior was discovered in the
previous trial and the changes to the game design were not expected to introduce any new
ones.
5.1.2 – Technology
e technology used in this version of the systems was the same as in Section 4.1.2. e
changes to implement the subjective reward system only required some additions to the
existing web services to allow the bounty information to be sent across systems.
e points themselves were created based on the previous day’s activity of the Realise and
EyeSpy users. If the number of requests with returned images was less than the number of
requests made, then Realise users would have a smaller allowance of requests the next day.
However, this would also lead to a larger number of points being assigned to the website
users that day (to encourage EyeSpy players to focus more on priority targets).
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While the designs of the two systems did not change in terms of how they were played, or
how they communicated together, several technical issues to do with performance needed
to be ëxed. is led to a complete recode of the EyeSpy game to be more eﬃcient and
robust (the new design was based on the lessons learned from debugging and ëxing the
older version). A similar recode was required for the website to improve the eﬃciency of
the search system. Before this recode, an average search in Realise could take between 15
and 50 seconds. After the recode, this average was reduced to between 1 and 4 seconds
(the new design placed more of the search code within the database queries, rather than
returning larger quantities of data that were ëltered down outwith the database).
e design changes and the recoding of the systems were carried out entirely by the author.
5.2 – Trial Design
To test the ënal versions of the systems, they were trialled with 31 people (6 female and
25 male) over two separate rounds. In each round, the participants got paid £10 a week
with winners of the game being paid double. e games were not seeded with existing tags,
but the Realise website included all by-products created in previous trials. As with previous
trials, the players all worked, studied or lived in the area of the city around the University
of Glasgow were the game would principally be played. As with previous trials, this acted
as a natural limit to the game area but some players made tags outwith this area.
e ërst round included 18 participants split into two groups: 9 locals and 9 non-locals.
e locals were people who were familiar with the game area and had lived in or near there
for over three years. e non-locals were people who were unfamiliar with the game area
and who had recently (within three months) moved there. e locals were all computing
science students as were all but one of the non-locals. e remaining participant was a
linguistics student. Only two of the participants knew each other well.
e second round included 13 participants split into two groups: 7 locals and 6 non-
locals. e locals included 4 computing science students, 1 neuropharmacology student,
1 geology student and 1 engineering student. e non-locals were all computing science
students. ree of the locals formed one group of friends, and two other locals formed
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another. Two of the non-locals were friends.
is selection gives a broad range of users with varying levels of local knowledge.
Initially, the non-local users were assigned to the Realise website and the local users were
assigned to the EyeSpy game. Half way though the trial, the participants swapped roles. It
should be noted that this was run as two separate games so that the locals and non-locals
were not competing against each other. e participants spent 11 days on each system.
e trial participants were all interviewed about their experiences. As with the previous
trial, these interviews focused on ënding out how people felt about the dynamic between
the two systems. Particular attention was paid to how locals and non-locals might have had
diﬀerent opinions about the systems.
e next section will discuss the initial ëndings from the two rounds of the trial. is
will show how successful the ënal systems were in their design goals and what potential
improvements could be made to the systems if time allowed for future versions to be made.
5.3 – Initial Findings
e trials produced 197 images and 157 text descriptions. 60 of the images (30%) were
produced in response to requests made to EyeSpy from the Realise website. Out of a total
of 354 images and text labels, 56% were images and 44% were text.
When non-locals were playing the game, 85 images and 67 text descriptions were produced.
23 of the images (27%) were produced in response to requests made to EyeSpy from the
Realise website. Out of a total of 152 images and text labels, 56% were images and 44%
were text.
When locals were playing the game, 112 images and 90 text descriptions were produced.
37 of the images (33%) were produced in response to requests made to EyeSpy from the
Realise website. Out of a total of 202 images and text labels, 55% were images and 45%
were text.
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On average, users produced 11 targets during the game: 6 images and 5 text labels. When
non-locals were playing the game, users produced an average of 10 targets: 6 images and
4 text labels. When locals were playing the game, users produced an average 13 targets: 7
images and 6 text labels.
In general, locals produced more targets during the game than non-locals, but the ratio
of images to text labels produced was about the same for locals and non-locals. However,
a larger percentage of the images produced by locals were in response to requests from
the Realise website. While such images only accounted for around a third of all images
produced, this indicates that locals favored priority targets more than non-locals.
e results indicate that the systems were most eﬃcient when locals were playing the game
and non-locals were using the website. is matched expectations because the respective
systems were designed for these types of user. It is also not surprising that locals favored
priority targets more than non-locals as these were expected to be more challenging than
regular photo targets. Interviews with non-locals support this opinion as many suggested
that they found many priority targets too hard to conërm because they did not know the
area well enough.
In total, 146 requests were made by Realise users. However, only 33 of these requests
(23%) were satisëed. is is a signiëcantly poorer ratio than in the previous trial before the
subjective reward system was included.
If we break this down to locals and non-locals, we ënd that locals using the Realise website
made 96 requests, of which 16 (17%) were satisëed. Non-locals using the Realise website
made 50 requests, of which 17 (34%) were satisëed. While the ratio between requests and
satisfaction changes for locals and non-locals, the actual number of satisëed requests is about
the same. is might indicate that locals knew more places to request photographs from
than non-locals. However, it is possible that the duration of play simply did not allow more
than around 16 requests to be satisëed when the ratio between Realise users and EyeSpy
players is the same. However, if this is the case, the subjective reward system should have
prevented more requests from being made until previous ones had been satisëed, leading
to a higher percentage of satisëed requests. Why then, did the system become ìooded with
requests?
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rough examining the trial data and interviewing participants, a ìaw in the design of
the subjective reward system seems to be responsible. Realise users generally spoke very
positively about the request system (more so than in the previous trial) and had a great
enthusiasm for it. is may stem from the changes in giving users more control over the
scoring system. is can also be seen by the greater number of requests being made. How-
ever, the EyeSpy game was not able to keep up with the larger number of requests and
the subjective reward system should have dynamically prevented more requests being made
to maintain equilibrium between systems. e problem lies in the way that requests are
created.
A Realise user must enter a bounty on all requests that are made, and this bounty cannot
exceed the points allowance available to that user. However, the points are not transferred
from the allowance until the user chooses to conërm a photograph once it has been re-
turned. is means that users can use their full allowance on any request they make, but
will not have enough points to conërm all the ones that return. is means that, in terms
of making requests, the points become meaningless to the Realise users. It was not until
later in the trial, when photographs started returning, that website users realized their mis-
take and were unable to conërm more than a few photographs. A more appropriate design
would have been to lock points when a bounty was made so that, though not transferred
to the EyeSpy players, they could not be taken into account when making other requests.
While this would not have prevented the ìood of initial requests, a similar number of re-
quests would all have had very low bounties and Realise users would have to expect that
it would take a longer time to return them than for requests with higher bounties. is
would have been the correct behavior for the system.
Even with this issue of bounties, the subjective reward system should still have limited the
allowance of requests that could be made. So why did this not work as well as expected?
ere were two problems that led to the failure. e ërst was that the the system was not
aggressive enough in reducing the number of requests that were allowed. Although the
allowance did come down every day (until no requests were allowed at all in the ënal few
days of each round), it should have dropped much faster. is could be solved in future
versions by making the system more aggressive.
e second problem was to do with the way that activity was measured. In order to de-
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termine the allowance of requests for the current day, the system looked at the previous
day and noted how many requests had images returned and how many were still waiting
on photographs. However, this is a ìawed perspective because it does not take into ac-
count that many of these images were not conërmed by the Realise users (in some cases,
because they did not have any points left to pay the bounties). And, when a request has
no conërmed images, it remains in the system so that EyeSpy players can keep trying un-
til an appropriate photograph is created and conërmed. Additionally, older requests with
higher bounties are favored when assigning priority targets to EyeSpy players. is means
that many of the ërst requests were the only ones being circulated in the game until every
EyeSpy player had tried to create a photograph for them. is means that the earliest re-
quests with the highest bounties had a fairly high number of photographs, even though they
should have been conërmed and closed after the ërst one was returned because it matched
the Realise user’s description. is issue could be solved in future versions by basing activity
on conërmations, rather than images created.
ese trials also saw the ërst abusive use of the systems. One Realise user made two re-
quests for diﬀerent parts of the human anatomy and assigned very large bounties to them.
However, none of the EyeSpy players returned an image for these requests and all who
received it chose to permanently delete it, despite the high bounties being oﬀered. is
ìagged the user to the game designers and he was politely asked to refrain from such activ-
ity, but allowed to continue in the trial. Another user made a request for ‘Stone Vagina by
Gregory building.’ While this might at ërst appear abusive, this was a colloquial term used
by students to refer to a particular statue on campus. As such, players who were familiar
with the name and the statue took pictures of it and successfully received points from the
Realise user. However, others who were not familiar with the name chose to permanently
delete the target, believing it to be abuse in the system. When the person who created the
request was asked about it, they responded by saying they had not even thought about it
being taken the wrong way, believing that everyone on campus referred to it by that name.
is demonstrates that subjectivity can also be an issue in ìagging and abuse systems. is,
again, shows the importance of consensus rules in games with by-products.
ere were also several requests that were not location based and required subjective opinion
from the players. Some of these, such as “River Clyde” and “An Open Top Bus” were
speciëc, but open ended. It was left to the players to decided which part of the river Clyde
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to photograph and which open top bus. ere were also some requests that included ‘fuzzy’
descriptions, relying on the players to ëgure out what was meant. For example, one request
was for “e slightly strange symbol on the Physics building.” is request relies on the
player to determine that a physics building is a place in which physics is taught and studied,
and to determine which of the symbols on that building is the strange one. It should be
noted that all three of these requests were successfully conërmed. In general, requests that
featured subjective choice or fuzzy descriptions had higher bounties associated with them.
When the requesters were interviewed, they suggested that this was because they were asking
more of the players, so a higher bounty was suitable.
One request was notable because it was so far from the regular game area. While other
trials had seen some targets that were not as close to the main University campus as others,
most were within 0.4 miles of the main building. However, one request required a player
to travel 1.6 miles from the main building, such that she was signiëcantly far out from the
University campus. is request also had a fairly low bounty. e requester indicated that
he thought it might be on the way home for someone and wanted to test the limits of the
system. e request was satisëed by one player who said that it was not that far out of her
way on the walk home and she did not want to disappoint someone if they wanted the
photograph. is sentiment of trying harder to make good photographs for priority targets
was shown by many of the players, suggesting that points were not the only motivation.
In the previous version of the systems, EyeSpy players produced an average of 24 targets
during the game (15 images and 9 text labels). is is higher than the version which includes
the subjective reward system. is drop in number from the older versions may be due
to the changed limits on game-play in the newer version (previously, players could make
and conërm ëve of each target type, but in the newer system they could only make and
conërm three of each target type). While fewer tags were produced by the players overall,
it should be noted that each player produced closer to the average amount. In the previous
versions of EyeSpy, some users (generally those who were high in the leader board) produced
signiëcantly more tags than other players meaning that a small number of users accounted
for a large number of by-products. Players who could not keep up with the high scorers’
level of play tended to stop playing entirely. is is not the ideal model because we are
relying on a small number of people to power the system. It is better if a lot of people do a
smaller amount, but always feel competitive and motivated to keep playing. is is more
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sustainable over a longer period of time and means that the by-products being produced
represent a more objective output.
It should be noted that, in these ënal trials, no users complained of the saturation problem
and there was no evidence of a large amount of repeated targets entering the system.
We have now discussed some of the initial ëndings from testing the subjective reward system
as well as solutions to some of the major problems that were uncovered. However, there
are still other improvements that might be made to the systems which are more minor or
could provide some additional beneët. ese will now be discussed.
5.3.1 – Possible Improvements
A great deal of time has been spent in preventing cheating in our systems and one of the
methods used to achieve this is maintaining anonymity and minimizing the channels of
communication. However, there is a possibility that allowing website users to comment on
the photographs that they receive could be beneëcial to both systems. Website users could
also rate the photographs they receive. is could allow the game players to see why they
have not received the bounty for a photograph or to provide them with bonuses when they
get a good rating. It might also be beneëcial to allow the game players to comment on
the requests from the website if they feel they are too diﬃcult to understand or carry out.
is will prevent website users wondering why they never get any photographs back for a
particular request.
Opening up the requests between website users might also be beneëcial. At the moment,
Realise users do not know how many points people are allocating to bounties. is makes
it diﬃcult for a user to know how many points to use when they want a request to be
dealt with before other users, or just what the average bounty is. Allowing users access to
other requests would also prevent people making the same requests themselves and would
open up the possibility of allowing users to pay the bounty (assuming they could aﬀord it)
on other users’ requests if they had not been conërmed. is would save time because an
immediate response would be possible, rather than having to put a new request into the
game and wait for the EyeSpy players to deal with it. If such a system was to be put in place,
it would be best if the requests were kept anonymous and it was made clear to all users that
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their requests could be read by the others.
An additional point is perhaps how the Realise users organize the photographs which are
returned to them. A search system is provided that is limited to the returned photographs,
but the request text for each photograph is not used by the search engine. Obviously, this
would make it easier to ënd photographs, and it is also possible that the requests should
be used by the general search as well. It would also be beneëcial for Realise users to be
able to tag photographs themselves. e Realise users could then include their own nam-
ing schemes to make it easier to search through photographs. If this was extended to the
whole site and enough users independently used the same tag for a photograph, it could be
attached to the photograph’s geographical location for use in general searches for all users.
So far, the EyeSpy game and Realise website have only been designed at a local level. e
current implementation would probably not scale to a larger area, or globally. is is im-
portant because requests like “University Union” might mean diﬀerent things outside of
the current play area of the University of Glasgow. However, some simple changes could be
made to allow this to happen. In the EyeSpy game, the client could inform the game server
of its current location, allowing the server to only send targets that were appropriate to that
area. In the Realise website, users could restrict their searches to particular geographic re-
gions. Similarly, requests could be augmented to only apply to speciëc geographic regions.
is would allow both systems to be used on a global level. Of course, this has not yet
been tested and may introduce problems. For example, will the player densities in diﬀer-
ent parts of the world limit the requests for particular areas? Will there be a good ratio
between players and web site users such that both systems can function adequately? While
the subjective reward system’s scaling properties could potentially deal with such issues, it
too would need to be changed to apply only to speciëc geographic regions. is means that
in one area, the system might allow you to make a lot of requests and in other areas very
few or none. e daily points allowance could also be restricted so that each region has its
own points allowance for every user, but this may be more conceptually diﬃcult for users
to understand.
Another potential problem of scaling could be the leader board. While it would be easy
to restrict the leader board to only those playing in the same geographical region, if there
were a large number of high scoring players in that region it might be oﬀ-putting for new
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players. One possible solution to this would be to reset the scores every couple of weeks
after declaring the top player to be the winner. However, this constant resetting and starting
from scratch might put people oﬀ replaying the game. One solution to this could be the
inclusion of a leveling system where all players start at level one and are only competing
against other level one players. Once you have come top in your own level, you will be
promoted a level for the next round and only be playing with those people, and so on. is
might instill a level of pride and encourage people to continue playing after each round.
Of course, there would always be a top level where winning would not promote you any
higher.
Another possibility for encouraging continued play would be linking EyeSpy and Realise
accounts for each person. is could provide a loyalty system where players are awarded a
larger allowance to request photographs by being good players in the EyeSpy game. is
would also allow anothermeans to prevent cheating as users could be prevented from getting
their own requests, and perhaps from making requests in the same areas they play in.
Another issue which did not come up during the trials is that targets will become less
relevant over time. It might be hard to conërm a photograph that was taken at a diﬀerent
time of year or a photograph of a building that has since been knocked down. Since the
photographs in Realise have dates displayed with them, they will still be useful to show the
changes to a location over time. However, in EyeSpy, it might be best to remove targets
from the game after they are a few months old. It also means that players who no longer
play the game will not continue to ‘win’ without playing.
As has been discussed already, the EyeSpy game should really have a dedicated system for
ìagging targets which are inappropriate. While this was not implemented due to time
constraints, the beneëts are clear (as shown from the use of the ‘permanent delete’ feature
in the last trials). An important point to note about ìagging is that the Realise ìagging
system currently has no limit on the number of ìags a user can raise. Although one user
ìagging lots of photographs would not aﬀect things too much due to consensus rules, a
lot of people working together could eﬀectively prevent all images from being displayed to
other users. A simple solution to this potential problem would be to limit the number of
ìags that users can raise each day.
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A last point to make about the Realise website is that the original design called for a greater
use of the map component. Due to time restrictions, this was limited merely to displaying
a map for each photograph to show where it was located. However, it might be more
beneëcial to display all the images on the same map, making it easier to see how they relate
to each other. e results of a search could restrict the images shown on the map. It would
also be possible to only show images from a certain date range or which have been conërmed
a certain number of times. Another possibility would be allowing the user to create a path
on the map which they expect to travel along, then return a series of the most recognizable
photographs along that path showing each one’s location on the map. is could help with
navigating a new area.
5.4 – Conclusions
In this chapter, the concept of a subjective reward system was used to augment the existing
notion of mutually reinforcing systems. e subjective reward system was intended to give
the Realise users more control over the points that EyeSpy players received when responding
to website requests. is was intended to shorten the time taken for Realise users to receive
their photographs as well as shorten the time taken for EyeSpy users to receive their points.
It was shown that mutually reinforcing systems allow for subjective by-products in human
computation games and that this was something that should be further explored. e sub-
jective reward system helped with this by allowing Realise users to prioritize their requests
and to put the decision of awarding points entirely within their hands and not the game
players. e subjective reward system also allowed the removal of the unpopular timer
based scoring system for priority targets, while still maintaining the beneëts of a variable
points system for these targets.
e subjective reward system was based on giving the Realise users an allowance of points
to create bounties for their requests, as well as an allowance of requests that could be made
each day.
It was also noted that the systems had largely been trialled on people who knew the area
well. In order to determine if use of the systems would be aﬀected if this was not the case,
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the ënal trials used an almost equal amount of participants who were familiar with the area
and those who were not.
e subjective reward system also introduced, for the ërst time, a means for players to gain
points that did not rely on other players. is means that a player could be the only one in
an isolated area and still get points. is makes sense for priority targets as relying on other
players when there are none would prevent images being returned to the website.
It was also shown that some players worked harder on priority targets because they knew
that someone wanted those speciëc images. is level of motivation did not occur before
mutually reinforcing systems were used and this may be an important advantage of such
systems.
e trials of the subjective reward system highlighted some major ìaws in the implemen-
tation of the concept. e principal goal of these augmentations was to shorten the time
taken for requests to get responses and to prevent the Realise users ìooding the system.
However, neither of these issues were successfully solved. Analysis of the trial data and
interviews from participants highlighted the reasons for this failure and some potential so-
lutions were presented. Some other potential improvements to the system were discussed
which were not focused on ëxing these problems. However, due to time constraints, these
were never implemented and no further incarnations of the systems were made.
e augmentation of mutually reinforcing systems to include the subjective reward system
showed a potential means of tackling some of the major problems that were still present
in EyeSpy and Realise. is reënement of mutually reinforcing systems could be used to
help the principal aims of EyeSpy and Realise and could potentially be used in similar mu-
tually reinforcing systems. By helping the goals of both EyeSpy and Realise, the subjective
reward system has contributed to both RQ1 and RQ2. However, the trials of the systems
highlighted some problems that would need to be ëxed before a successful demonstration
of the concept can be shown.
e next chapter will detail some analysis of the systems that did not directly contribute to
future versions, but was still important for measuring their successes and failures.
Chapter 6
Evaluation
e concept of mutually reinforcing systems has now been presented and demonstrated
using a mobile game with by-products and a tourist website. Evaluation of this concept
is diﬃcult because each system has a goal to improve the other system. However, each
system does have its own independent goals. While some of these goals cannot be achieved
without the other system, they can still be evaluated without needing to address the success
of the other system. If each system is fulëlling its independent goals (including those which
require the other system), then we can say that the systems have achieved an overall success
by working together as mutually reinforcing systems.
EyeSpy’s original goal was to be an enjoyable game that people would want to play and
which would produce useful by-products as a side eﬀect of that play. is goal is shared by
many games with by-products. However, subsequent versions of EyeSpy expanded on this
original goal to include the creation of speciëcally needed by-products in addition to the
broad ones that were already being produced. e by-products themselves were intended
to be a set of photographs and text descriptions that were geographically referenced and
time stamped to provide contextual information about mobile environments.
e goal of Realise was to allow users to browse and search for images based on location
information and to let users request new photos when no satisfactory ones were available.
e website concept was aimed at tourists to allow them to pre-visit and post-visit locations.
is chapter will attempt to determine to what level these goals were met and the impact
this has on the overall success of mutually reinforcing systems.
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6.1 – Evaluating EyeSpy
A method of assessing the success of games with by-products has already been suggested by
von Ahn and Dabbish [50]. is focuses on the eﬃciency of producing by-products, the
length of appeal that the game has for players and how much each player contributes to the
creation of by-products.
In the case of EyeSpy’s general creation of by-products (rather than speciëcally requested
ones), it is diﬃcult to determine the game’s eﬃciency because there is no similar system
to compare it to. While there are other games with by-products, there are none that are
attempting to solve the particular problem which EyeSpy tackles. If EyeSpy’s throughput
was compared to other games with by-products which did not operate this way or which
dealt with diﬀerent problems, this would not be an accurate measure of EyeSpy’s success
because diﬀerent problems require diﬀerent solutions, some of which might necessitate
slower throughput. Also, diﬀerent problems may consider diﬀerent levels of throughput to
be eﬃcient. erefore, in the case of EyeSpy we can only measure the potential usefulness
of the by-products rather than the eﬃciency with which they were created.
A metric called ‘system gain’ is suggested by Chen et al. [124] for evaluating the perfor-
mance of games with by-products. System gain considers the average time required to
complete each task weighed against the average number of outcomes produced by each
task. However, the time taken to complete tasks is not a major factor in EyeSpy because
the game is designed to be played sporadically over the course of the day. e time between
receiving a task and completing it could be hours or days. Also, the tasks in EyeSpy do not
independently create outcomes: it is the matching between the tasks of conërming text
descriptions and photographs in the same area that create the outcome. e outcomes will
also grow over time because a text description can be used to match many photographs.
Any new photographs or text descriptions in an area will add to the existing set creating
new matches for all the existing by-products in that location. ese two issues mean that
system gain would not provide a meaningful measure that can be weighed against other
games with by-products which do not operate on these principals.
e enjoyability of EyeSpy is easier to determine as we can simply ask the players how fun
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they found the game to be. While a quantiëable measure of enjoyment is diﬃcult to pro-
duce (it would be hard to say that EyeSpy is more or less fun than other mobile pervasive
games due to diﬀerent styles of play), we are able to determine how many of the trial partic-
ipants reported enjoying the game and said they would like to play it further. We can also
ask players to explain what they enjoyed and disliked about the game in order to better un-
derstand the level of the game’s appeal. While von Ahn and Dabbish suggest that a game’s
length of appeal for each player is also important, this is diﬃcult to determine because the
trials of EyeSpy were not on-going and existed only for ënite periods of time. e long
term enjoyability of EyeSpy would require time and resources that were not available dur-
ing our research. Another issue lies in the method suggested by von Ahn and Dabbish for
determining the length of appeal for games with by-products: they suggest that a measure
of the total amount of time the game is played averaged across all the players will produce
an ‘average lifetime play.’ However, using this metric to compare games that are played in
single, longer sittings with those that are played for short periods spread throughout the day
would not produce an accurate measure of which one had better longevity and extended
appeal.
How much each player contributes toward the creation of by-products is a measure of
the system’s eﬃciency multiplied by the amount of time a player is likely to play the game.
However, as has just been discussed, eﬃciency and appeal are diﬃcult to measure in EyeSpy
with the current data that has been collected. But we can still use interviews to measure
the level of enjoyability, and we can examine the by-products to determine their level of
usefulness. Measuring eﬃciency is something that may have to wait until systems are built
which are comparable to EyeSpy.
e conditions under which the EyeSpy game was played must also be taken into account.
EyeSpy was only played as part of a trial and was never given a public release. e players
always knew that they were taking part in an experiment. How much this situation may
aﬀect the results from these trials is debatable [125], but trialling the game in this way
allowed for a deeper analysis of play through monitoring and interviews.
EyeSpy involved drawing on local knowledge in order to successfully capture images that
would be useful for navigation. However, usefulness can change depending on subjective
opinion and context. For instance, we can imagine how one symbol may mean very diﬀer-
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ent things to diﬀerent groups of users. For example, the swastika is used as the symbol for
the Nazi Party but is very similar to the manji symbol which is commonly used in Japanese
maps to mark temples. Human computation is not just about producing ‘objective’ results,
but can also be about using subjective understandings to produce content that draws upon
subjective and creative knowledge. Even simple judgments on what people can ënd in a
local area could depend on the cultural positioning of players (e.g., as pedestrians in the
city rather than drivers). In EyeSpy, exploiting the local knowledge of participants simply
means producing more culturally relevant images. In this sense, EyeSpy is truly adaptive to
its context of use and the by-products’ usefulness must be considered from this viewpoint.
In order to determine the usefulness of the by-products produced by EyeSpy, the next sec-
tion will discuss how they were tested.
6.1.1 – Testing Game By-products
Assessing the quality of EyeSpy’s by-products requires examining the potential for their
use outside the game as stand-alone resources. is section explores the results of further
experiments that were conducted, focusing on the images generated by EyeSpy, in order to
determine if the photos were recognizable, ëndable and useful for navigation. It should be
noted, however, that recognizability and ëndability are only two components of navigation
and the experiment was conëgured to test only these two aspects of navigational practices.
e generated photos from EyeSpy could be compared with other collections that could
conceivably be used in a location-based service delivering images to users. Of course, there
are many diﬀerent uses and contexts in which a navigation system could be employed [126].
Each diﬀerent usage could potentially require subtly diﬀerent types of images. Broadly,
however, all images used for navigation share the ability to be quickly identiëed by indi-
viduals in situ. e more obscure an image is, and the longer it takes for an individual to
visually link a photo with the scene being navigated, the less useful it is likely to be for this
purpose.
In order to test EyeSpy’s by-products, a series of tests were conducted by Stuart Reeves com-
paring EyeSpy’s photo set with sets derived from geographically referenced images available
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on the Flickr website.[¹] Flickr was chosen ërstly in response to earlier work suggesting the
use of Flickr images for navigation [127], but also because of its worldwide coverage. While
the EyeSpy image set was small in comparison, it was relatively dense along particular routes
and, of the image sites that were looked at, only Flickr had a comparable photo density in
order to permit a fair test. Google Street View [108], was also considered as it too has a
dense coverage. However, this coverage only includes streets and roads. is would mean
that areas that were not drivable would not be included and this would not match EyeSpy’s
by-products well. As such, Google Street View would not make for a good comparison
with EyeSpy’s largely pedestrian-generated images.
e tests diﬀered from the navigation tasks within the EyeSpy game because of the speciëc
tasks involved. While EyeSpy validates its images by requiring the players to navigate to
them, this is under the assumption that the users already know where the images were taken
based on their content. In the case of the tests conducted to determine the usefulness of
the by-products for navigation, users were given a route to follow and asked to determine
when they had reached the location where given photographs were taken. is is from the
viewpoint that users do not know where each photograph is originally from but can easily
identify them when in the correct vicinity. is addresses a problem highlighted by Brown
and Chalmers that showed that tourists could not determine where a landmark was, even
if they were in the correct location and using maps and guidebooks [42].
ese tests were carried out on the initial version of EyeSpy before it was ported to the
iPhone and before the concept of mutually reinforcing systems was introduced. e tests
were carried out at this time to determine the level of success the game had in producing
useful by-products. is helped inform the designers of improvements that could be made
to the game.
Even though these tests were carried out before its inception, the Realise website shares
similar modes of use with navigation tasks. Realise is intended to allow pre-visiting and
post-visiting [42] of locations. In the case of pre-visiting, users may want photographs
that will help them identify a place or landmark when they come to visit it. In this sense,
recognizability and ëndability are good indicators of the by-products’ usefulness for Realise.
[¹]http://www.flickr.com
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Image Retrieval and Coding
e initial version of EyeSpy usedWi-Fi ëngerprinting for location comparisons, but actual
geographic locations were required in order to compare the images to those from Flickr. To
do this, the Wi-Fi ëngerprints were resolved to their corresponding GPS locations using
the Skyhook system, as described in Section 4.1.2. Based on the location of each of our
images (which numbered 257 at the time of the test), a random image was chosen from
the ten geographically closest images available on Flickr which themselves contained GPS
meta-data. e randomly selected proximal Flickr photos contained signiëcantly higher
proportions of people and transient objects. Further to this, the EyeSpy image set contained
a higher proportion of signs, shops and doors/boundaries, revealing how the game produced
greater numbers of photographs of images likely to be more useful to navigation in terms
of the criteria of recognizability and ëndability.
Navigating with the Image Sets
eërst experiment involved the construction of two routes within the game area (of length
530m and 800m respectively). ese can be seen in Figure 6.1. 16 EyeSpy and Flickr pho-
tos were gathered for each route, resulting in four sets of photos: R₁E, R₁F, R₂E and R₂F.
We employed a two factor experimental design with replication in order to test the various
permutations of routes. 10 participants (7 female, 3 male) with limited or no knowledge
of the game area were recruited, and each was provided with a simpliëed map of the area
(with street names erased) which used circles to indicate an approximate location for each
of the photographs for that particular route. Note that, in order to avoid bias, these loca-
tions were approximate enough to geographically cover the true locations of corresponding
photos spanning the Flickr and EyeSpy versions of the routes. us only two maps were
constructed.
Participants were also provided with the photos relevant for their routes. Each participant
was then sent out individually to walk a selected pair of Flickr and EyeSpy routes, the
objective being to locate where they thought the photos had been taken from. Participants
were recommended to spend no more than half an hour to complete each route, and were
told that the order in which photos were conërmed did not matter.
As a result of this experiment, it was found that participants were able to identify the lo-
cations of 95% of EyeSpy photos included in the two routes (91% and 99% for R₁E and
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Figure 6.1: e routes used in the testing of EyeSpy’s by-products. Route 1
(seen in purple) was 530m in length and Route 2 (seen in orange) was 800m in
length.
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R₂E respectively) compared to 49% of the Flickr photos (54% and 45% for R₁F and R₂F
respectively).
On average, participants took 25 minutes and 11 seconds (standard deviation of 8 minutes
and 9 seconds) to complete the Flickr routes, whereas on average it took 17 minutes and 25
seconds for EyeSpy routes (standard deviation of 6 minutes and 16 seconds). ese results
suggested that photos generated from EyeSpy were more frequently and rapidly located
than those from the Flickr set.
Selecting Navigation Images
In a second experiment, a further 16 participants were recruited. Each was presented with a
randomly ordered collection of all the photos from the previous experiment (i.e., 32 Flickr
photos and 32 EyeSpy photos). Each was then asked to indicate which photos he or she
felt would be most appropriate and useful for tourists navigating around a city they were
unfamiliar with. An example of some of these photograph pairs can be seen in Figure 6.2.
It was found that 61% of the 32 EyeSpy photos were chosen as appropriate for naviga-
tion, whereas only 20% of the 32 Flickr photos were selected, further conërming that
photographs generated by EyeSpy were preferable for navigation.
Text Tags as Descriptions for Images
It was originally intended that the game’s design would result in successful photographic by-
products that oﬀered the possibility of associating those images with relevant search terms
culled from nearby text descriptions of the area. Although these experiments mostly focused
on the images produced by EyeSpy, the textual descriptions generated by the game were
also examined in order to discover whether they could be eﬀectively reused in this way. A
lower density of text descriptions compared to photographs resulted in less than 20% of the
closest text descriptions providing relevant labels for images. ere were also photographs
for which there was no nearby textual description. is means that the textual descriptions
would have to apply to larger areas in order to cover the majority of photographs that were
created. ese issues aﬀected the way that text descriptions could be used to search for
photographs. Rather than returning speciëc matching images, the by-products were better
suited to returning locations, then showing all the photographs from each one.
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EyeSpy Flickr
Figure 6.2: A selection of photographs used in the navigation task. On the left
are photographs produced by EyeSpy. On the right are photographs from the
Flickr website. Each Flickr photograph was reported by the Flickr website to be
at the same approximate geographic position as the EyeSpy photograph to its
left.
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6.1.2 – Testing Game Enjoyment
e enjoyment of EyeSpy is a measure of whether or not the players found the game to
be fun. In order to assess this, 54 players were interviewed about their experiences with
the game, spanning across 5 separate trials and 3 diﬀerent versions of EyeSpy. e three
versions included one without mutually reinforcing systems, one which included mutually
reinforcing systems but not the subjective reward system, and the ënal version which in-
cluded mutually reinforcing systems and the subjective reward system. Each version of the
EyeSpy game was associated with a standard set of questions that were used when interview-
ing the trial participants. is ensured that the same ground was covered in all interviews.
However, follow up questions were asked when appropriate to learn more about each par-
ticipant’s answers.
e questions were split into several topic areas which included what players enjoyed and
disliked about the game, what players found easy and hard to do within the game, whether
or not players managed to cheat, the places and times of day that players used the system,
how aware the players were of other users, how much players were willing to change their
daily routines to play the game, how comfortable the players felt playing the game in public
and whether or not the players would choose to play the game again.
Additionally, players were presented with a random selection of the photographs they had
created during play and asked to talk about why they made them and if they could recall
their motivations for the particular ways they had set up their photographs.
In total, 96% of all the players reported that they enjoyed the game, with 83% wanting
to play the game again. Additionally, 91% said that they would recommend the game to
other people.
e initial version of the game before the inclusion of mutually reinforcing systems in-
volved 18 players who were interviewed (there were another 9 participants who were not
interviewed). 17 of the 18 players (94%) reported that they enjoyed the game, with 11
(61%) wanting to play the game again. ere were 13 (67%) who said that they would
recommend the game to other people.
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e version of the game that included mutually reinforcing systems but not the subjective
reward system involved 10 players who were all interviewed. 10 of the players (100%)
reported that they enjoyed the game and 9 (90%) said that they would like to play the
game again. 10 of them (100%) reported that they would recommend the game to other
people.
In the ënal version of the system, 26 of the 31 players were interviewed. 25 of the 26 players
(96%) reported that they enjoyed the game, with 25 (96%) saying that they would like to
play the game again. 26 players (100%) reported that they would recommend the game to
other people.
Although the number of people involved was small, these results are fairly positive showing
a high approval for the game amongst its players. e increase of players wanting to replay
or recommend the game after the inclusion of mutually reinforcing systems also indicates
that the game had a more lasting appeal because of this feature. is would indicate that
mutually reinforcing systems made the game less monotonous.
6.1.3 – Testing the Creation of Specifically Requested By-products
e results from the previous section indicate that EyeSpywas enjoyed by its players and that
the inclusion of requests from another system did not signiëcantly degrade that enjoyment.
In fact, the results indicate that the game became less monotonous because of the requests
system. However, the motivations for players to respond to requests should be discussed.
Of the 36 people who were interviewed after the inclusion of mutually reinforcing systems,
34 of them (94%) said that they felt comfortable with other people making requests of them
within EyeSpy. Even knowing that part of the game-play was doing work for other people,
21 of the players (58%) said that they would buy the game if it was publicly released. Fur-
thermore, 21 of the players (58%) said that they would be ëne with their photographs being
used for some commercial reason, even though they themselves would not receive money.
Again, 21 of the players (58%) said that if the requests came from a company rather than
the Realise website, it would not prevent them from playing the game or change their at-
titude during play. is implies either that a signiëcant proportion of the players did not
feel a strong sense of ownership about the photographs that they created during play, or
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that they were altruistic enough to want to help other people. Some of the participants did
include exceptions, saying that they were ëne with their photographs being used commer-
cially or by companies but not if it included personal information. Others said that they
would like to be attributed as the creator of the photograph. A group of players also said
that, while they generally supported the use of their photographs for commercial purposes,
they would like to know what it was being used for in case it was something they did not
support.
It is worth noting that, in a publicly released version of the game, the players might have
no knowledge of how the system works. People might play the game and not know that
they are carrying out human computation for some other system. It has been stated by von
Ahn that the players of the ESP Game were simply told to guess what the other users might
be thinking based on a shared stimulus [6]. Users were not instructed to guess labels for
images at all, even though that was the ulterior motive. is might be part of the reason
for the success of such systems. If someone plays a game for entertainment and that just
happens to beneët another system, it may not be beneëcial to explicitly tell the player that
this is happening. However, as shown above, some players may be motivated by altruism as
well as (or instead of ) fun and not telling them about the by-products of play might negate
this eventuality. It is also worth noting that not informing the players of the by-products
could be considered exploitation. erefore, it would seem that there are arguments to be
made both for being up front about the human computation and for hiding the ulterior
purpose of games with by-products.
While themotivations for players to respond to requests is important, examining the success
of the responses is required to determine how well the concept of mutually reinforcing
systems worked. is will be addressed in the next section.
6.2 – Evaluating Realise
e goals of the Realise website are largely about keeping the users happy. is is because it
is the users who decide what images they want to search for and request. In determining the
success of the website, the subjective opinion of the users is, therefore, of great importance.
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While there are other metrics that might be used to determine the success of the website,
the research of this dissertation has focused on satisfying the individual users and, as such,
their opinion is what matters most in the evaluation of mutually reinforcing systems.
ere are speciëc opinions from the Realise users that contribute toward measuring request
satisfaction. One of these is the quality of the request responses and how well they match
the requests. e other is how long it took the EyeSpy players to respond. Additionally,
the more general idea of whether the users reported enjoying the website is important in
assessing their overall satisfaction with the system. e next section will address these issues
to determine whether the website met its goals.
6.2.1 – Testing the Realise Website
Although the time taken for EyeSpy players to respond to requests is a requirement for mea-
suring request satisfaction, the incorrect implementation of the subjective reward system,
as described in Section 5.3, makes it diﬃcult to measure how long the players would have
taken to produce acceptable responses for the Realise users. is means that a full deter-
mination of request satisfaction will not be possible without future research. As such, the
analysis of the Realise website must focus on whether or not the users enjoyed the website,
would use it again and would recommend it to other people. It is also important to assess
whether or not the Realise users were happy with the quality of the responses.
e requests all required a certain level of subjective choice from the EyeSpy players in their
responses, but some required greater levels of creativity and choice. Requests which required
more subjective behavior from the players were either non-location speciëc, speciëed an
object-type rather than a speciëc object, speciëed a location but not a speciëc subject,
speciëed a very large area as a subject or speciëcally asked the players to make a choice.
An example of such a request was, “Subway that isnt across the road from Hillhead or in
the GUU but is near the uni.” e players had to ërst determine that this request was
for a picture of a fast food chain restaurant called ‘Subway’ and not for a station of the
underground train system that exists in Glasgow and which is also called the ‘Subway.’ is
ërst step draws on local knowledge rather than subjective choice to determine what type of
‘Subway’ the requester is referring to. is is made more complicated because “Hillhead”
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in this context is in fact a Subway Station, though not explicitly described as such in the
request. e station is located within an area of Glasgow called ‘Hillhead’ but used with the
phrase, “across the road from,” makes it clearer that a speciëc location is being discussed
rather than the larger area. e “GUU” refers to the Glasgow University Union, which
does not contain a Subway Train Station but does contain a restaurant of the Subway fast
food chain. ese pieces of information allowed the players to determine that it was a
fast food chain restaurant that was needed and not a train station. However, the request
does not refer to a speciëc restaurant of the chain. Instead, it describes existing locations
of the chain restaurant that should not be used and that the location must be near the
“uni” (referring to the University of Glasgow). At this stage, the players must now draw
on their local knowledge to determine locations of the fast food chain that will satisfy the
request. However, they must interpret for themselves how “near” the location must be. In
this particular instance, there are two Subway restaurants that satisfy the request and were
considered ‘near’ by the EyeSpy players. Two players opted for one of them and another
two players opted for the other. A photo of each restaurant, returned by the EyeSpy players,
can be seen in Figure 6.3. It should be noted that one of the photographs returned included
both a Subway restaurant and a Subway Train Station. Technically, both the station and
the restaurant satisëed the requirements of the request. When asked about the choice to
include both in the photograph, the player said, “Yeah, I mean, I realized it was probably
for the food place, but when I saw I could get both in the shot I just thought it was better
to do both, just in case.”
Another example of a request which invoked player subjectivity was, “A nice shot of the
pillars of Wellington Church on University Avenue.” While the location and focus of this
request are fairly objective, the Realise user has speciëcally included the need for the re-
turned image to be “nice.” Exactly what constitutes a nice image of the landmark is left up
to the EyeSpy players. Two photographs were returned by EyeSpy players and both were
accepted by the requester. ese can be seen in Figure 6.4.
A ënal example of requests requiring subjective choice from the players was, “An Open Top
Bus.” While this may at ërst seem quite objective, it does not refer to a speciëc object or
location. ere are various open top buses in use in the Glasgow area (even if their basic
design is much the same) and their whereabouts changes from moment to moment as they
are driven around the city. is requires the players to consider where they are likely to
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Figure 6.3: Two photographs showing diﬀerent locations of ‘Subway’ restau-
rants that satisëed the requirements of a request made by the Realise website.
e top photo also includes a ‘Subway’ Train Station which the player included
in the shot just in case he had misunderstood what type of Subway would be
needed.
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Figure 6.4: Two photographs of the same building, each with a diﬀerent player’s
interpretation of a ‘nice’ composition, as required by the request.
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see such a transient object and when it is likely to be there. is draws on local knowledge
and experience to know what open top buses there are and how best to take a photograph
of them. e particular buses that were returned by the EyeSpy players were of diﬀerent
designs and taken in diﬀerent locations at diﬀerent times. One player reported knowing
that the bus would be at the location at that time every day, but the other player admitted
to being more opportunistic and photographed the bus because he happened to see one
and knew from his priority targets list that one was needed. ese photographs can be seen
in Figure 6.5.
It should be noted that transient objects were not commonly used as the subject of pho-
tographs within the main EyeSpy game, as discussed in Section 3.3. is is a result of the
game dynamic within EyeSpy which requires the photographs to be recognizable and ënd-
able in order for players to receive points. Because transient objects will rarely be at the
same location, it would be much more diﬃcult for players to conërm these kinds of tar-
gets unless the surrounding area was also recognizable and ëndable. However, because the
website users are responsible for validating the photographs from requests, these limitations
are no longer present to the players. e same concept also applies to requests for general
objects, even when they are not transient (such as a ‘squirrel’ or a ‘tree’) as these may not be
especially recognizable on their own, but could still be required by other systems wishing
to use the dataset of by-products. is demonstrates how the Realise website extends the
potential by-products that EyeSpy can produce by removing some of the limitations that
are required by the internal validation techniques.
Each of these requests and the returned photographs demonstrates the level of human de-
cision making and subjective choice that goes into responding to some requests, as well
as drawing on experience and local knowledge. However, some requests were more spe-
ciëc, requiring less personal input from the players. An example can be seen in the request,
“Buchanan Street looking down towards st Enoch centre from the top of the stairs leading
up to the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall.” is request suggests to the player that as much
of Buchanan Street as possible should be captured as the subject and a fairly exact position
from where to take the photograph. One of the returned photographs for this request can
be seen in Figure 6.6.
It was also found that certain requests returned very similar photographs from multiple
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Figure 6.5: Two photographs of diﬀerent open top buses taken by diﬀerent
players in diﬀerent locations at diﬀerent times. Each was responding to the
same request.
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Figure 6.6: An example of a photograph requiring less subjective input from
the player. e photograph shows Buchanan Street, taken from an exact spot
that was speciëed by the request.
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players. is could also indicate that these requests required less subjective choice from
the players. One example is a request for, “A picture of the Wolfson Medical Building
from the steps of the Boyd Orr across the road.” As can be seen in Figure 6.7, two of
the returned photographs are almost identical despite being taken by diﬀerent players at
diﬀerent times. A further example can be seen from the request, “ashton lane from entrance
to radio.” While the photographs returned for this request (as seen in Figure 6.8) are not as
identical as the previous example, many elements are shared across the photographs, such
as the ‘stuﬀ your face’ sign, the black chalk board on the left of the street, the reversed
‘Grosvenor’ sign, the black street posts and the cobbled road. It should also be noted that
each photograph is taken within the same three meter radius. While Ashton Lane continues
in the other direction and the request did not specify which direction should be used, all
the photographs returned are facing the same way, perhaps because this is the more visually
appealing part of the street.
Within the parameters of subjectivity that were mentioned earlier, 57 of the total 164 re-
quests (35%) made in the Realise trials called on a greater level of subjective behavior from
the EyeSpy players. Before the introduction of the subjective reward system, this amount
was 37%. After the subjective reward system was introduced, the amount was 34%. is
would indicate that the subjective reward system had little impact on the number of requests
requiring greater levels of subjective behavior from the EyeSpy players.
While all requests to EyeSpy players require some level of subjective opinion, this substantial
amount requiring a greater level further indicates the importance of subjective opinion in
determining the success of the Realise website.
A standard set of questions were used when interviewing the trial participants about the
two versions of the Realise website (before and after the inclusion of the subjective reward
system). is ensured that the same ground was covered in all interviews for the same
system. However, follow up questions were asked when appropriate to learn more about
each participant’s answers.
e questions were split into several topic areas which included what users enjoyed and
disliked about the website, what users found easy and hard to do within the website, how
well users felt the website communicated with them and gave them feedback, how conscious
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Figure 6.7: An example of the similarity that can exist between returned pho-
tographs for the same request. Both these photographs were taken at diﬀerent
times by diﬀerent players in response to the same request.
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Figure 6.8: An example of photographs with common elements, though not
identical framing. Each of these photographs is a response to the same request.
Many elements, such as the ‘stuﬀ your face’ sign and black street posts, are seen
in every photograph.
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the users were of the EyeSpy players and how this aﬀected their use of the system, how
users felt about the requests system and subjective reward system, how users felt about the
responses they received and the time taken to receive them, what led the users to make each
request and whether or not the users found the system useful and could imagine using it
beyond the trial.
Additionally, users were presented with a random selection of their requests and the re-
turned photographs that EyeSpy players had come up with for them. e Realise users
were then asked to talk about why they made each request and how happy they were with
the resulting photographs.
A total of 32 Realise users were interviewed about their experiences with the system. 26 of
these users (81%) reported that they enjoyed using the website, with 28 (88%) suggesting
that they would like to use it again in the future. When asked whether or not they would
recommend the website to other people, 25 users (78%) responded positively. Furthermore,
24 users (75%) said that they were happy with the responses they got for their requests.
ere were 5 users who used the website before the introduction of the subjective reward
system. Of these 5, all of them (100%) enjoyed the website and 4 of them (80%) said
they would like to use Realise after the trial. All 5 (100%) said they would recommend
the website to others and 4 of them (80%) said they were happy with the responses they
received.
e remaining 27 users experienced the website after the addition of the subjective reward
system. 21 of these users (78%) reported enjoying using the website, with 24 of them (89%)
saying they would like to use it again. 20 of the users (74%) said they would recommend
the website to others and 20 of the users (74%) said they were happy with their received
responses.
is drop in user approval after the introduction of the subjective reward system indicates
that the incorrect implementation of the concept actually made the system worse. is
highlights the importance of preventing the ìooding of systems as it leaves the users unsat-
isëed. is drop would make sense as the incorrect implementation actually allowed more
requests to be made instead of less, leading to a worse ìooding of the system and a lower
likelihood of Realise users receiving responses to their requests.
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However, despite these problems, the overall approval from the Realise users is still high
with most people enjoying the website and being happy with the quality of the photos they
received. is would indicate that the Realise website was successful in its goals, but took
too long to satisfy the users. A corrected implementation of the subjective reward system
might correct this problem.
6.3 – Conclusions
is chapter has shown that mutually reinforcing systems are diﬃcult to evaluate because
they each have a goal to make the other systems successful. However, the systems still have
their own individual goals that can be used to evaluate the systems separately. If all the
systems are able to achieve their individual goals whichmay require the use of other systems,
this means that the overall mutually reinforcing systems loop has also been a success.
It was shown that existing evaluation methods used for games with by-products were not
valid for EyeSpy due to the nature of the game and its diﬀerences from other games with by-
products. A simpler approach is to examine the by-products to determine how useful they
are and to interview the players to ënd out their opinions on the game. e by-products
were evaluated showing that they were useful for navigation. e enjoyability of EyeSpy
was then evaluated by examining interviews with EyeSpy players. It was shown that the
game was considered enjoyable and that the inclusion of mutually reinforcing systems led
to less monotony in the game-play. It was also shown that player motivations involved
playing for enjoyment, but may also have had an element of altruism.
e Realise website was evaluated by interviewing the users to determine how happy they
were with their experience of using the system. It was shown that all requests from Realise
require some level of subjective choice from the EyeSpy players, but a substantial amount
require a greater level of creativity and opinion. is showed that subjective opinion is of
great importance in examining Realise because the users have chosen to use it to gather
responses. ere were high levels of users who enjoyed the website and were happy with
the quality of the responses they received, but it took too long to receive the responses.
is chapter has attempted to show the higher level ëndings of mutually reinforcing sys-
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tems, looking across all versions of the systems and the various trials in order to see changing
trends and determine if the systems achieved their goals. Determining the success of Eye-
Spy, in particular, was necessary in addressing RQ2 and showing the success of the systems
together was important in addressing RQ1. A further discussion of the systems will be
necessary before a deënitive determination can be reached about how well the research
questions have been answered.
Chapter 7
Discussion
Section 2.3.2.6 showed that there are common problems that exist in many games with
by-products. ese common problems include the generally broad by-products that are
produced, as well as the games becoming monotonous over time. A third issue is that most
games with by-products cannot respond when the by-products do not contain the desired
result because it is not yet covered by the data set.
Chapter 3 introduced a mobile game with by-products that attempted to resolve the issue
of monotony by having the players create the human computation tasks. Having the play-
ers create the tasks would also address another problem which was how to extend human
computation to collect and classify useful contextual information. By giving the users the
choice on what information to collect and turn into a task, the players were allowed to de-
cide what information was useful and worth collecting. Having other players conërm the
choice allowed that information to be classiëed as recognizable. Although the game proved
successful in being enjoyable and producing useful by-products, the players reported that it
still becamemonotonous over time. Also, having the players create the human computation
tasks did not stop the game from producing broad by-products.
In the case of EyeSpy, the monotony of the game seemed to be the result of a lack of variety
in the game-play. Even though the tasks were created by other players, they were intended
to be easy to solve because this led to an increase in the creator’s score. is reasoning meant
that the same ‘easy to conërm’ targets were used a lot of the time and these were not intended
to be particularly challenging. is also contributed to the by-products remaining fairly
broad. A way to incorporate new human computation tasks with diﬀerent motivations was
required. Such a solution was presented in Chapter 4, which showed that systems could
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work together in order to help each other achieve their goals.
is solution incorporated tasks from a second system which had diﬀerent motivations to
those which originated within EyeSpy. is diﬀerence in motivation introduced more va-
riety to the game-play to make the game less monotonous, but it still needed to be ensured
that these new motivations would lead to diﬀerent types of tasks being created so that the
by-products also had more variety. is was achieved in EyeSpy by introducing the Re-
alise website. Users of the Realise website were able to search through EyeSpy’s existing
by-products as well as make requests for new photographs. is design was intended to
encourage the Realise users to primarily request photographs that the EyeSpy game was not
already producing. Because a request would take more time to fulëll than searching for an
existing image, it would be ineﬃcient for users to request photographs which already ex-
isted. While there may be other reasons for Realise users to make requests, the motivations
are still likely to diﬀer from the players in the EyeSpy game. Even if some users do not
follow the expected path of requesting images that do not currently exist, it would be likely
that the desired images would still provide variety within the EyeSpy game and extend the
variety of the by-products.
In addition to making EyeSpy more enjoyable and less monotonous to play, the new ele-
ment in the game also provided a new ability: EyeSpy could now respond to the speciëc
needs of another system. is meant that any eventualities that were not covered by Eye-
Spy’s existing by-products could now be requested by the system that needed them.
While this shows that introducing outside motivations was useful in addressing three of
the major problems in existing games with by-products, the solution had problems. While
the EyeSpy game and the Realise website worked together to form mutually reinforcing
systems, there was an issue of maintaining balance between the two systems. If Realise users
made too many requests of EyeSpy, they could ìood the game so that it could not keep up
with further requests. Chapter 5 presented a solution to this problem that attempted to
limit the Realise users’ ability to make requests depending on the overall activity level of
both systems. is system limited the number of requests per day across all users and also
gave users a daily allowance of points that could be allocated to each request. is allowed
the Realise users to prioritize their requests (amongst their own and the requests of other
users). e points were used to assign worth to the requests once they became tasks within
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the EyeSpy game. It also allowed the game server to prioritize requests which were worth
more points. A ënal eﬀect of this system was that the Realise users were put in charge of
whether or not points were awarded within EyeSpy.
As was discussed in Section 5.3, a ìaw in the implementation of this subjective reward sys-
tem prevented it from functioning as well as was hoped. While a solution to this ìaw has
been proposed, there was no time left to evaluate whether or not it would be successful.
However, it does demonstrate that maintaining balance between mutually reinforcing sys-
tems is highly important to their success and ensuring a design that maintains this balance
should be a priority. e subjective reward system is one approach to this problem and
the general concept of minimizing requests between systems based on their overall activity
seems sensible, even if the implementation used during the trials was ìawed.
A ënal point that is greatly important to mutually reinforcing systems is that of trust. Each
system is trusting the others to carry out their tasks and take reasonable measures to produce
the required results. For example, the Realise website is trusting that the by-products from
EyeSpy are of a good quality and that reasonable measures have been taken to ensure this.
Both systems incorporate a system for indicating poor or abusive tasks and by-products and
both trust the other system to act on these indications accordingly.
ere is also an element of trust between the users. While the designs of EyeSpy and Realise
rely, to a certain extent, on anonymity between users in order to achieve their goals, this
anonymity is also important in maintaining trust between the users as well as maintaining
the users’ trust of the systems. People may not want to use the systems if they feel that their
privacy can be compromised. For example, Realise users may make requests for things that
are personal to them which they may not want to be divulged publicly. Of course, various
common designs in human computation necessitate the sharing of user generated data in
order to carry out tasks and reach consensus. is could lead to problems with privacy
due to systems that might be able to ënd patterns and de-anonymize the data [128]. Such
possibilities serve to highlight the importance of only sharing the minimum data that is
required for the systems to function, especially when that information might be passed
between systems.
As well as maintaining anonymity with information passed between users, there is also an
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issue of maintaining privacy in the by-products as these may be used in public systems. For
example, the photographs taken in EyeSpy might include identiëable information about
people who are not involved in the game. is issue has already been raised concerning the
Google Street View system [108] which takes pictures of cities from a car in order to allow
users to explore the city streets from a browser. However, this blanket coverage might in-
clude identifying information about people. Although the system tries to blur out people’s
faces and the registration plates on cars, some have occasionally gotten through.[¹] Google
Street View uses a mixture of positioning technology, including Wi-Fi to determine the
location of the car when the photographs are taken. However, Google mistakenly down-
loaded data packets from many wireless routers in using this positioning technology which
may have included personal information.[²] is shows that pervasive systems like Google
Street View have a strong need to maintain privacy in such settings. While EyeSpy takes no
extreme measures (such as blurring people’s faces), it is a potential concern for the mobile
environment in which the game is played. is is perhaps of a greater concern in the case
of mobile games with by-products because there is a necessity to pass information between
players and the potential to create by-products that might reveal personal information about
people, even outwith the game.
roughout this dissertation, a solution to various problems in games with by-products has
been presented in the form of mutually reinforcing systems. However, a clear deënition of
what mutually reinforcing systems are and how others might be created has not been given.
is is because mutually reinforcing systems are a collection of traits and abilities, making a
simple explanation diﬃcult. is dissertation has shown that mutually reinforcing systems
work together, beneëting from each others’ strengths in order to achieve their goals. Work-
ing together takes the form of sending requests and responses between the systems. ese
are the primary requirements of mutually reinforcing systems because it is these features
that allow the systems to work together in improving each others’ goals. e focus for mu-
tually reinforcing systems has been toward the improvement of games with by-products.
is allows them to deal with speciëc needs and encourages ëner grained results. It also
has the beneët of increasing the variability of the game-play and allowing systems to take
advantage of each others’ strengths.
[¹]http://goo.gl/ML3q5
[²]http://goo.gl/Uob2r
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e potential beneëts that the concept of mutually reinforcing system provides games with
by-products make them an attractive solution to some of the problems this dissertation has
raised. However, in order to allow other games with by-products to take advantage of this
concept, a discussion of how to design these systems is needed. is rest of this chapter
will focus on extending the common designs of games with by-products so that they can
incorporate mutually reinforcing systems and show how other systems can be built to take
advantage of this. A discussion of remaining issues and potential future research will also
be presented.
7.1 – System Design
roughout this dissertation, a focus has been given to the common design elements of
games with by-products. ese were identiëed in Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 by examin-
ing several existing games with by-products. e concepts were then used in the design of a
mobile game with by-products, as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.1.1. Identifying and ap-
plying these common design elements proved successful and this technique was continued
when a second system was added. is required changes in the game, as discussed in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.1.1. Lastly, ensuring these common design elements were being followed
was still a priority when the reënement of maintaining balance between the two systems
was added in Sections 5.1 and 5.1.1.
It has, therefore, already been shown that the concept of mutually reinforcing systems in-
corporates these existing design techniques. However, the discussions mentioned above
concentrated on speciëc needs of the systems at the time, rather than discussing how the
common design elements applied to mutually reinforcing systems in general. Supplying
this higher level discussion could be beneëcial in seeing the larger issues in designing mu-
tually reinforcing systems and may provide a guide for those who wish to design their own.
To do this, each common design will be discussed from this higher perspective.
Payment Through Entertainment
An essential goal to games with by-products is keeping the players happy. If they enjoy
their experience in the game, they will continue to play and by-products will continue to be
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produced. Mutually reinforcing systems help with this by introducing game-play elements
that are diﬀerent from those produced from within the game itself. Adding this sort of
variety to the game is important in reducing the monotony that can come by having the
same sorts of tasks continually carried out by the game players. But mutually reinforcing
systems can be used to inject new tasks into the game that diﬀer from the internal ones. It
is also possible that the people making the tasks will have diﬀerent motives from each other,
producing yet more variety in these tasks. is is in contrast to the internal tasks which are
either based on an existing data-set of similar items or which are created by players who all
have essentially the same motivations and goals.
e method of using requests to create tasks also provides the possibility of more subjective
and creative tasks than would normally be seen in games with by-products. is is because
only one person must initially be satisëed by the results rather than being an objectively
validated result. Of course, such results will need to be validated objectively if they are
going to be used in a more general way, but to satisfy the requester this is not necessary.
It should be noted, however, that while our designs promoted tasks with higher bounties
so that they would be dealt with ërst by the game players, this does not necessarily mean
that these tasks were the most entertaining. However, it is still likely to provide variety in
the game and should still be entertaining, even if it is not as entertaining as using other
requests which have lower bounties.
As was seen in our own designs, it is important not to let conërmation schemes get in the
way of user satisfaction. e initial version of priority targets included a complicated and
time consuming authentication scheme which annoyed players and website users. Recog-
nizing that it was only the opinion of the website users that initially mattered, we were able
to create a change in design that made the system more satisfying and enjoyable for both
website users and players. When designing mutually reinforcing systems, it is important to
recognize the diﬀerence between subjective and objective importance in by-products and
not to use the wrong one at the wrong time. For example, using a subjective measure for the
recognizability of the by-products in EyeSpy would probably have produced by-products
that could not have been used so broadly. But, imposing an objective measure on the return
of responses for website requests just kept everyone waiting when this was unnecessary to
the needs of the users. Entertainment and satisfaction are both important in mutually rein-
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forcing systems to maintain sustainability and to continue allowing them to work together
to achieve their goals. e needs of both systems and their users must always be considered
when determining solutions for the authentication of by-products.
Game Types
While the game types presented in Section 2.3.2.1 all have their merits and applications,
it is perhaps not especially important which one is used in mutually reinforcing systems.
Depending on the needs of the systems, it must be evaluated which game type would be
most suitable. However, due to the request/response mechanism of mutually reinforcing
systems, there is an argument to be made for using inversion-problem games. e requester
would act as the describer and the game players responding to the requests would act as the
guessers. Of course, this is slightly diﬀerent than the conventional design where a computer
determines if a guess is correct. With this similarity in design, it might be easier to ët
mutually reinforcing systems into games of this type.
It should also be noted that the original implementation of mutually reinforcing systems
had a complicated validation system for responses which ët into the design of an output-
agreement games, as discussed in Section 4.1. While this solution proved to be too time
consuming and was ultimately unnecessary, it meant that EyeSpy was operating under two
diﬀerent gamemodes. is increased the variety of the game play and this was lost when the
new solution was implemented. While the game-play did not change signiëcantly under
these two diﬀerent implementations, the reasoning that players had for choosing locations
may have changed because of whether or not they were taking into account what locations
other players would choose. While the goals of the systemmust be taken into account when
choosing which game type will ët best, it is worth keeping in mind that having diﬀerent
gamemodes for themain game and the part that deals with requests might addmore variety,
which players may ënd more enjoyable over time.
A last point to note is that the mutually reinforcing systems which were implemented in
this research imply that the game must be able to produce its own content, rather that deal
with an existing data-set. While this is true of the systems presented here and that the
requests were used to encourage the creation of speciëc content, this is not a prerequisite
for mutually reinforcing systems and requests need not always focus on content creation.
For example, a requester might simply want a better label to be produced for an existing
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image (perhaps because it is of a monument they do not recognize).
Human Validation
As discussed in Section 2.3.2.1, human validation systems should be constructed so that
everyone gains by being honest and by being correct. is prevents cheating and ensures
that the by-products are of a good quality.
Two approaches to human validation were tried in our implementations of mutually re-
inforcing systems. e ërst approach was complicated and time consuming, but required
users to agree on a location and that the photograph created there was recognizable. is
is a fairly objective approach as it requires players to agree on the by-product before it is
returned to the website users.
e other approach simply lets the requester decide whether or not the by-product matches
their request. Even in this second approach, the by-products did not enter the general data-
set of by-products until they had been conërmed in the game as being recognizable, but
that did not mean that the requester could not have access to them. is second approach
was more subjective because only one game player was involved and only the end user could
decide whether or not the by-product was valid for their request.
is second solution seems optimal because the requests are inherently subjective anyway.
Putting the photos through the same human validation as the rest of the game ensures
they are appropriate additions to the general set, but that should not prevent them from
being sent to the requester directly. e only potential problem is ensuring that the website
users tell the truth. If the website users could accept all the images, there would be no
real reason for them to reject an image. e solution presented in this dissertation was the
subjective reward system. is concept meant that users would only see a limited version
of a response until they committed to it being correct. is commitment came in the form
of paying bounties that the user set up. is meant that game players who created the
best response would be rewarded accordingly. However, this would just be based on the
subjective opinion of the website user. Also, this does not mean that other responses were
not valid, just that they were not the best. But is it right that players giving lesser, but
accurate, responses receive no reward?
It is important that a user should not feel that a non-validated by-product has been a waste
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of their time, even if no one else conërms it. Some system should be put in place to avoid
this scenario or provide some consolation if it occurs.
e ërst implementation of mutually reinforcing systems incorporated this by having re-
quest responses fed back into the game as regular photo targets, providing another way to
get points even if the location was not conërmed by other players. However, due to the
subjective nature of some of the requests, it was sometimes unlikely that the same location
would be picked. For example, if someone requested a photograph of ‘an interesting tree’
then the chances of players both picking the same location are less likely because the request
was not speciëc enough. However, this does not mean that there will not be several accu-
rate responses, but these would never reach the website user. It is also not the fault of the
website user because much of the beneët of mutually reinforcing systems comes from the
ability to use human computation across systems and taking advantage of human choice is
part of that.
e second implementation of mutually reinforcing systems also put the photographs back
into the game as regular photo targets, but this time it was providing points for when
the requester did not accept the photograph. is is perhaps more important when the
acceptance is highly subjective (as in the second implementation).
Another means to reward players if their photo was not accepted was to allow Realise users
to buy other’s non-accepted photos. is way, if a new user made a similar request to that
of someone else, but the original requester had not yet paid the bounty or had not chosen
the photograph, then the new user could buy it instead to get immediate access rather than
having to request a new one which would take longer. is means that if one user did not
subjectively feel an EyeSpy user’s response was the best, another user might later on. is
would allow another means for the player to gain points.
In summary, human validation is a necessary component of human computation and it is
important that all users involved are rewarded for it. Mutually reinforcing systems, and the
subjective reward system in particular, introduce the possibility of not being rewarded for
correct responses. Because of this, it is necessary to provide other means for people to re-
ceive rewards as a consolation for not having produced the by-product which the requester
likes the most. e two approaches suggested here (allowing responses to re-enter the reg-
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ular game to make points and allowing other users to pay the bounty) could be generally
applicable to all mutually reinforcing systems.
Using Recorded User Actions
e principal beneëts of recorded user actions are allowing an odd number of players where
direct pairing is necessary and to be used as a combative measure against mass collusion
within the game. is has also been used as a validation technique in some inversion-
problem games. e ërst beneët was not an issue in EyeSpy because direct pairing between
players did not take place. However, recorded user actions could have been beneëcial to
prevent mass collusion, even though this was not seen during trials of the game.
In terms of mutually reinforcing systems, recorded user actions could be used to re-inject
requests into the game if there were not enough new ones being made. e requests provide
variety in the game-play of EyeSpy, so it would be beneëcial to ensure that requests continue
to appear in the game, even if there are none which currently need satisëed. However,
this would require an automated means of validating responses, as seen in the original
implementation of Realise.
Preventing collusion with recorded user actions could also be important for mutually rein-
forcing systems if there was a large number of abusive or deceptive requests. Older, pre-
viously accepted requests could be put into the game instead until it could be established
which users were not part of the scheme, gradually allowing them back into the game.
Keeping Play Competitive
Keeping play competitive ensures that players will continue to play over a longer period of
time. Competition is not just about encouraging bad players, but keeping the good players
from feeling they are getting too far ahead.
In the systems created for this research, introducing the concept of mutually reinforcing
systems supplied a means to keep the games competitive by supplying a variable scoring
system that made it easier for players to catch up or overtake each other. e tasks which the
points were associated with were also variable and might not always be available (depending
on the number of requests being made). is makes them act more like a ‘bonus’ element in
the game. Of course, this could have been achieved withoutmutually reinforcing systems by
randomly promoting certain targets to be bonus elements with a random number of points
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associated with it. is may not have had quite the same eﬀect though as the website users
were prioritizing their requests by assigning appropriate points values. is may have meant
that requests which were more diﬃcult to fulëll could have been worth more. It may have
been more diﬃcult to ensure this was true if the points were assigned randomly, but one
method could have been to promote tags which had been conërmed but only infrequently.
Again, this might not have been as eﬀective because the small number of conërmations
might be due to local knowledge that was only known by a small number of players. In the
case of mutually reinforcing systems, the requests might just have required more eﬀort but
still have been known in such a way that multiple players could conërm them.
Another means to keep the game competitive could have been to present more statistical
resources to the players, showing them where they were earning most of their points and
how this compared to other players. is could have allowed the players to be more tactical
with their play in order to maximize the number of points for the eﬀort put in. is is
perhaps an important issue with the inclusion of mutually reinforcing systems because it
takes time for the Realise users to grant points to players. e lack of immediate response
makes it diﬃcult for players to see exactly when and where their points come from. is
lack of immediate gratiëcation might make the priority targets in EyeSpy less appealing,
but a break down of the amount of points received from priority targets and the percentage
of priority targets that make points might help people to see their beneët.
While game-play must be kept competitive, it is worth noting that there is an element
of competition for the website users with the inclusion of the subjective reward system.
is is because the users have to set the bounties for their requests competitively amongst
themselves in order to make sure that their requests will not be pushed to the bottom of the
list. e current implementation makes this diﬃcult because users have no way to know
what bounties the other users are setting. In future implementations of subjective reward
systems, such a means to browse bounties should be included. is could also prevent
users making the same requests as each other, especially if they were allowed to purchase
the responses from other users’ requests. Of course, this should all be done anonymously
without identifying which users make the requests and bounties.
e sporadic style of game-play used in EyeSpy also necessitated that a limit be put on the
daily play. is was important in preventing players from racing too far ahead of others
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because they had more free time. One of the goals in the game was to allow it to ët into the
players’ daily lives and not everyone would have as much free time to play. is becomes
more important with the introduction of mutually reinforcing systems because the number
of requests which a user can respond to must be limited each day to ensure that players
cannot race ahead with the larger points values of priority targets. While limiting game-play
might seem counter-productive (preventing the creation of more by-products), maintaining
a broad user base of players who want to continue playing over an extended period of time
is more important in the long run. If only the top players are left, they will eventually get
bored and stop playing due to the lack of competition. Also, a smaller number of players
will lead to less diversity in the by-products.
Another possibility to keep games competitive is to introduce a leveling system so that play-
ers are only playing against people who match their own abilities. Such a system would not
be especially hard to implement and could have a good eﬀect on maintaining competi-
tive behavior amongst the players. is was never used during this research due to time
constraints and the relatively small scale of the trials.
e methods to maintain competitive behavior need not all be large scale changes to the
game rules. For example, later versions of EyeSpy included an indicator that showed players
when they were in the vicinity of a target they needed to conërm. is was a minor change
that allowed people less familiar with the area to have a better chance of ënding targets.
It should be noted that rules to keep the game competitive can sometimes go too far. A
balance must be maintained to ensure that top players do not feel their position can be
stolen too easily or they may feel it is too hard to maintain their place in the score board.
7.1.1 – Designing For Mutual Reinforcement
e common designs of games with by-products have now been discussed at a higher level,
showing how they are aﬀected by the concept of mutually reinforcing systems. However,
designing mutually reinforcing systems requires some new common designs. From the
experience of designing the ërst mutually reinforcing systems, some important design issues
have been identiëed that should be important in designing future systems. ese will now
be discussed.
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Clearly Defined Goals
A point that must be noted about mutually reinforcing systems is that each one must have
its own, unique goals. If this is not the case, then there is no possibility that the systems
can work together to help each other achieve their goals. In essence, each system must have
at least two goals where one of them is to improve the functionality of the other systems
and one of them is something else. Systems cannot reinforce each other if one of them has
nothing to reinforce. is does not mean that helper systems cannot contribute toward
mutually reinforcing systems in some way, but the principal systems must have other goals
in order to be mutually reinforcing.
Making and Responding to Requests
e role of games with by-products often involves the creation of a data-set for another
system. e approach taken by this dissertation is to allow this other system and the game
to work together so that they can beneët from each other and work together to achieve
their independent goals.
In order to allow systems to reinforce each other’s output, they require a means to work
together. While there are many ways this might be achieved, the approach taking in this
dissertation was to allow systems to make and respond to requests from each other. is
approach allows systems to clearly state what they require from each other to help them
achieve their goals and also allows a relatively loose coupling, allowing systems to be replaced
later on. is is important in mutually reinforcing systems because games may become less
popular over time as their novelty wears oﬀ and might need to be replaced with new ones.
In addition to requests and responses, systems can also work together by sending reinforcing
data, even though it is not speciëcally requested. is might be useful information that is
quite broad (and therefore unlikely to require speciëc requests), but which the other system
is incapable of gathering on its own.
In Chapter 4, it was shown that mutually reinforcing systems acted in loops where each
loop contained a minimum of two contributing systems and where each system could be
part of many loops. e loops were formed by the messages sent between systems: requests,
responses and reinforcers. While it might be possible to have multiple systems in a loop,
minimizing the number as much as possible reduces the complexity and maintenance of
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mutually reinforcing systems, making them easier to work with. Complex interactions
might still be modeled by increasing the number of loops of which a system is a member
rather than increasing the number of systems in a loop.
In the mutually reinforcing systems presented in this dissertation, the loops generally lead
to an increase of data because something additional was being requested. But this may not
always be the case. For example, if the Realise website was able to detect that an image
was abusive and contained no useful information, this ënding could be sent to EyeSpy
as a reinforcer. is would allow EyeSpy to remove the oﬀending image and, therefore,
strengthen the overall quality of the data-set.
Another possibility is that the by-products are re-interpreted rather than increased or de-
creased. For example, if a particular location is returned for a certain search term in Realise,
but the users feel this is in error, they could ìag the result as being incorrect. is informa-
tion could be sent to EyeSpy as a reinforcer, not so that any data is changed or removed, but
simply so that EyeSpy can mark that the photograph does not represent a particular textual
description. In essence, the photograph is marked to show that the associated labeling for
it is bad. While it would be possible to simply decouple the two by-products, it may be
useful in the future to know that the coupling is bad, rather than to remove it and forget
about it. is could, for instance, prevent such a coupling of a similar textual description
for that photograph in the future. In this sense, even bad by-products can still have value
if they are known to be bad.
ere is also a ëne line between keeping the requests formal and allowing for versatility. For
example, the Realise website could have been set up to use a form so that requests used a
speciëc pattern without the freedom to request anything. For example, only speciëc place
names could be requested that must already exist in a database. e beneët of this is that it
prevents abuse of the requests system, but it also limits much of the potential for mutually
reinforcing systems. In certain areas, such as mobile systems where the environment cannot
easily be controlled or predicted, the human players’ ability to adapt can be a major beneët.
If we give the requesters more freedom to ask for exactly what they want, the human players
can adapt to provide as good a solution as they can. An obvious example of this can be seen
in requests that require subjective choice from the players such as ‘the best pub in Glasgow’
or ‘people sitting in a lecture.’
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Allowing this versatility and giving the human players more freedom to respond allows
for a fairly deep level of adaptation, albeit at the cost of possible system abuse. However,
this deep adaptation is an important beneët and should not be underestimated. Deep
adaptation diﬀers from shallow adaptation in the way that the system changes.
In shallow adaptation, the system itself does not change in a fundamental way, but instead
has pre-programmed mechanisms to deal with speciëc values of data. By appearing to react
to this data, the system will display a sense of adapting to its use. is could be in the form
of a system informing the user that he or she should dress warmly because it has detected
that it will be a cold day. is is a superëcial result and the system itself has not changed in
any major way.
A deeper adaptation would involve the system changing in a more fundamental way by in-
troducing entirely new functionality or changing core parts of the system. A good example
of this is in the ‘Nomic’ game [122] where the goal is to add to or amend the existing rules
of the game in such a way that you win before the other players. e core and every aspect
of the game is open to change and this presents an example of a system capable of deep
adaptation.
While there may be a sliding scale between these two extremes of adaptation, the diﬀer-
ence between them is important. Providing access to contextual data allows for simple
programming techniques to make software appear adaptive, but the systems themselves do
not adapt beyond a superëcial level. However, making humans a core component of the
systems allows for a deeper level of adaptation and this is a major beneët of mutually re-
inforcing systems. erefore, it is important to ënd a good balance between using deeper
adaptation and opening the system up to potential abuse.
Equilibrium Between Systems
Maintaining equilibrium between systems is important in preventing the ìooding of re-
quests. If one system demands too much of the other, it will prevent them from working
together in a productive way. is was seen in Realise when too many requests were made.
EyeSpy could not keep up with the demand and the Realise users were left to wait too long
for responses to their requests. is lack of equilibrium was also seen due to the incorrect
implementation of the subjective reward system. Realise users were allowed to make more
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requests than they were able to pay for, leaving the EyeSpy players with no points for their
eﬀorts. Seeing no response to their eﬀorts might make the players give up on the priority
targets altogether, thinking that they never receive points for them.
e solution presented in this dissertation to maintain equilibrium was the subjective re-
ward system. However, the success of this solution remains unproven due to failures in the
implementation with no time left to test a corrected version. Part of the problem stemmed
from not getting users to commit to their bounties when they made requests and it seems
logical that ëxing this would solve the issue. However, without further testing, it is im-
possible to say whether or not this would work. Nevertheless, the concept of measuring
system activity and preventing or promoting use based on that activity is still a valid way
to maintain equilibrium between systems, even if the exact implementation used in this
dissertation was not proven. is basic concept could apply to any future mutually rein-
forcing systems and would allow the systems to scale well. is would also allow the system
to detect when recorded user actions should be used if not enough requests are being made.
While receiving an accumulating allowance to spend on request bounties is an important
part of the subjective reward system, the non-accumulating limit on requests should not be
underestimated. While an accumulative points system encourages people to continue using
the system and making more requests (which is beneëcial to EyeSpy), limiting the number
of requests through a non-accumulating allowance based on system activity is essential to
prevent ìooding. Again, the implementation used in this dissertation failed in this respect
by not being aggressive enough and taking too long to react.
Another issue is what would happen if there were more than two systems in a mutually
reinforcing systems loop. In this scenario, all the systems would have to report their activity
to each other so that a correct allowance could be given to their users. is may require
trust between the systems, which might be an issue depending on the circumstances.
Another possible solution would be to use real money. While the creation of a fake economy
system was discounted during the design stage of the subjective reward system because
all the ‘money’ would end up with the players rather than being passed around, using an
existing economywould solve this problem because themoney would come from an existing
economy and the players would be able to spend what they earned within that economy.
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is might also go some way toward addressing the trust issue. While abuse might still
occur, it would cost people real money to carry out such behavior. e downside is that this
would not really maintain equilibrium between systems, just between the richest people. If
one system contained predominantly poorer users, it would likely end up under-represented
in the loop because the richer system could outbid it for the game players’ time. In this
sense, using real money would be less eﬀective in maintaining equilibrium between all
systems if there were more than two in the loop.
Opportunistic Design
While the design of mutually reinforcing systems should be directed at allowing the systems
to achieve their independent goals, there may be other opportunities in which the systems
might help each other.
For example, if several Realise users search for something that returns no images but never
make a request for it, perhaps an automatic request could be sent to EyeSpy. Another exam-
ple might be if EyeSpy players frequently delete a request but do not ìag it as inappropriate,
then perhaps the Realise user should be asked to clarify the request.
While these types of scenario might not directly contribute to the larger goals of the sys-
tem, they can be used to improve general behavior and performance, perhaps making the
systems more eﬃcient or enjoyable to use. Although this is not a requirement for mutually
reinforcing systems, paying attention to such possibilities will identify further beneëts that
may not be immediately apparent.
7.1.2 – Designing Against Cheating
As with the rest of the dissertation, cheating is an important issue in games with by-products
and this continues to be true with those that are part of mutually reinforcing systems. Com-
mon rules to address this problem have been described throughout the dissertation and
these shall be discussed now from the higher level perspective of how they apply to mu-
tually reinforcing systems. e previous sections on system design in this chapter focused
on maintaining and promoting the creation of ‘good’ by-products in mutually reinforcing
systems. is section will focus on the prevention of ‘bad’ by-products, as discussed in
Section 2.3.2.2.
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A ërst, technical, point should be noted. Because a second system is being added to games
with by-products, there are now requests and responses going between the two systems.
is introduces more ways for people to intercept and change messages. However, most
games with by-products are multi-player or in some way involve a server which the players
must communicate with through the game. is means that there are already ways in which
people might try to intercept messages. While there are now more opportunities, the larger
issue has not really changed with the introduction of mutually reinforcing systems.
A problemmay be introduced if systems were allowed to join and leave mutually reinforcing
systems loops through some sort of framework. Since it has already been established that
mutually reinforcing systems may require a level of trust between each other, it might not
be practical to create such a framework. However, this may be possible if there was some
way for systems to monitor each other’s behaviors and ensure they were secure. Even if no
sensitive information was passed between systems, it would still be important that infor-
mation was correct and that equilibrium was maintained in order to ensure the viability of
by-products. Equilibrium might be attained between systems by only allowing requests to
be made once a certain number of conërmed responses had been given. is is in contrast
to the earlier discussion of equilibrium which focused on the balance of the user activity
between two systems. e issue in this case would be making sure that each system as a
whole was not ìooding the loop. In all likelihood, some sort of administrator would need
to be put in place so that systems could register for membership. If a system did not play
by the rules, it could then be banned from taking part.
However, these are technical issues and the focus of this dissertation has been on the con-
ceptual and high level details of the mutually reinforcing systems concept. As such, the rest
of this section will try to address these higher level issues.
Agreement Rules
Agreement rules ensure that a by-product is validated by having multiple users conërm a
by-product in some way. e ënal versions of Realise and EyeSpy took this concept and had
it work across systems so that the agreement was between a player and a non-player. e
player and non-player have diﬀerent motivations but both want satisfaction. e player
wants to create a photograph that will be accepted so that they can gain points. e non-
player only wants to pay for acceptable images. ese two motivations should lead to an
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appropriate agreement rule, even if it is only enough to determine that the outcome is valid
for these two users. Before the by-product can be added to the data-set for general use, it is
still subject to the agreement rules for non-request tasks. is way a requested photograph
can still be used by other users as a by-product of EyeSpy.
Another reason for this extra level of validation is that the Realise and EyeSpy users might
be colluding with each other, making their agreement invalid. It must be ensured that this
will only aﬀect those two users and not infect the general data-set. Using a single account
across systems might prevent this (perhaps rewarding game players with a greater allowance
on the requesting system), although people could just register twice and make two separate
accounts.
e potential for collusion across systems is an important issue. If there is enough freedom
in the requests system, this could allow people to pass notes to the game players. is could
be addressed by detecting how often a particular user’s requests are deleted by game players.
If most players delete them, but the same one or two always manage to conërm them, it
could indicate a collusion. If this was on a larger scale (perhaps involving a naming scheme),
the average time taking to conërm requests or the average number of successful conërms
could be detected and then recorded user actions could be injected to prevent the collusion
from continuing.
Another potential problem of agreement rules comes from the possible background of the
users across systems. In the case of EyeSpy and Realise, the game was expected to be used
by locals and the website was expected to be used by tourists. is means that one set
of users would be more familiar with the area than the other. is could lead to some
cultural problems concerning the descriptions of the area or for EyeSpy players choosing
what is most appropriate for the Realise users. is is unlikely to be the case in all mutually
reinforcing systems, but it is worth keeping in mind that the diﬀerent backgrounds of the
users of diﬀerent systems might need to be taken into account during the design stage.
A potential means to detect people who were trying to collude would be to require players
to go through a trial period of only playing the regular game until they reached a certain
number of points. is might make it less attractive to try and collude. At the very least, it
would ensure that something productive came from players before they tried to collude.
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e ënal versions of the systems removed the agreement rule between players of EyeSpy
that was needed to validate the location of request responses. is means that players were
once again able to use the priority targets to extend the number of regular photo targets
they could create each day. However, these will be returned to the Realise users, cluttering
up the response page for their request. One way to deal with this could be the introduction
of a ìagging system so that Realise users could report photographs that are not relevant to
their request. If the same players were found to be repeatedly doing this, they could then
be reprimanded.
Consensus Rules
While the agreement rules for the request system in Realise and EyeSpy attempt to ensure
that the requester and the player will be happy with the outcome, this does not mean that
the by-product is ready for general use. Similarly, if a diﬀerent website user was allowed
to pay the bounty and buy the photograph for themselves, this still does not mean that a
consensus on that photo has been reached. is is because both these scenarios involve a
subjective measure of the acceptability of the photograph. Before the by-product can be
accepted for general use, an objective measure is required. is is achieved by having a
threshold number of users agree on the acceptability. In the implementation of EyeSpy and
Realise, this was achieved by putting the photograph through the same consensus procedure
as all the other photographs in the game.
e consensus rule can also help identify colluding players. If there are groups of people
who always conërm their members’ by-products when no one outside the group does, they
are probably colluding. is might also be achieved through a ìagging system where the
non-colluding players could report by-products that they suspect are made by colluding
players. Of course, this ìagging will also require a consensus before any action can be
taken to make sure that people are not merely abusing the ìagging system.
Anonymity Rules
Preventing collusion between systems can be helped by maintaining anonymity between
users. is can be achieved by randomly assigning the requests to players. is might even
be put on a rota system so that each non-game user must be paired with each game player
in the game area at least once before repeating.
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ere is an issue of privacy here as well. For example, if a Realise user makes a request
that is personal or private and EyeSpy players are able to identify the requester, this may
prove embarrassing for the Realise user. While it is the responsibility of the requester not
to reveal identifying information about themselves in a request, it is the responsibility of
the designers to ensure that no unnecessary information is passed between the systems that
might identify the requesters or players to each other. If identifying or sensitive information
must be passed, this should be done in a secure way so that the data cannot be read except
where needed.
While anonymity is important, there may be beneëts in opening up the band of commu-
nication between players and requesters. is could allow players to ask for clariëcation of
descriptions or otherwise encourage a dialog to ensure that the by-product correctlymatches
the request. However, this should still be achieved in an anonymous way as far as possible.
For example, not allowing actual text to be written, but providing a form of pre-written
responses that can be selected. e central issue is that anonymity prevents collusion and
maintains privacy amongst all users. In designing mutually reinforcing systems, we must be
vigilant to ensure that only the absolutely required information is passed between systems
and is kept as secure as possible at all stages.
Diversity Rules
Mutually reinforcing systems introduce new game-play elements which add to the diver-
sity of the games. People are requesting things with a diﬀerent motivation than the game
players, and this is likely to increase the diversity of the by-products. It may be possible to
increase this beneët by presenting the existing by-products to the requesters in some way.
In Realise, the nature of the website allowed the users to search and browse all the exist-
ing conërmed by-products. is should encourage players not to request new by-products
which already exist in the data-set (because requesting a new by-product will take longer).
Presenting the data-set in this way should encourage unique requests that will lead to a
more diverse data-set in the future.
Another way to further encourage unique requests could be the prevention of people mak-
ing similar requests. While people may do this accidentally, or simply not ënd the existing
responses, it is also possibly that requesters could purposely try and use similar requests in
order to disrupt play. If enough people got together to do this, they could ìood the system
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with a single request that players would have to conërm repeatedly. By comparing request
text to that of existing requests, this might be prevented. If the match is not certain, the
existing request could be presented to the user, showing them the resulting by-products.
If the system allowed other users to buy by-products from other users’ requests, this could
also be presented as an option, being a quicker solution that creating a new request.
An interesting point to note is that the original implementation of mutually reinforcing
systems had an internal validation scheme within EyeSpy for by-products that were the
result of requests. e results were not passed to the Realise users until they had been
validated. However, this validation allowed players to use the priority targets as a means to
extend the number of regular photo targets they could create each day (because the images
from priority targets were put back into the game as regular photo targets). With that
validation scheme, there was no way to catch players who did this. While their photos
would never be returned to the website users, they would never be caught for this behavior
because it was hard to tell that this was going on. It would be entirely possible that they
just kept taking photographs of the request from a diﬀerent location than everybody else,
thus preventing their photographs from being validated in the same location. However, the
newer implementation, by removing this validation, actually makes it more likely that these
oﬀenders will be caught. It would be simple to include a ìagging system within the Realise
website that allowed requesters to say that a response has nothing to do with their request.
A player who gets ìagged for this by several Realise users could then be reprimanded.
Competitive Rules
e addition of the subjective reward system to mutually reinforcing systems, as well as the
variability added by requests, helps keep the game more competitive by allowing a variable
points model and diﬀerent game modes. ese make it easier for people to overtake each
other.
However, a potential problem of this system is that many people may all respond to a
request, but the person who made the request may only pay the bounty on the best one.
is might happen despite many of the responses being of a high quality and fully satisfying
the request. While there may be several valid by-products, not all players in this scenario
will be rewarded fully for their eﬀorts. In the EyeSpy game, players should still receive
points when their image re-enters the game as a regular photo target, but this will still
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mean they are losing out on a large number of points. is also opens up the possibility
that requesters make requests without any intention of paying the bounties. Assuming
that a correct implementation of the subjective reward system was in place (thus requiring
requesters to commit their allowance to a bounty as it was being made), users would be
limited in the number of requests that could be made. However, the system will continue
to give the requests to players until a successful response has been ‘bought’ by the Realise
user. By never conërming, Realise users could create requests that will always be sent out,
without ever being satisëed, thus bloating the system with unnecessary tasks.
ere are a few ways that such eventualities might be addressed. e most straightforward
is to put a lifetime on requests. If a request is not satisëed within a set period of time, it
will no longer be sent to the EyeSpy players. It should be noted that the points which the
requester has committed to the request should not be returned to them. ey can always
remain there so that the user can change his or her mind and purchase one of the pictures,
but freeing the funds would allow them to potentially save up funds over a long period of
time to make it easier to ìood the system with similar tactics later on.
Another possibility would be to limit the number of users who receive each request. e
implementation used in this dissertation made this a largely random assignment where
sometimes more players would receive certain requests. However, it could be possible to
ensure that a request would only be sent to some maximum number of players so that it
would not forever be in the system. is may limit the potential to get a large variety of
responses, but it would prevent abuse and would also make it more likely that players would
receive points for their eﬀorts because they would be competing against fewer players for
each request.
e design of mutually reinforcing systems has now been discussed, but this has only con-
centrated on issues that have arisen from the current implementation seen in this disser-
tation. e next section will discuss potential issues that may appear in future designs of
mutually reinforcing systems and some possible improvements that might be made to the
concept.
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7.2 – Remaining Issues and Future Work
While this dissertation has attempted to present and address as many of the issues relating
to mutually reinforcing systems as possible, time limitations prevented every eventuality
and idea from being explored.
One issue with mutually reinforcing systems that is not fully addressed is how well they
will scale outside of the two systems which are presented in this dissertation. While the
subjective reward system is a starting point for maintaining balance between systems, it is
only designed to deal with scaling in the number of people using each system. But how
might the scaling work if more systems are added to a mutually reinforcing systems loop?
e trust based nature of mutually reinforcing systemsmight suggest that all the systems in a
loop need to be designed and maintained by the same people to ensure that all the systems
act appropriately and fairly. Another solution could be to incorporate an administrative
element to the loops, allowing third-party systems to register for inclusion. If they broke
any rules, they could then be removed from the registry.
However, both these ideas are somewhat limiting. e ërst solution prevents third-party
systems from taking advantage of each other and potentially injecting new functionality
into a loop. e second solution involves the use of a dedicated administrative staﬀ that
monitor the behavior of systems and ensure that they are all acting appropriately. A better
solution would be to allow third-party systems in an automated way that still ensured that
a fair level of requests and responses were produced by all the systems in a loop. A possible
solution could be to use a real economy for the requests system. is would mean that
any abuse of the systems would cost the oﬀenders real money, making it less attractive to
ignore the rules. However, this could lead to a division amongst the users where people with
more money ended up dominating the systems and those with less money would ënd it
too costly. If most of the users of one system were more wealthy than those of another, this
may also lead to the poorer system being unable to outbid the richer users and eﬀectively
lead it to stop operating.
One solution to maintain trust between systems could be the use of a reputation system, as
described by Burnham and Sami [129]. By testing systems to make sure that they produce
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good by-products or do not abuse the rules of the subjective reward system, it can be known
that a system will play by the rules before it is fully introduced into a loop. However, this
would not prevent the designers of the new system from changing how it operated once it
fully joined the loop.
A potential solution might be to separate the existing subjective reward system out of the
individual systems and make it a dedicated system. is system would act as an account
manager, keeping track of players’ points and non-players’ allowances to spend on requests.
All transactions involving points exchange would have to go through this separate system,
including requests and bounty payments. is, in essence, takes the trust of the requests
system away from individual systems and puts it all on the separate subjective rewards sys-
tem. As long as all the systems trusted this one system, they would not have to trust each
other. is could solve the issue of trust for third-party systems, allow for an automated
solution and ensure that balance was maintained across all systems in the loop.
is is not so diﬀerent from how things are already implemented: the subjective reward
system is simply moved out of the individual systems and into its own dedicated system.
e system for keeping balance would have to be modiëed slightly to address the issue of
some systems being more or less active than others. is was not an issue with the existing
implementation described in this dissertation because only two systems were being used.
However, if there were several systems and one of them was less active than the others, it
could introduce a bottleneck to the loop. Rather than measuring overall activity in the
entire loop, activity for individual systems would need to be measured so that users could
be presented with how many requests and how many points could be spent on each system
each day, rather than there being general amounts across all systems.
Scalingmutually reinforcing systems is not only relevant tomaintaining the balance amongst
systems and players: the problems being solved by the systems could also become increas-
ingly complex. It has already been shown that games can be used to address relatively com-
plex topics such as tracking the spread of a virus, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3. e games
used to carry out this tracking were fairly complex compared to most current games with
by-products which primarily deal with simple tasks that can be solved relatively quickly.
But if we wanted to use human computation and games with by-products to address more
complex problems, how would this be achieved? One possible solution would be to break
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the problem down into small component elements. Systems could then be built to address
each of these smaller problems, then a larger solution could be assembled. Mutually rein-
forcing systems might provide a good framework for such an approach as it would allow
systems to communicate through requests and ensure that systems worked together in a
balanced way, communicating with each about their needs and results to solve the larger
problem. is could be an interesting area for future research.
In addition to general issues about mutually reinforcing systems, there are also some im-
provements that might be made to the speciëc systems presented in this dissertation. For
example, the amount of contextual information used by Realise could be extended by hav-
ing EyeSpy collect more information when targets are created. is could improve the
usefulness of the Realise search engine, as discussed by Lane et al. [130].
Another improvement to the systems could be taken from ‘TinEye,’ which is a reverse image
search engine that ënds the web pages than image appears on.[³] ere is a potential to do
something similar with Realise and EyeSpy. Realise users could submit a photographic im-
age which could then be sent to the EyeSpy players. Once the images were received, players
would be given the task of ‘conërming’ the photograph by going to the location where it
was taken. is would be very similar to the existing game dynamic for regular photo tar-
gets. e diﬀerence would be in requiring multiple players to independently conërm the
location. However, once this has been done, the photograph would now be geographically
referenced. is method of labeling photographic images with their geographic coordinates
could be beneëcial to people who did not know where a photograph was taken or where a
particular landmark was. is could still ët within the tourist directed design of Realise as
it is possible that people might forget where they were when they took their photographs
during a trip. Another possibility is that there is a less well known place that they want to
visit and have a photograph of it, but do not know exactly where it is.
Another photograph search system is ‘Pixolu’ which searches images based on a given search
term.[⁴] e search term is compared against Flickr tags and the resulting images are all
taken from the Flickr website.[⁵] What makes pixolu unusual is that the users can ëlter
the results by selecting a few which better match what they are looking for. Once they
[³]http://www.tineye.com
[⁴]http://www.pixolu.de
[⁵]http://www.flickr.com
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select some images, a new result set is returned with photos that are similar to those which
were chosen. is concept might be beneëcial to Realise if users want images of a speciëc
landmark rather than a set of images from the same location. By ërst presenting the location
results, Realise could allow users to select the image that most closely matched what they
were looking for. An image matching system could then return other images from that
location which matched the chosen picture. While Realise is mainly a location based image
based search engine, this functionality could help users to locate photographs of a speciëc
landmark from within the location based results.
7.3 – Conclusions
In this chapter, it was noted that there are common problems in games with by-products
and that this dissertation has described ways to address these problems. e EyeSpy game
addressed the problem of using games with by-products to collect and classify useful con-
textual information (addressing RQ2) and it was hoped that letting the users create the
tasks they had to perform would make the game less monotonous, but this did not prove to
be the case. e game also continued to produce broad by-products and could not respond
to the need for speciëc ones.
e introduction of mutually reinforcing systems allowed for more diversity in game-play
due to the motivations from non-game users. It also introduced a way to request speciëc
by-products (addressing RQ1). is addressed the principal problems that had been iden-
tiëed in games with by-products, but also introduced its own. e main new problem was
maintaining balance between the systems. It had to be ensured that there were not too
many requests sent to EyeSpy and that EyeSpy could respond to requests within a reason-
able amount of time. A solution to this problem was presented called the subjective reward
system. is involved limiting the number of requests that could be made based on the
overall activity of the two systems, but also allowed the requesters to prioritize their needs.
Additionally, it took much of the validation away from the game and placed it in the hands
of the requesters such that they could decide whether or not the game players would receive
points for their eﬀorts.
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A second problem with mutually reinforcing systems is that the current designs necessitate a
lot of inter-system trust. While this may be ëne when both systems are designed and main-
tained by the same people, it might prevent diﬀerent designers from sharing their systems’
beneëts with each other. It was also noted that privacy may be a greater issue in mutually
reinforcing systems than other games with by-products because of the communication of
data between systems, meaning that the data may not be controlled by the system in which
it was created.
e common designs of games with by-products were then extended and addressed from
the perspective of mutually reinforcing systems in order to discuss issues that others might
face in designing their own mutually reinforcing systems. Potential future research was also
presented, highlighting problems which had yet to be addressed and which may also aﬀect
future mutually reinforcing systems.
While this chapter has shown that our research has addressed RQ1 and RQ2, it has also
been shown that there are aspects which still require attention. Although EyeSpy was largely
successful in extending human computation to collect and classify useful contextual infor-
mation in mobile environments, as required by RQ2, the concept of mutually reinforcing
systems only went part way to addressing RQ1. It was posed in RQ1 that this dissertation
should ënd a way to improve human computation to match the speciëc needs of other
systems. In a literal sense, mutually reinforcing systems did indeed address RQ1, but they
showed that the wider problem went beyond the original question. e issues of trust,
privacy and equilibrium between systems become more signiëcant as the number of sys-
tems increases. Even within the two systems presented in this dissertation, a fully balanced
solution was diﬃcult to achieve (and never perfectly demonstrated).
Although this dissertation has successfully addressed the research questions, it has also high-
lighted that a true solution goes beyond what was stated in the questions themselves. is
indicates that future research would be required to fully answer all the issues which this
dissertation has raised beyond the initial research questions.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
is dissertation has discussed the way that computer games have an important cultural
signiëcance and can be created to produce human computed by-products as a side eﬀect
of play. While these games have proved successful, the by-products are usually produced
ahead of time for predicted use in another system, rather than responding to the speciëc
needs of those systems at the time.
is dissertation has also discussed the way that mobile environments provide great poten-
tial for such games as they might be used to address the computationally diﬃcult task of
collecting and classifying good contextual information. By setting out the common design
elements of previous games with by-products, the research described in this dissertation at-
tempted to address the problem of creating a mobile game which could create by-products
that responded to the immediate needs of another system.
Using the common designs of previous systems as a guideline, a game with by-products
was built called EyeSpy. A particular contribution of this research was that, unlike previ-
ous games with by-products, EyeSpy was set in a mobile environment and had the players
create, validate and label image by-products that were contextually relevant to that envi-
ronment. Because these by-products were designed to be conërmed by other players, they
were generally of easily identiëable and recognizable places, but the decision of what places
to use for creating by-products was left entirely at the discretion of the players. is system
proved successful in producing useful by-products and being enjoyable to play. However,
it could not respond to the speciëc needs of another system and became monotonous over
time.
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In order to address these problems, the concept of mutually reinforcing systems was in-
troduced. is forms the central contribution of this dissertation. Demonstration of the
concept required the construction of a second system, Realise, that used the by-products
from EyeSpy and allowed its users to request new ones as needed. is required an addi-
tional game-play element to be added to EyeSpy in order to incorporate this feature. In
this way, Realise users would provide additional game content for EyeSpy and the game
would respond to holes in the data-set, as identiëed by the Realise users. is allowed the
systems to mutually reinforce each other and work together to achieve their goals. EyeSpy
could now respond to the speciëc needs of another system, and the additional game-play
element helped to make the game less monotonous over time. However, this particular
implementation of mutually reinforcing systems had problems of its own which needed
to be addressed. e system for validating the new game-play element took too long and
Realise users were frustrated that they did not have more control over whether or not the
new by-products matched their requests.
To address these issues, the power of accepting responses was placed with the Realise users
and a system to achieve this was incorporated into the existing design. is augmenta-
tion was called the subjective reward system. is system was designed to provide a faster
means of Realise users getting responses to their requests by allowing them to prioritize
their requests with points values, and having responses immediately sent to them for ap-
proval rather than having the game validate the images ërst. In order to ensure that users
prioritized their requests properly, a limitation on the number of requests was made, as well
as a limitation on the points that could be allocated across their requests. ese limitations
were set dynamically depending on how many requests were currently awaiting responses
and how quickly responses were being created for them. However, this ënal aspect of the
subjective reward system was implemented incorrectly and a working demonstration of this
element was not built and tested within the time limits of this research. It is proposed that,
even though further reënements are desirable, the deployed mutually reinforcing systems
implementation forms another contribution of this dissertation, by showing concrete evi-
dence that the mutually reinforcing systems concept can be implemented in a useful way.
It was also noted that the current implementation of mutually reinforcing systems requires
trust between the systems and this may prove to be problematic in practical use if all the
member systems are not designed and maintained by the same people. Some suggestions
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for future research to address this problem were posed in Section 7.2.
is dissertation opened by posing two research questions. ese were intended to focus
the research such that it might lead to potential solutions to the problems. ese research
questions were stated in Section 1.1:
RQ1. How can the results of human computation be improved to match the speciíc needs of
other systems?
RQ2. How can human computation be extended to collect and classify useful contextual infor-
mation in mobile environments?
RQ2 was addressed through the creation of EyeSpy: a mobile game with by-products. is
game allowed users to collect information in a mobile environment that they felt was con-
textually relevant (in that it would be easily recognizable and ëndable by others). e game
also incorporated a means for the users to validate each other’s choices and took advantage
of the sensor mechanisms on the mobile devices to allow connections to be made between
the information that was collected. For example, given a photograph or text description,
it would be possible to show other photographs and textual descriptions from the same
area. In this way, the game used humans to both collect and classify useful contextual
information from a mobile environment, thus addressing RQ2.
RQ1 was addressed through the creation of Realise and the concept of mutually reinforcing
systems. By giving Realise users the ability to make direct requests of the EyeSpy players,
and by augmenting EyeSpy to incorporate a new game dynamic that would allow them to
respond, the game is now able to match the speciëc needs of another system, which was
the requirement of RQ1.
However, there are still aspects of the presented solution that require further attention.
While mutually reinforcing systems do allow the results of human computation to match
the speciëc needs of other systems, a method is needed to manage those needs such that
they do not overwhelm the human computation component. A ënite number of people
will be involved in the human computation and too many requests will cause a lengthy wait
before all the requests can be dealt with.
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e proposed solution to this problem was the subjective reward system. is allowed peo-
ple to prioritize their needs and prevented too many requests from being made (determined
by what the systems were currently able to cope with). However, this concept requires fur-
ther research and has not yet been demonstrated to be successful. is means that, while
this dissertation has achieved the goal put forward by RQ1, future research will need to be
carried out before there is a fully viable solution.
By addressing these research questions, the contribution of the research described in this
dissertation has been, overall, to extend existing human computation techniques to allow
the collection and classiëcation of useful contextual information in mobile environments
and to allow the results of this extension to match the speciëc needs of another system. e
dissertation has also highlighted areas of future research that will contribute to making a
fully viable solution for other designers who need to create such systems of their own.
By taking human computation beyond the desktop systems of previous games with by-
products, this work has opened up a new research area where physicality, local knowledge
and environmental adaptability can all be used as we make computer systems outsource
tasks to humans. Additionally, by extending human computation to produce valid subjec-
tive by-products rather than objectively validated results, this dissertation has demonstrated
the possibility for using human computation in areas that are highly subjective, such as those
involving art, music, opinion and taste. While reënements and generalizations inevitably
have to be done, these outcomes broaden the ëeld of human computation signiëcantly, and
extend the potential range of applications of this as yet under-explored and under-exploited
research area.
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